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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, increasingly large amounts of data are being collected in numerous areas
ranging from science to industry. To gain valueable insights from these data, the im-
portance of Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) workloads is constantly growing. At the
same time, the hardware landscape is continuously evolving. On the one hand, the in-
creasing capacities of DRAM allow database systems to store their entire data in main
memory. Furthermore, the performance of microprocessors has improved tremendously
in recent years through the use of sophisticated hardware techniques, such as Single
Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) extensions promising hitherto unknown processing
speeds. On the other hand, the main memory bandwidth has not increased proportion-
ately, such that the data access is now the main bottleneck for an efficient data processing.
To face these developments, in-memory column-stores have emerged as a new database
architecture. These systems store each attribute of a relation separately in memory as a
contiguous sequence of values. It is state-of-the-art to encode all values as integers and
apply lossless lightweight integer compression to reduce the data size. This offers several
advantages ranging from lower transfer times between RAM and CPU over a better uti-
lization of the cache hierarchy to fast direct processing of compressed data. However,
compression also incurs a certain computational overhead. State-of-the-art systems focus
on the compression of base data. However, intermediate results generated during the exe-
cution of complex analytical queries can exceed the base data in number and total size.
Since in in-memory systems, accessing intermediates is as expensive as accessing base
data, intermediates should be handled as efficiently as possible, too.
While there are approaches trying to avoid intermediates whenever it is possible, we en-
vision the orthogonal approach of efficiently representing intermediates using lightweight
integer compression algorithms to reduce memory accesses. More precisely, our vision
is a balanced query processing based on lightweight compression of intermediate results in in-
memory column-stores. That means, all intermediates shall be represented using a suit-
able lightweight integer compression algorithm and processed by compression-enabled
query operators to avoid a full decompression, whereby compression shall be used in a
balanced way to ensure that its benefits outweigh its costs.
In this thesis, we address all important aspects of this vision. We provide an extensive
overview of existing lightweight integer compression algorithms and conduct a systemati-
cal experimental survey of several of these algorithms to gain a deep understanding of their
behavior. We propose a novel compression-enabled processing model for in-memory column-
stores allowing a continuous compression of intermediates. Additionally, we develop
novel cost-based strategies for a compression-aware secondary query optimization to make effec-
tive use of our processing model. Our end-to-end evaluation using the famous Star Schema
Benchmark shows that our envisioned compression of intermediates can improve both
the memory footprint and the runtime of complex analytical queries significantly.
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1
INTRODUCTION
In the context of the advancing digitization, increasingly large amounts of data are being
collected in numerous areas ranging from scientific applications over e-commerce and
industry 4.0 to digital health care. As a whole, these data allow valuable insights, such
as identifying trends and exceptions, which can facilitate informed decision-making [17].
However, gaining these insights requires complex data analyses, whose importance is
constantly growing. Such analyses are performed by so-called Online Analytical Process-
ing (OLAP) workloads, which are characterized by read-only access to a few attributes of a
large portion of the tuples in a database. The applications on top of the database systems
demand that these analyses are processed efficiently. Consequently, nowadays, the ar-
chitecture of a database system must be optimized for the efficient processing of complex
analytical queries to meet these demands.
At the same time, the hardware landscape is continuously evolving and it is, by now,
widely accepted that database systems have to adapt to and exploit the features of the
hardware platform they run on to meet the ever-increasing performance demands [67].
As one example, the capacities of DRAM have significantly increased in recent years,
while the price per gigabyte has dropped [36]. This trend has rendered it feasible for
database systems to store their entire base data in main memory and, thus, has caused
a shift from classical disk-centric system architectures to novel main memory-centric ar-
chitectures [36, 59, 64]. Another example is the increasing compute power of modern
microprocessors, which is achieved through sophisticated hardware techniques such as
out-of-order execution, branch prediction, hardware prefetching, and hierarchical mem-
ory systems, but first and foremost through the use of parallelism on different levels [41].
On the one hand, thread-level parallelism following the Multiple Instruction Multiple
Data (MIMD) paradigm is supported by today’s multi-core CPUs. On the other hand,
data-level parallelism following the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) paradigm
is employed within each single core. This SIMD functionality is provided by special
instruction set extensions offering so-called SIMD instructions that apply a certain oper-
ation to multiple data elements in a vector register at once. If exploited in the right way,
all these modern hardware features can facilitate the efficient data processing in database
systems [13, 59, 71, 88, 130]. However, a major obstacle for their effective use is the widen-
ing gap between the main memory bandwidth and the CPU performance, widely known
as the memory wall [13, 14, 90]. For data-intensive applications, such as database systems,
this means that, with traditional processing concepts, the data cannot be transferred from
main memory to the CPU quickly enough to fully utilize the CPU’s resources. To cope
with this hardware challenge, database systems must limit their memory accesses.
To face these application trends, on the one hand, and hardware trends, on the other
hand, in-memory column-stores have emerged as the new architecture of choice in recent
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years [13, 17, 36, 107]. These systems store their entire data in main memory and combine
a columnar data representation with novel processing models targeted at columnar data
so that only the attributes required in a particular analytical query need to be transferred
between RAM and CPU.
More precisely, the data representation in these systems adopts a decomposition storage
model [20]. That means, all base relations of a database schema are vertically partitioned
and the values of each attribute are stored contiguously in memory as a separate sequence
of values, a so-called column. While each column could have its individual data type,
it is common to encode all values as integers to enable an efficient processing [38, 92].
Depending on the original data type, there are special techniques to obtain integer values.
Floating and fixed point numbers can be represented as integers, e.g., by using special
scaling schemes [37]. Temporal types can be represented as integral time stamps. Finally,
values of any data type can be mapped to integers using appropriate dictionary encoding
schemes [2, 8, 18, 38, 82, 94, 98]. Here, the idea is to replace each value by its unique key
in a dictionary. This technique is especially important for string attributes and can reduce
the physical size of a column significantly if long strings are encoded.
To further reduce the physical data size and, thus, to reduce the number of memory ac-
cesses, it is state-of-the-art to apply a lossless lightweight integer compression scheme
to each column [1, 2, 32, 36, 64]. The reduced data size resulting from compression has
several advantages: It results in lower transfer times between RAM and CPU, since less
physical data needs to be transferred. Hence, the effective bandwidth with respect to
the logical data is increased. Furthermore, it allows a better utilization of the cache
hierarchy, since more logical data elements can be stored within the physical capac-
ity limits of each cache level. Finally, smaller data buffers also result in less compul-
sory cache and TLB misses. However, as a downside, working with compressed data
incurs a certain computational overhead due to compression and decompression opera-
tions [2, 18, 64, 130]. In fact, compression has been an active research field in the database
community long before the advent of in-memory column-stores [43, 45, 98]. Traditional
disk-centric row-stores employ compression to alleviate the low bandwidth between
main memory and secondary storage devices such as HDD or SSD, which was the main
bottleneck in these systems [35, 91]. In that context, heavyweight compression schemes
are employed, such as Huffman [52], Arithmetic Coding [119], Lempel-Ziv [117, 127, 128],
or Snappy1, that achieve compression rates close to the data’s entropy, but incur a high
computational effort. However, in-memory column-stores employ compression in com-
pletely different circumstances. First, the access to main memory is orders of magni-
tude faster than that to disk. Thus, compression algorithms must be highly efficient
to be beneficial at all. Second, columnar data is generally more amenable to compres-
sion than tabular data, since similar values are stored contiguously [2, 3]. Thus, for
in-memory column-stores, special lightweight integer compression algorithms have been
developed [2, 6, 71, 101, 105, 124, 130]2, which are very fast and still reach very good
compression rates. These unique properties are achieved by two means. First, these al-
gorithms are always tailored to certain data characteristics, which necessitates the smart
selection of a suitable algorithm for the data at hand [2]. Second, they make exten-
sive use of the features of modern CPUs, especially of vectorization using SIMD exten-
sions [71, 101, 105, 124]. Another advantage of lightweight integer compression algo-
rithms is that many query operators can directly process compressed data without prior
decompression [2, 40, 45, 64, 66, 74, 116]. Over the past years, a very large corpus of light-
weight integer compression algorithms has been proposed [2, 6, 71, 101, 105, 124, 130]
and these algorithms are based on techniques such as run-length encoding [2, 98], delta
coding [71, 98], frame-of-reference [43, 130], dictionary coding [2, 8, 98, 130], and null
suppression [2, 98]. Nevertheless, existing systems usually support only a few different
algorithms [2, 64, 92, 130].
1https://github.com/google/snappy
2 This is just a small subset. We present a more comprehensive overview in Chapter 2.
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Figure 1.1: The number (a) and total uncompressed size (b) of all base columns and
intermediates in the Star Schema Benchmark.
With respect to query processing, in-memory column-stores adopt models for columnar
data such as column-at-a-time [13] or vector-at-a-time [15, 129]. A query can be repre-
sented as a tree or directed acyclic graph of operators, whereby data is passed between
operators via intermediate results, or intermediates, for short. Complex analytical queries
consist of numerous operators. Consequently, the number of intermediates is usually
much higher than that of the accessed base columns, while the intermediates’ total phys-
ical size contributes a large fraction of the overall amount of data involved in the query
execution. As an example, consider the well-known Star Schema Benchmark [100] from
the business intelligence domain. Figure 1.1(a) contrasts the number of base columns
and intermediates for query 3.1, as a concrete example, as well as for the average of all
thirteen queries. In both cases, the number of intermediates is approximately three times
higher than the number of base columns. Figure 1.1(b) reveals that these intermediates
constitute almost two thirds of the data in query 3.1, while they constitute nearly one
third of the data on average of all queries, assuming uncompressed data. Interestingly, in
in-memory column-stores, the access to the intermediates is as expensive as the access to
the base data, since both reside in main memory. This suggests that the efficient handling
of intermediates should receive equally much attention as that of the base data.
In the literature, there are two orthogonal approaches for the efficient handling of inter-
mediates. The first idea is to avoid the materialization of intermediates whenever possible by
employing composite operators [61] or just-in-time compilation techniques [79] which al-
low passing data between operators via processor registers only. However, this approach
is not applicable for all intermediates and incurs an additional compilation overhead
at query run-time. The second idea is the efficient materialization of intermediates using
lightweight integer compression [18]. Exploiting the advantages of lightweight integer
compression for intermediates is a seamless extension of their well-established use for
the base data. This idea was originally proposed with a focus on string attributes in disk-
centric row-stores [18], but was not adopted by state-of-the-art systems. However, due
to the hardware trends mentioned above, especially due to the memory wall, we believe
that this idea deserves a thorough reconsideration for modern in-memory column-stores
using today’s state-of-the-art vectorized lightweight integer compression algorithms.
In fact, current systems neglect the compression of intermediates. Typically, they keep
intermediates compressed as long as possible. However, as soon as some operator not
supporting compression is reached, the intermediates are decompressed, but not recom-
pressed again, so that the potential of working on compressed data is wasted for the
remaining query execution [29, 32, 64, 92]. Therefore, our vision is a balanced processing
of analytical queries based on lightweight integer compression of intermediates in in-memory
column-stores. That means, all intermediates shall be represented using a suitable light-
weight integer compression algorithm and processed by compression-enabled query op-
erators. At the same time, compression must be employed in a balanced way, to ensure
that its benefits outweigh its costs.
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1.1 CONTRIBUTIONS
The realization of our vision requires a thorough understanding of the large corpus of
lightweight integer compression algorithms as a basis. Furthermore, a compression-
enabled processing model is required. Finally, the effective utilization of compression
should be subject to query optimization. In this thesis, we address each of these aspects
individually. Thus, the main contributions of this thesis are the following:
1. We conduct an extensive experimental survey of numerous state-of-the-art vector-
ized lightweight integer compression algorithms and combinations thereof to sys-
tematically investigate the impact of the data characteristics, the hardware char-
acteristics, and the employed SIMD extension on four different objectives, the com-
pression rate as well as the performance of compression, decompression, and aggre-
gating decompression. Our main insight is that there is no single-best lightweight
integer compression algorithm, but the choice is non-trivial and depends signifi-
cantly on each of the factors mentioned above as well as on the objective. Moreover,
we provide detailed quantitative insights into the algorithms’ behaviors at a level
of detail which is, to the best of our knowledge, unprecedented in the literature.
2. Based on the column-at-a-time processing model introduced by MonetDB [13], we
propose a novel compression-enabled processing model for in-memory column-
stores. We identify four degrees for the integration of lightweight integer compres-
sion into query execution. Our processing model seamlessly embraces existing op-
erators for compressed data from the literature, but also allows a continuous compres-
sion of all intermediates.
3. We introduce direct integer morphing algorithms, a novel class of algorithms re-
lated to (de)compression. These algorithms are able to change the compressed rep-
resentation of an integer sequence from one compressed format to another without
decompression and play an important role in our processing model.
4. We propose a novel cost model for lightweight integer compression algorithms ca-
pable of estimating the compression rate as well as the runtime of compression, de-
compression, and aggregating decompression for a particular algorithm on a given
data set when executed on a given hardware platform using a given SIMD exten-
sion. Our cost model follows a gray-box approach to separate effects caused by the
functional properties of the algorithms from effects related to their execution on a
particular hardware. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first proposal of such
a cost model in the literature.
5. Based on this cost model, we develop compression-aware strategies for secondary
query optimization that can aim at minimizing either the memory footprint or the
runtime of a complex analytical query by assigning suitable compressed formats to
all intermediates of a query execution plan obtained from an existing compression-
unaware query optimizer. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first proposal of
such strategies for in-memory column-stores.
6. To realize our vision, we combine our individual solutions into MorphStore, our pro-
totype of an in-memory analytical query engine for columnar data. Using this sys-
tem, we conduct an extensive end-to-end evaluation of our vision using the well-
known Star Schema Benchmark [100]. While MorphStore achieves query runtimes
comparable to those of the state-of-the-art column-store MonetDB [13] in a fair com-
parison of the purely uncompressed and single-threaded execution with scalar in-
structions, our results show that our proposed continuous compression of interme-
diates can improve the memory footprint as well as the runtime of a complex analyt-
ical query significantly. However, to accomplish this, the choice of the compressed
format of each intermediate is essential, and we show that our compression-aware
strategies for secondary query optimization are able to make sensible decisions.
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Figure 1.2: Overview of the structure of this thesis.
Besides these main contributions, this thesis also contains extensive overviews of related
work regarding each individual topic as well as systematic micro benchmarks proving
the effectiveness of our proposed approaches. (Almost) all of our main contributions
have already either been published in international conferences or journals or are cur-
rently under review at the time of this writing. Moreover, (most of) our source code has
already been made available online under free-software licenses. Throughout this the-
sis, we will refer the reader to both the original publications and the source code at the
appropriate points.
1.2 OUTLINE
Figure 1.2 provides an overview of this thesis. Chapter 2 is dedicated to the large corpus
of existing lightweight integer compression algorithms. Here, we first introduce the reader
to the foundations of this research field. After that, we present our extensive experimental
survey of lightweight integer compression algorithms. The insights gained in this chap-
ter constitute the motivation for all remaining chapters. Next, Chapter 3 addresses the
employment of lightweight integer compression algorithms for the query processing in
in-memory column-stores. The main part of this chapter is covered by the detailed pre-
sentation of our processing model for compressed intermediates. Our novel direct integer
morphing algorithms play a crucial role in our processing model. However, since they
are an interesting topic on its own, we dedicate the second part of this chapter solely
to this novel class of algorithms. After that, Chapter 4 complements our compression-
enabled processing model with compression-aware query optimization strategies. This chap-
ter is dominated by the in-depth presentation of our novel cost-based selection strategy
for lightweight integer compression algorithms. Furthermore, we show how to utilize
the underlying cost model to select suitable compressed formats for our compression-
enabled operators, before we propose approaches for compression-aware secondary query
optimization. To prove the effectiveness of our compression-enabled processing model
and compression-aware optimization strategies, we conduct an end-to-end evaluation in
Chapter 5. Here, we briefly investigate a simple analytical query, before we move on to
a detailed evaluation using the Star Schema Benchmark [100], including a comparison
to MonetDB [13]. Finally, we conclude this thesis in Chapter 6, where we summarize our
contributions again and point out promising directions for future work.
1.2 Outline 13
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2
LIGHTWEIGHT INTEGER COMPRESSION
In this fundamental chapter1, we study the large corpus of existing lossless lightweight
integer compression algorithms in isolation. This is a necessary first step to gain insights
essential to the effective employment of lightweight integer compression during query
processing and its consideration during query optimization.
This chapter is structured as follows: We start by providing an extensive overview of
this research field, including a disambiguation of the term lightweight integer compression,
in Section 2.1. Choosing a suitable lightweight integer compression algorithm for a par-
ticular situation requires a thorough understanding of the behavior of such algorithms
subject to different factors of influence. Therefore, we conducted an extensive experimen-
tal survey of state-of-the-art lightweight integer compression algorithms and present the
results in Section 2.2. Finally, we summarize this chapter in Section 2.3.
In general, the main contributions of this chapter are fundamental to the subsequent
chapters and can be summarized as follows:
1. We show that there is a multitude of different lightweight integer compression al-
gorithms, but none of them is suitable in all situations.
2. We investigate the impact of the data characteristics and hardware properties on
the behavior of lightweight integer compression algorithms at a level of detail and
comprehensiveness unprecedented in the literature. In particular, to the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to evaluate the impact of the employed SIMD extension.
3. While we do explicitly not aim at developing new lightweight compression algo-
rithms, we contribute novel efficient vectorized implementations of some existing
ones. One of these has meanwhile become a part of a major free-software library2
on lightweight integer compression.
1 Parts of the material in this chapter have been developed jointly with Annett Ungethüm, Juliana Hilde-
brandt, Dirk Habich, and Wolfgang Lehner. The chapter is based on [22, 23, 26, 49]. The copyright of [22] is
held by the authors; the original publication is available at https://doi.org/10.5441/002/edbt.2017.70.
The copyright of [23] is held by the authors; the original publication is available at https://doi.org/
10.5441/002/edbt.2017.08. The copyright of [26] is held by the Association for Computing Machin-
ery (ACM); the original publication is available at https://doi.org/10.1145/3323991. The copyright
of [49] is held by the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM); the original publication is available
at https://doi.org/10.1145/3209950.3209957.
2 The FastPFOR C++ library: Fast integer compression. https://github.com/lemire/FastPFOR
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2.1 FOUNDATIONS
In this section, we provide basic knowledge about the field of lightweight integer com-
pression. After explaining what we understand by lightweight integer compression in
Section 2.1.1, we first give a structural overview of the research field in Section 2.1.2 and,
then, present the state of the art in this field in Section 2.1.3.
2.1.1 Disambiguation of Lightweight Integer Compression
The basic idea of compression is to reduce the physical size of the data. In the database
field, compression is usually expected to be lossless to ensure accurate query results. In
the following, we briefly clarify what we mean by the terms lightweight and integer.
Lightweight vs. heavyweight compression. Heavyweight compression is traditionally em-
ployed in disk-centric systems. Here, the main bottleneck is the access to the secondary
storage, e.g., HDD or SSD [35, 91]. Heavyweight compression algorithms are generic
with respect to the data characteristics and focus on optimizing the compression rate.
This is sensible, since in disk-centric systems, a reduced data size corresponds to a pro-
portional improvement of the transfer time between disk and main memory, while the
computational effort for decompression is negligible compared to the slow disk access.
Typical examples of heavyweight compression are Huffman [52], Lempel-Ziv [117, 127,
128], and Arithmetic Coding [119]. As heavyweight algorithms are not suited for main
memory-centric systems [3], special lightweight compression algorithms have been devel-
oped, that are much faster and often allow the direct processing of the compressed data.
To achieve these unique properties, lightweight algorithms are always tailored to certain
data characteristics and make extensive use of modern processor features, especially of
SIMD extensions, as we will explain below. In general, lightweight compression algo-
rithms optimize the trade-off between compression rate and performance. In the remain-
der of this section, we will present numerous examples of lightweight integer compres-
sion algorithms in detail.
Integer arrays vs. other data structures. By integer we actually mean integer sequences, i.e.,
contiguous arrays of integers. However, compression can also be applied to more com-
plex data structures frequently used in database systems, e.g., relations [43, 93], trees [43],
bitmaps [114], hash tables [7, 46], and string dictionaries [78]. In fact, some of these struc-
tures can contain integer lists.
2.1.2 Overview of Lightweight Integer Compression
Lightweight integer compression has been an active research field for decades, with some
of the earliest works dating back to the 1970s [34, 96]. To structure the diverse multitude
of approaches that have been proposed since then, we distinguish between techniques,
algorithms, and implementations. These terms are arranged in Figure 2.1. By compression
techniques, we refer to the guiding ideas to achieve different sub-goals of integer com-
pression. Then, each compression algorithm orchestrates one or more of these techniques
and defines the compressed data format. An implementation of an integer compression
algorithm is a hardware-specific executable code producing the compressed representa-
tion of an uncompressed input integer sequence. In the following, we give an overview
on each of these three concepts, but before that, we briefly introduce some fundamental
terms we use throughout this chapter.
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Figure 2.1: Classification of lightweight integer compression techniques, algorithms and
implementations.
The input of the compression is a sequence of unsigned integers, which we call data ele-
ments. Even uncompressed data elements have to be represented somehow at the phys-
ical level. This is typically done using a fixed number of bytes per data element. In this
chapter, we assume unsigned 32-bit integers, since this is the prevalent data type in the
literature on lightweight integer compression. The output of the compression is a se-
quence of bytes arranged according to the compressed format of the respective algorithm.
We refer to the compressed representation of a single data element as a code word. Each
code word represents a data element using a particular number of bits at the physical
level. We call this number the bit width. To ensure that the compression is lossless, the
bit width used for a particular data element must be greater than or equal to its effective
bit width. We define the effective bit width of an integer x as ⌈log2(x + 1)⌉ if x is greater
than 0, and as 1, otherwise. Intuitively, the effective bit width of x is the position of the
most significant 1-bit in the binary representation of x, whereby bits are counted from the
least significant bit and counting starts at 1. Even though we often speak of compression,
there is, of course, always also a corresponding decompression side. The decompres-
sion takes a compressed sequence of bytes as input and outputs the original sequence of
uncompressed data elements.
Techniques
Generally, two obvious goals for compression respectively for reducing the overall num-
ber of bits can be differentiated: (1) reducing the number of data elements and (2) reduc-
ing the number of bits per data element. To achieve the latter, a preprocessing can help
to obtain small integers, which can be encoded with fewer bits. Thus, a third sub-goal is
(3) to map the input values to smaller ones. As depicted on the right side in Figure 2.1,
these three sub-goals address different data levels. The reduction of the number of data
elements and the mapping to smaller values considers the logical data level, where data
elements are viewed as natural numbers irrespective of a particular hardware architec-
ture’s machine word width. The reduction of the number of bits per data element, how-
ever, addresses the physical level, where each data element must be represented using a
certain number of bits.
As highlighted in Figure 2.1, five basic techniques are currently known and frequently
used: delta coding (DELTA) [71, 98], frame-of-reference (FOR) [43, 130], dictionary coding
(DICT) [2, 8, 98, 130], run-length encoding (RLE) [2, 98], and null suppression (NS) [2,
98]. These five techniques address different sub-goals. While DELTA, FOR, and DICT
consider the mapping to smaller values, the goal of RLE is to reduce the number of data
elements on the logical level, and NS addresses the physical level of bits or bytes to reduce
the number of bits per data element. We denote FOR, DELTA, and DICT as preprocessing
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Figure 2.2: Examples for lightweight integer compression techniques.
techniques for the physical compression with NS. In that respect, the NS technique plays
an outstanding role among the other techniques. This explains why lightweight integer
compression algorithms are often composed of more than one of these techniques by
combining a preprocessing technique with NS.
To better understand each technique, we briefly explain each of them by means of a short
example. DELTA and FOR represent each data element as the difference to either its pre-
decessor data element (DELTA) or a certain given reference value, usually the minimum
of all values (FOR). For decompression purposes, we have to store the reference values
in FOR. DICT replaces each value by its unique key in a dictionary. We have already
discussed how dictionary-based mappings can be used to map values of any data type
to integers in Chapter 1. Irrespective of that, this technique is perfectly applicable to in-
tegers, too. The dictionary has to be stored for the purpose of decompression [2, 8, 78].
Examples for these preprocessing techniques are given on the left side in Figure 2.2. As
depicted, the objective of these three well-known techniques is to represent the original
data as a sequence of small integers, which is then suited for the actual compression using
the NS technique. NS is the most studied lightweight integer compression technique. Its
basic idea is the omission of leading zeros in the binary representation of small integers.
An example is shown in Figure 2.2. If the given input sequence contains only small inte-
ger values between 0 and 3 as illustrated in Figure 2.2, we only require two bits for each
value. Finally, RLE tackles uninterrupted sequences of occurrences of the same value,
so-called runs. Each run is represented by its value and information on the repetition,
e.g., its length as depicted in Figure 2.2.
The general ideas of these techniques show that each focuses on certain characteristics
of the data to be compressed. DELTA is suitable for sorted integer sequences. FOR and
DICT exploit the data distribution, which should be narrow for FOR and which should
contain only a few distinct values for DICT. RLE leverages subsequent repetitions in the
data. Finally, NS also exploits the data distribution and is tailored for small integers.
Furthermore, the techniques can be divided into three groups depending on how the
input values are mapped to output values. In the simplest case, a fixed-size input is
mapped to a fixed-size output (1:1 mapping). However, a fixed-size input could also be
mapped to a variable-sized output (1:N mapping), or, vice versa, a variable-sized input
to a fixed-size output (N:1 mapping). DELTA, FOR, and DICT map each input data ele-
ment to exactly one code word as the output, i.e., they perform a 1:1 mapping. In RLE,
not every input data element is necessarily mapped to a code word, because a successive
subsequence of equal values is encoded together in the output. Thus, RLE is a represen-
tative of an N:1 mapping. In this case, a compression is already done at the logical level.
The NS technique is either a 1:1, a 1:N, or an N:1 mapping depending on the algorithm.
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Algorithms
The ideas of these techniques are put in use by lightweight integer compression algo-
rithms. Each algorithm can either apply one technique or combine two or more in a cas-
cade. On the level of the lightweight integer compression algorithms, the NS technique
has been studied most extensively [5, 6, 31, 34, 71, 73, 84, 96, 101, 103, 105, 120, 122, 124,
130]. This very large number of specific algorithms shows the possible diversity even
within a single technique.
The logical-level techniques, however, have not received much attention on the algorithm
level. Different algorithms for RLE differ, e.g., in the way they record the repetitions.
The run value can be stored together with the number of repetitions, the so-called run
length [72], or the run’s start position in the input sequence [72], or both [2]. Furthermore,
runs of length one, which allow no actual reduction of the number of data elements, could
be stored in a special way to avoid the overhead of storing the run length [72]. The pre-
processing steps DELTA, FOR, and DICT have usually been investigated in connection
with the NS technique [31, 130].
Implementations
An implementation of a compression algorithm is a hardware-specific executable code. In
the past years, the main focus of the research on lightweight integer compression has
been the exploitation of modern hardware features and computing devices to further re-
duce the runtime overhead of (de)compression. This integrates seamlessly with the trend
of pursuing data processing at the speed of the bare metal. It was observed that tailoring
an algorithm to a specific hardware platform often incurs straightforward changes to the
algorithm’s compressed format respectively memory layout [99, 101].
The efficient vectorized implementation using SIMD instruction set extensions has at-
tracted most of the attention in the research community in the past years [71, 84, 101, 105,
111, 124]. While the focus of those vectorized implementations was first and foremost on
NS algorithms, the logical-level techniques have been neglected. As an exception, Lemire
and Boytsov presented a vectorized implementation of DELTA [71]. To make straight-
forward use of SSE’s 4-way arithmetic instructions, their implementation calculates the
differences of each data element to its fourth predecessor. In this thesis, we focus exclu-
sively on CPU implementations, especially using SIMD instructions. Thus, we elaborate
on this line of research in detail in Section 2.1.3.
Nevertheless, implementations for general-purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs)
and field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) were proposed as well, but play only an
underpart in the literature. For instance, Fang et al. [37] investigated the efficient im-
plementation of multiple lightweight integer compression algorithms on GPGPUs. They
observed that especially cascades of two or more techniques are beneficial in this context.
Rozenberg and Boncz [99] presented a library of efficient GPGPU-implementations for
all techniques of lightweight integer compression. Lisa et al. [75] proposed an FPGA-
implementation of null suppression.
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Figure 2.3: Different ways to adapt to the data distribution of an example sequence of
32 data elements v0 to v31. Each diagram (a–e) contrasts the effective bit widths to the
bit widths used by the NS algorithm. We assume a block size of 8 data elements for
fixed-size blocks, while variable-size blocks may contain 2, 4, or 8 data elements.
2.1.3 State-of-the-Art in Lightweight Integer Compression
In the following, we focus on the algorithm and implementation levels of lightweight in-
teger compression. As stated above, the physical compression with the NS technique has
received by far the most attention in the research community at these levels. Therefore,
this section focuses solely on this technique.
The compressed format of each NS algorithm contains two types of data: (i) the com-
pressed data itself, sometimes called the payload, and (ii) metadata, often called descriptors,
carrying necessary information for the decompression, such as the bit width of a code
word or the number of data elements in a compressed block. Regarding the concrete
structure and representation of the compressed data, different authors classified NS al-
gorithms in terms of different properties [71, 101, 105, 124]. None of these classifications
is, or was explicitly meant to be, complete, and, in fact, different proposed properties
complement each other. To summarize existing classifications, we present five proper-
ties from the literature. While for each property, multiple options are known, none of
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Figure 2.4: Options for code word alignment in NS algorithms.
them is necessarily the best in all cases, as we will show in Section 2.2. Our goal at this
point is merely to provide an overview of different design options in NS algorithms. This
also provides the basis for the understanding of the descriptions of concrete algorithms
afterwards. Table 2.1 on page 30 provides an overview of all NS algorithms and imple-
mentations presented in the following and categorizes them with respect to these five
properties.
(1) Adaptation to the data distribution. NS algorithms try to reduce the number of bits
per data element. While it depends on the data distribution in how far this is possible,
there are multiple ways in which a NS algorithm could adapt to the distribution. These
are illustrated in Figure 2.3. In the most trivial case, a NS algorithm uses the same num-
ber of bits for all data elements in the input sequence, disallowing any adaptation to
local changes in the data distribution. Such NS algorithms are called fixed-length en-
codings [37, 105]. However, to adapt to local variations in the data distribution, most
NS algorithms perform a variable-length encoding [37, 105], by varying the bit width
within the sequence, depending on the data. Variable-length encodings select the bit
width either at the level of fixed-size blocks, variable-size blocks, or single data ele-
ments, whereby the size of variable-size blocks depends on the data, too. Whenever
blocks are used, the largest value in the block determines the lowest possible bit width
required for a lossless compression. This is usually fine as long as all data elements have
more or less the same bit width. However, if the data contains outliers, i.e., data elements
that are much larger than the others, then these outliers dominate the bit width deci-
sions. To tolerate such outliers, some algorithms are able to treat large values separately
by combining fixed-size blocks with patched coding [130], which we will describe in
detail below.
(2) Code word alignment. With respect to the alignment of the code words in the com-
pressed format of a NS algorithm, three classes can be distinguished [105, 124], which
are illustrated in Figure 2.4: Bit-aligned NS algorithms try to compress an integer using
a minimal number of bits. Therefore, the compressed representation of a data element
can begin and end at any bit position within the compressed data. Byte-aligned NS al-
gorithms compress an integer with a minimal number of bytes. Code words can begin
and end only at bit positions which are multiples of eight. Hence, each payload byte
contains bits of only one code word. While this byte-alignment is a natural fit for the
byte-addressability of main memory, a code word might still contain leading zero bits,
i.e., waste some compression potential. Finally, word-aligned NS algorithms encode as
many integer values as possible into one 32-bit or 64-bit word. Thus, while a code word
might begin at any bit position, it always ends within the same memory word in which
it starts. Word-aligned NS algorithms make use of the fact that the native processing unit
of microprocessors is a machine word.
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Figure 2.5: An example of 20 data elements v0 to v19 represented in the horizontal and
the 4-way vertical data layouts using a bit width of 13 bit per data element.
(3) Memory layout. The memory layout describes the arrangement of the payload bits
in memory. Two core layouts are known in the literature [71, 101]: the horizontal and
the k-way vertical layout. These two layouts are illustrated in Figure 2.5. In the so-called
horizontal layout, the compressed representations of two consecutive data elements are
situated in consecutive memory locations [71, 101]. In contrast to that, the original defi-
nition [101] of the k-way vertical layout states that the compressed representations of k
consecutive data elements are stored in k different memory words. However, no NS algo-
rithm we are aware of makes use of the full flexibility provided by this definition. Instead,
existing algorithms assume that the k data elements are represented with a common bit
width [71, 101, 124]. In that case, it further holds that the k code words begin at the cor-
responding bit-positions within k consecutive memory words, whereby code words are
distributed in round-robin fashion over the memory words. When the k words are full,
each of a group of k consecutive code words can be split over two groups of k consecu-
tive words [71, 101] (indicated by hatching in Figure 2.5). While the horizontal layout is
the classical layout, the k-way vertical layout was proposed in the context of SIMD im-
plementations, since it facilitates the data-parallel extraction of multiple data elements,
as we will describe below. In fact, the horizontal layout is the 1-way vertical layout.
(4) Representation of the descriptors. Irrespective of their meaning for a particular NS
algorithm, the descriptors are themselves integers. Two different physical representa-
tions are commonly used to store them [105], as illustrated in Figure 2.6: unary and bi-
nary. While descriptors in the unary representation always have their individual length,
which is, by design, self-explanatory, binary descriptors could be stored with a fixed or
a variable length. However, since variable-length binary descriptors would require even
meta-metadata, this option is not used by any algorithm [105].
(5) Arrangement of the descriptor bits. Stepanov et al. [105] identified that the bits of a
descriptor can be split across the bytes of a compressed integer, packed together within
the compressed integer, or grouped together for multiple integers. Zhao et al. [124]
identified a fourth option: All descriptor bits could be separated from all payload bits
for the entire compressed integer sequence.3 These four options are illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.7. Early NS algorithms preferred the split [110] or packed [34, 96] arrangement of
descriptor bits, while more modern algorithms adopted the grouped [71, 101, 105] or sep-
arated [101, 124] storage, since the resulting separation of payload and descriptor bytes
facilitates the vectorized processing, as we will describe below.
3Zhao et al. [124] also call their approach grouped, but with another semantics than Stepanov et al. [105].
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Figure 2.6: Examples for the unary and binary representations of descriptors. In this ex-
ample, we assume that the descriptor is a bit width in the range [1, 32], and thus, requires
a fixed number of six bits in the binary representation.
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Figure 2.7: Options for arranging the descriptor bits. The example shows four code
words with two bytes each.
While property (1) describes the input units of the compression of a NS algorithm, (2)
and (3) address the compressed payload, and (4) and (5) address the metadata. In fact,
properties (4) and (5) were originally introduced in the context of byte-aligned NS al-
gorithms [105]. However, we observe that they can be applied for bit-aligned and word-
aligned NS algorithms as well, as Table 2.1 on page 30 shows. While, these five properties
are independent to a certain degree, most works in the literature present an algorithm as
a concrete combination of these properties.
In the following, we start by presenting well-known NS algorithms and subsequently
elaborate on their efficient implementation on modern hardware. Both parts are roughly
guided by property (1): We start with algorithms treating each data element individually
(first bit-aligned, then byte-aligned), proceed with algorithms using fixed-size blocks and
variable-sized blocks, and conclude with algorithms employing patched coding. Due to
the vast number of publications in this research field, we do not claim to cover all NS
algorithms and implementations thereof. Instead, we focus on the algorithms and imple-
mentations which we perceive as important steps in the development of the field. Lemire
and Boytsov published an extensive survey on NS algorithms and their efficient imple-
mentation in 2012 [70].4 Thus, we only give a brief overview of most of the algorithms
covered in their survey. Additionally, we present some algorithms and implementations
published after their survey [73, 84, 123, 124].
4This survey appeared as a journal article in 2015 [71]
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Null Suppression Algorithms
The earliest NS algorithms belong to the bit-aligned class. They represent each data ele-
ment with its individual bit width and pair each code word with the required descriptor
in the compressed format. Golomb Coding [118] makes use of the fact that, given a di-
visor k, each integer i can be represented as (i div k) + (i mod k). The code word of i
is the quotient (i div k) in unary representation followed by the remainder (i mod k) is
a fixed-length binary representation. The divisor k can be chosen to optimize the com-
pression rate, depending on the data distribution. Rice Coding [96] specializes Golomb
Coding by requiring k to be a power of two, such that efficient shift and mask instructions
can be used instead of integer division and modulo. Elias Gamma Coding [34] stores an
integer as its effective bit width in unary representation followed by its value in binary
representation, whereby the most significant set bit is omitted. Elias Delta Coding [34]
extends this algorithm by also storing the effective bit width as an Elias Gamma code
word. These early algorithms were shown to have uncompetitive performance compared
to nowadays’ state-of-the-art algorithms [71].
VByte [110]5 is perhaps the most well-known byte-aligned NS algorithm. Its idea is to
split an integer into 7-bit units. Each of these units is stored in its own output byte,
together with a continuation bit as the metadata indicating whether the next byte still
belongs to the same integer. There are several variants of this algorithm, which differ in
their endianness, meaning of the continuation bit (0 or 1 for continuation), and position of
the continuation bit (most or least significant bit of the byte) [71, 105]. Group-varint [30]
represents each data element with one to four bytes. Each code word is accompanied
by a 2-bit descriptor representing the number of bytes used, whereby the descriptors of
four consecutive code words are grouped together and stored in a single byte. Stepanov
et al. [105] proposed a generalization of VByte and Group-varint by introducing two
dimensions regarding the metadata.6 First, the descriptor could be stored in binary (B)
or unary (U) representation. Second, the bits of the descriptor could be split (S) with one
descriptor bit per output byte, packed (P) together inside each code word, or grouped (G)
together for multiple code words. The authors derive the algorithms varint-SB, varint-
PB, varint-GB, varint-SU, varint-PU, and varint-GU from this taxonomy. They note that
varint-SU and varint-GB are equal to VByte and Group-varint, respectively.
All algorithms mentioned so far choose an individual bit width for each data element,
which can result in suboptimal performance and a significant metadata overhead. How-
ever, there are algorithms encoding multiple data elements in the same way. The simplest
form are Binary Packing algorithms [31, 43, 71], which encode all data elements in a fixed-
size block with a common number of bits. This common bit width is chosen such that the
compression is lossless even for the largest value in the block. Binary Packing was orig-
inally introduced in combination with the FOR technique at the logical level [43], which
is natural since FOR has to analyze a block for determining the reference value anyway.
Nevertheless, Binary Packing can also be used in a stand-alone NS algorithm [71]. For
instance, AFOR-1 [31] uses a fixed block size of 32 integers, whereby each compressed
block is preceded by its descriptor. While the same fixed block size is used by BP32 [71],
this algorithm groups the four descriptor bytes of four consecutive compressed blocks to-
gether in one 32-bit descriptor word before the compressed blocks. This is done to ensure
that no compressed block crosses a cache line boundary. Although existing algorithms
use a certain block size, Binary Packing can trivially be modified to use any block size,
including a common bit width for all data elements in the entire input sequence, as the
5 In their survey [71], Lemire and Boytsov enumerate several references of this algorithm and explain in
detail, how it was called by different authors. We refer the interested reader to their publication, but mention
only the reference they identified as the oldest one in this thesis.
6We mentioned these dimensions as properties (4) and (5) above.
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extreme case. Whenever a fixed block size is used, the chosen bit width must be stored
as the metadata once for each block.
Choosing not only the bit width, but also the block size depending on the data allows
NS algorithms to adapt even better to the data distribution. Algorithms employing such
variable-size blocks try to find a trade-off between the metadata size, which tends to be
higher in total for smaller blocks, and the compressed data size, which can be reduced
through smaller blocks if the value range varies significantly within the integer sequence.
For instance, AFOR-2 and AFOR-3 [31] can use block sizes of 8, 16, or 32 data elements
and use a greedy algorithm to decide the block sizes based on the input data. Another
approach is VSEncoding [103], which uses a dynamic programming approach and can
choose small block sizes with a finer granularity.
Another example of NS algorithms using variable-sized blocks are the word-aligned rep-
resentatives of the so-called Simple-family. These algorithms try to pack as many code
words as possible into one machine word, i.e., they perform an N:1-mapping. For in-
stance, Simple-8b [6] uses 64-bit words for its output. Each of these words consists of a
4-bit selector indicating the compression mode and 60 bits of compressed payload. The
payload could consist of 60 1-bit values, 30 2-bit values, 20 3-bit values, and so on until a
single 60-bit value. That means, the block size and the bit width depend on each other. In
total, there are 14 compression modes, plus two modes for long repetitions of zeros. Dur-
ing compression, a greedy algorithm is used to determine the compression mode. Other
examples of the Simple-family are Simple-9 [5] and Simple-16 [120], which are tailored
to 32-bit machine words and support 9 and 16 compression modes, respectively.
Algorithms storing all data elements in a block with a common bit width generally suf-
fer from outliers in the data, since a single outlier can enforce a significantly higher bit
width than its neighboring data elements would require. To overcome this problem,
Zukowski et al. proposed patched coding [130]. Here, the idea is to classify all data ele-
ments as either regular values, which can be represented with a certain bit width b, or
exceptions, which require more than b bits. The regular data elements are stored using
b bits each, while the exceptions are stored separately. The bit width b is chosen such
that the total compressed size for regular values and exceptions is minimized. The au-
thors propose three algorithms, PFOR, PFOR-DELTA, and PDICT [130], which combine
the idea of the physical-level patched coding with the logical-level techniques FOR, FOR
and DELTA, and DICT, respectively. Nevertheless, it is possible to omit the logical-level
techniques [71]. These algorithms subdivide the input data into pages of 32 MiB each,
which are further subdivided into blocks of 128 data elements each. The bit width b is
determined using sampling and holds for an entire page. The data elements in a block
are compressed using Binary Packing. If a data element is an exception, it is replaced
by an offset to the position of the next exception in the block, which is encoded like a
regular value. The exception value itself is stored in a separate uncompressed exception
list at the page-level. The authors propose to process the data in two passes: The first
pass treats all data elements like regular values, while the second pass only considers
the exceptions and patches them into the output already produced. That way, expensive
branching inside the loops can be avoided. Several variants of these original algorithms
have been proposed in the literature. These differ in, e.g., the level at which the bit width
is determined, the level at which the exceptions are stored, and the way the exceptions
are stored. For instance, PFOR2008 [122]7 uses a byte-aligned NS algorithm to store
the exceptions. NewPFOR and OptPFOR [120] store the lower b bits of each exception
among the regular values and only the upper bits in the exception list. Therefore, they
also need to store the positions of the exceptions separately. Both the exception list and
the positions list are stored at the block-level and compressed using Simple-16. While
both algorithms determine the bit width at the block-level, NewPFOR strives to achieve
an exception rate of at most 10%, while OptPFOR optimizes the total compressed size.
Lemire and Boytsov introduced SimplePFOR and FastPFOR [71]. These determine the
bit width at the block-level and store the exceptions at the page-level using Simple-8b
(SimplePFOR) or Binary Packing (FastPFOR).
7The authors did not give their algorithm a name, but Lemire and Boytsov called it PFOR2008 in [71].
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Efficient Implementations of Null Suppression Algorithms on Modern Hardware
All the algorithms presented above were originally proposed for the conventional scalar
implementation on CPUs. However, to decrease the computational overhead of (de)com-
pression, at the beginning of the 2010s, the research community started to focus on the
efficient implementation on modern hardware. As stated above, most notable in this di-
rection is the employment of SIMD instructions set extensions, which is the focus in the
following. Most of the works in the literature focus on the (de)compression of unsigned
32-bit integers using Intel’s Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE). SSE offers 128-bit vector
registers, which can load four 32-bit data elements at once. Accordingly, most SSE in-
structions process four data elements at a time. In fact, this is the reason why many of
the implementations described in the following use the 4-way vertical layout.
Regarding bit-aligned NS algorithms, Schlegel et al. proposed 4-Gamma [101], a vector-
ized variant of Elias Gamma Coding [34]. 4-Gamma processes a block of four data ele-
ments at a time. While the original Elias Gamma algorithm uses an individual bit width
for each data element, 4-Gamma uses a common bit width for all four data elements in
the same block. This enables the efficient (un)packing of the values using vectorized shift
and mask instructions, since all four data elements can be treated in the same way. As
a consequence of the vectorized processing, 4-Gamma uses the vertical layout instead
of the horizontal one. For each block of four integers, their common bit width has to
be stored only once. Like the original algorithm, 4-Gamma stores this descriptor in the
unary representation, but unlike the original, it is stored in a separate memory area.
For the byte-aligned NS algorithms, several vectorized implementations have been pro-
posed in the literature [73, 84, 101, 105, 123, 124]. Since byte-aligned NS algorithms try
to represent an integer with a minimal number of bytes, the compression has to remove
leading zero-bytes, while the decompression has to reinsert them at the right positions.
In fact, all but one of the vectorized implementations we are aware of accomplish this
using SSE’s byte permutation instruction [73, 84, 101, 105].8 This byte permutation takes
two inputs: (1) a vector register containing the data (to be (de)compressed, in our case),
and (2) a vector register containing a permutation mask. If the i-th byte of the permuta-
tion mask contains the value k, then the byte permutation will copy the k-th byte of the
input data vector to the i-th byte of the output vector. Furthermore, if k is larger than
127, then the corresponding output byte will be set to zero, which is especially useful for
reinserting zero-bytes during the decompression. Since the initialization of the permuta-
tion masks for (de)compression involves complex computations, a common approach is
to pre-populate a table of all possibly required permutation masks offline and look them
up at run-time [73, 84, 101, 105].
Schlegel et al. pioneered the vectorization of byte-aligned NS algorithms by proposing
4-Wise Null Suppression [101] (henceforth 4-Wise NS). The authors observe that for each
32-bit integer, zero, or up to three bytes might be omitted. Thus, the number of bytes
omitted in one code word can be expressed in a 2-bit descriptor. 4-Wise NS processes
four data elements at a time and combines the corresponding four 2-bit descriptors into
a 1-byte mask. The required horizontal packing is performed using SSE’s byte permuta-
tion instruction, whereby the 1-byte mask is used to look up the necessary permutation
mask. The byte permutation arranges the effective bytes of all four code words in a block
densely. Afterwards, the compressed block is stored behind the previous one using an
unaligned SSE store instruction. In the compressed format, four masks are followed by
four compressed blocks in the horizontal layout. This makes both the compression and
the decompression more amenable for loop unrolling. The decompression examines the
mask to determine where zero-bytes need to be reinserted. Here, a permutation mask is
8The only exceptions are the implementations of SIMD-Group-Scheme-*8 [123, 124] described below.
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looked up as well, in this case the mask for the inverse permutation of the one used for
the compression.
In the taxonomy of Stepanov et al., 4-Wise NS is a vectorized implementation for varint-
GB [105] respectively Group-varint [30].9 Stepanov et al. propose vectorized implementa-
tions of the decompression of varint-GU [105]. This algorithm pairs a one-byte descriptor
with eight bytes of compressed payload. If the i-th bit of the descriptor is zero, then the
i-th byte of the payload is the final byte of a code word. Since a variable number of input
data elements is represented by a fixed number of output bytes, it may happen that the
last input data element does not fully fit into the remaining bytes of the output block.
Thus, the authors further subdivide varint-GU into varint-G8CU, which always uses the
complete (C) eight payload bytes by possibly splitting a code word over two subsequent
blocks, and varint-G8IU, which never splits code words and instead might make in-
complete (I) use of the payload bytes by leaving some of them unused. The vectorized
decompression of both of these algorithms require two SSE byte permutations to decom-
press one block, This is because each block might contain up to eight compressed data
elements, represented with one byte each, and might, thus, yield up to 32 bytes of uncom-
pressed data, which equals two SSE vector registers. Although the second permutation
is not required in all cases, the authors always employ it to avoid a branching instruction.
Varint-G8CU has to handle code words split over two compressed blocks, whereby be-
tween zero and three bytes could follow in the next block. Thus, varint-G8CU needs four
times as many pre-computed permutation masks as varint-G8IU. The authors identify
the varint-G* algorithms as especially suitable for vectorized processing, since the sepa-
ration of (unchanged) payload bytes and (grouped) descriptors facilitates the use of SSE
byte permutations.
Nevertheless, Stepanov et al. [105] also vectorized the decompression of varint-SU, i.e.,
the classical VByte algorithm. Varint-SU uses the most significant bit of each byte as a
continuation bit. The authors only roughly sketch their implementation by hinting that
they extract the continuation bits using SSE’s movemask-instruction and process eight
compressed bytes at a time using SSE’s byte permutation. However, crucial details of
their implementation are left unexplained. These gaps were filled by Plaisance et al. who
presented their variant of the vectorized decompression of the VByte format and call it
Masked-VByte [84]. The authors identify two problems of a naïve vectorization: First,
since one 16-byte vector register of compressed data yields 16 continuation bits, there are
216 different combinations, each of which requires an individual byte permutation. Thus,
the lookup table for pre-computed permutation masks would be larger than typical L1
data-caches. Second, the decompression is complicated by the fact that each 16-byte vec-
tor could start (end) with the bytes of code words that started in (end in) the previous
(next) 16-byte vector. To tackle these issues, the authors decide to use only the lower
12 bytes of a loaded 16-byte vector. Their implementation extracts the continuation bits
using SSE’s movemask-instruction and uses the lower 12 bits of the resulting 16-bit mask
to look up pre-computed information for the decompression. If the 12 compressed bytes
contain 12 data elements, these can be decompressed without a byte permutation us-
ing SSE’s unpacking instructions. Otherwise, three cases are distinguished: the 12 com-
pressed bytes could contain six data elements represented with up to two bytes each,
four data elements with up to three bytes each, or two data elements with up to five
bytes each. In any case, a pre-computed permutation mask is looked up and used for a
byte permutation reinserting the zero-bytes. Depending on the case, a certain number of
vectorized shift and mask instructions is required to remove the continuation bits within
the compressed bytes.
9The tiny difference is that the descriptors of 4-Wise NS store the number of omitted bytes, while those of
varint-GB store the number of retained bytes.
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Lemire et al. presented Stream-VByte [73], a further improvement of the existing vec-
torized implementation of the decompression of varint-GB by Stepanov et al. [105]. The
authors note that interleaving descriptor bytes and compressed blocks in the compressed
representation results in a suboptimal performance, since the address of the next descrip-
tor byte depends on the value of the current descriptor byte. Therefore, they suggest
separating all descriptors from all compressed blocks, while otherwise using the same
decompression algorithm.
Zhang et al. [123] and Zhao et al. [124] bridge the gap between bit-aligned and byte-
aligned algorithms with their Group-Scheme algorithm family and the corresponding
SIMD-Group-Scheme implementations for SSE. The algorithms in this family are char-
acterized by two properties: First, regarding the compression granularity, a data element
could be represented in units of 1 (bit-aligned), 2, 4, or 8 (byte-aligned) bits. Second, the
number of such units required for a compressed data element could be represented in
unary (U) or binary (B). Following Stepanov et al. [105], for the unary representation,
the authors additionally distinguish a complete (C) and an incomplete (I) variant. In
total, this family comprises ten algorithms: SIMD-Group-Scheme-1-B, -2-B, -4-B, -8-B,
-4-IU, -8-IU, -1-CU, -2-CU, -4-CU, and -8-CU. Zhao et al. [124] vectorize these algorithms
following a general approach, which they also employ for their Group-Simple, Group-
AFOR, and Group-PFD algorithms, as described below. Their approach to vectorize any
scalar implementation is based on two core ideas. First, the vectorized implementation
treats each quadruple of four subsequent data elements in the same way as the scalar im-
plementation treats a single data element. This especially applies to the determination of
the bit width, whereby their approach chooses a common bit width for all data elements
of a quadruple, and to the (un)packing of the values, whereby the authors employ the
4-way vertical layout. Second, the descriptors and the compressed data reside in two dif-
ferent memory areas, such that the vectorized processing of the data is not complicated
by interleaved metadata. For the efficient (un)packing, the authors use SSE’s shift and
mask instructions. In fact, they mention that 4-Gamma [101] is equal to SIMD-Group-
Scheme-1-CU.
Binary Packing is the classical family of NS algorithms using fixed-size blocks. The core
of this algorithm are routines for the (un)packing of data elements using the horizon-
tal or k-way vertical layout. Wilhalm et al. proposed a vectorized implementation of
unpacking from the horizontal layout [116]. Their implementation starts by loading a
vector register of compressed data. To decompress the first four data elements, a SIMD
byte permutation is executed, which copies all bytes containing bits of one of the data
elements to be decompressed into an individual 32-bit element of the vector register.
Then, SIMD shift instructions are used to align the code words to the least significant
bit of each 32-bit element. Finally, a SIMD mask instruction unsets all bits belonging to
the code words of neighboring data elements. The authors implemented one dedicated
and highly optimized routine for each possible bit width. As an alternative, Lemire and
Boytsov presented a vectorized implementation of unpacking from the 4-way vertical
layout [71]. To unpack four data elements from a vector register already loaded with
compressed data, their approach uses only one SIMD shift instruction to align the code
words to the least significant bits of a vector register’s 32-bit elements, one SIMD mask
instruction to unset the bits of the neighboring code words, one SIMD store instruction
for the decompressed values, and, finally, an increment of the output pointer. While
some more instructions are required for data elements spanning over the boundary of
two 32-bit words, their implementation generally involves neither branching, nor expen-
sive SIMD byte permutations employing pre-computed lookup tables. The authors, too,
use a specially optimized routine for each bit width. Zhao et al. [124] comment on the
packing to the 4-way vertical layout, which is based on shift and mask instructions, too.
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Furthermore, Lemire and Boytsov use their vectorized (un)packing routines to vectorize
their algorithm BP32. Naturally, they quadruple the block size and call their implementa-
tion SIMD-BP128 [71]. SIMD-BP128 subdivides the data into blocks of 128 integers each.
For each block, the required bit width is stored as a single byte in binary representation.
In the output, 16 of these bit widths are followed by 16 compressed blocks. This ensures
the 16-byte memory alignment required by SSE’s load and store instructions.
Applying their general approach for vectorizing NS algorithms, Zhao et al. proposed
SIMD-Group-AFOR [124]. This vectorized variant equals the original AFOR-2 algo-
rithm [31] with the difference that all possible block sizes are quadrupled, i.e., 32, 64, and
128 instead of 8, 16, and 32 data elements. Furthermore, the 4-way vertical layout is used
for the compressed data.
Zhao et al. [124] also presented a vectorized implementation of the word-aligned algo-
rithm Group-Simple from the Simple-family. A crucial sub-task of word-aligned NS al-
gorithms is to partition the input integer sequence in variable-sized blocks, such that the
number of code words per output machine word is maximized. Instead of considering
each individual data element, SIMD-Group-Simple [124] starts by generating a quadru-
ple maximum array containing only the maximum value of each quadruple. Then, the
partitioning is done based on this array, which reduces the amount of work by a factor of
four. As an optimization, SIMD-Group-Simple does not calculate the actual maximum of
a quadruple, since this typically involves branching instructions. Instead, a pseudo maxi-
mum is calculated as the bitwise OR of all four values, which is permitted by the fact that
only the effective bit width of the maximum, not the maximum itself, is decisive for the
partitioning. The effective bit width of the largest value in the quadruple is preserved
by bitwise disjunction. In accordance to the authors’ general vectorization approach, the
output unit is a group of four consecutive 32-bit words. These are organized using the
4-way vertical layout and can contain either 4 × 32 1-bit values, 4 × 16 2-bit values, 4 × 10
3-bit values, and so on until 4×1 32-bit values. In total, there are ten compression modes.
The (un)packing is done using a special routine for each possible bit width, vectorized
similar to the way proposed by Lemire and Boytsov [71]. A four bit selector represents
the mode chosen for the compressed block and is stored in a different memory area than
the compressed payload.
Finally, vectorization can also be employed for NS algorithms based on patched coding.
Lemire and Boytsov presented SIMD-FastPFOR corresponding to their FastPFOR algo-
rithm [71]. However, this implementation utilizes SIMD instructions for the (un)packing
of the blocks only, whereas the actual patching is not vectorized. Zhao et al. proposed
SIMD-Group-PFD [124] as a vectorization of Group-PFD [124] and PFOR2008 [122]. This
implementation determines the optimal bit width for a block of data elements by apply-
ing the original routine on the quadruple maximum array. Only the quadruples with an
exceptional bit width are closer considered to find out which individual data elements
are exceptions.
Table 2.1 provides an overview of all NS algorithms and implementations presented in
this section. It is clearly visible that there is a large variety regarding the NS technique,
which has even grown due to vectorized implementations in the past years. Many of
the algorithms and implementations differ only in small details, which can make them
more suitable for one or another data distribution. In the next section, we continue with a
systematic experimental evaluation of several of these algorithms and implementations.
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Table 2.1: Overview of the NS algorithms and implementations presented in Section 2.1,
whereby the highlighted ones are considered in our experimental survey in Section 2.2.
Algorithm/implementation Map Adapt. Align Mem. Repr. Arr. Uses
ping to distr. ment layout descr. descr. SIMD
Golomb Coding [118] 1:N sd bit H U P –
Rice Coding [96] 1:N sd bit H U P –
Elias Gamma [34] 1:N sd bit H U P –
Elias Delta [34] 1:N sd bit H U P –
varint-SU aka. VByte [105, 110] 1:N sd byte H U S –
varint-PU [105] 1:N sd byte H U P –
varint-GU [105] 1:N sd byte H U G –
varint-SB [105] 1:N sd byte H B S –
varint-PB [105] 1:N sd byte H B P –
varint-GB aka. Group-varint [105, 30] 1:N sd byte H B G –
BP32 [71] 1:N fb bit H B G –
AFOR-1 [31] 1:N fb bit H B G –
AFOR-2 [31] 1:N vb bit H B G –
AFOR-3 [31] 1:N vb bit H B G –
VSEncoding [103] 1:N vb bit H B G –
Simple-8b [6] N:1 vb word H B G –
Simple-9 [5] N:1 vb word H B G –
Simple-16 [120] N:1 vb word H B G –
PFOR [130] 1:N fb+p bit H B G –
PFOR-DELTA [130] 1:N fb+p bit H B G –
PDICT [130] 1:N fb+p bit H B G –
PFOR2008 [122] 1:N fb+p bit H B G –
NewPFOR [120] 1:N fb+p bit H B G –
OptPFOR [120] 1:N fb+p bit H B G –
SimplePFOR [71] 1:N fb+p bit H B G –
FastPFOR [71] 1:N fb+p bit H B G –
4-Gamma [101] 1:N fb bit V U X √
4-Wise NS [101] 1:N sd byte H B G √
varint-GB [105] 1:N sd byte H B G √
varint-G8CU [105] 1:N sd byte H U G √
varint-G8IU [105] 1:N sd byte H U G √
Masked-VByte [84] 1:N sd byte H U S √
Stream-VByte [73] 1:N sd byte H B X √
SIMD-Group-Scheme-1/2/4-B [124] 1:N fb bit V B X √
SIMD-Group-Scheme-8-B [124] 1:N fb byte V B X √
SIMD-Group-Scheme-4-IU [124] 1:N fb bit V U X √
SIMD-Group-Scheme-8-IU [124] 1:N fb byte V U X √
SIMD-Group-Scheme-1/2/4-CU [124] 1:N fb bit V U X √
SIMD-Group-Scheme-8-CU [124] 1:N fb byte V U X √
SIMD-BP128 [71] 1:N fb bit V B G √
SIMD-Group-AFOR [124] 1:N vb bit V B X √
SIMD-Group-Simple [124] N:1 vb word V B X √
SIMD-FastPFOR [71] 1:N fb+p bit V B G √
SIMD-Group-PFD [124] 1:N fb+p bit V B X √
Adaptation to the data distribution: fb: fixed-size blocks, vb: variable-size blocks,
sd: single data elements, fb+p: fixed-size blocks with patching
Memory layout: H: horizontal, V: vertical
Representation of the descriptors: U: unary, B: binary
Arrangement of the descriptor bits: S: split, P: packed, G: grouped, X: separated
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2.2 EXPERIMENTAL SURVEY
As presented above, a very high number of different lightweight integer compression
algorithms has been proposed in the literature. Besides that, the possibility of combining
algorithms of different techniques in cascades and the current trend to implement these
algorithms for modern hardware, especially targeting SIMD extensions, further increase
the plethora of options researchers and system engineers are faced with. To make a well-
founded decision which algorithm to use in a particular situation, the impact of factors
like the data characteristics and the hardware properties on the algorithms’ behavior in
terms of performance and compression rate has to be known as a basis.
Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, a satisfactory experimental evaluation has
never been published before, as we discuss in Section 2.2.1. We closed this gap by con-
ducting an extensive experimental survey on this subject. We describe our general setup
and methodology in Section 2.2.2. After that, our comprehensive evaluation is divided
into three parts, each of which has its individual focus. In the first part (Section 2.2.3), we
systematically investigate the influence of different data properties on the behavior using
a fixed hardware setting. In the second part (Section 2.2.4), we show how the properties
of the underlying hardware platform affect the behavior of the algorithms relative to each
other. Finally, in the third part (Section 2.2.5), we focus on the variety of available SIMD
extensions as a particularly interesting hardware feature and shed light on the effect of
employing different extensions to implement the algorithms. In each of these parts, we
elaborate on crucial implementation and/or hardware aspects, present and interpret our
experimental results, and summarize the lessons we learned.
2.2.1 Related Work
While every publication introducing a new lightweight integer compression algorithm
typically contains an evaluation section comparing the new algorithm to existing ones,
there are only few publications providing a considerable comparative evaluation.
Abadi et al. [2] evaluated the performance of simple database queries on a couple of
synthetic data sets compressed using a few algorithms belonging to different techniques,
such as RLE, DICT, and NS. However, they neither considered a rich set of data distri-
butions nor the explicit combination of different compression techniques. Furthermore,
their study was published in 2006, before the use of SIMD extensions in lightweight in-
teger compression became popular, i.e., they evaluated only scalar implementations. Be-
sides that, their context was a disk-centric DBMS, while we focus on in-memory systems.
Lemire and Boytsov [71] evaluated numerous vectorized lightweight integer compression
algorithms. They considered stand-alone NS algorithms as well as cascades with DELTA.
However, due to their information retrieval background, they focus only on postings lists
data sets, i.e., sorted unique integer sequences. This narrows the considered data charac-
teristics, while DBMSs are expected to perform well on data with any properties to satisfy
all possible applications.
Finally, Wang et al. [114] also conducted an extensive evaluation.10 While they consider
numerous synthetic and real data sets, they also focus only on sorted unique integer
lists and the combination of NS and DELTA, with a focus on the comparison to bitmap
compression.
10Note that their paper was published after our first publication on this subject [23].
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Table 2.2: The characteristics of the three hardware platforms considered in our survey.
For brevity, we name these platforms after their processor model.
HW platform Haswell Skylake Xeon Phi
Processor characteristics
Model Intel Core i7-4710MQ Intel Core i7-6820HK Intel Xeon Phi 7250
Generation 4 (Haswell) 6 (Skylake) (Xeon Phi)
Base frequency 2.5 GHz 2.7 GHz 1.4 GHz
L1 D-cache 32 KB 32 KB 32 KB
L1 I-cache 32 KB 32 KB 32 KB
L2 cache 256 KB 256 KB 1 MB
L3 cache 6 MB 8 MB –
SIMD extensions SSE, AVX2 SSE, AVX2 SSE, AVX2
AVX-512
Main memory characteristics
Capacity 16 GB 16 GB 192 GB
Configuration 2 × 8 GB 2 × 8 GB 6 × 32 GB
Technology DDR3 DDR3 DDR4
Frequency 1600 MHz 2133 MHz 2400 MHz
memcpy() speed 8.0 GiB/s 8.8 GiB/s 5.3 GiB/s
≈ 2,140 mis ≈ 2,370 mis ≈ 1,420 mis
Employment in our evaluation
Section 2.2.3 √
Section 2.2.4 √ √ √
Section 2.2.5 √
Hence, an exhaustive comparative evaluation as a foundation to understand the behavior
of state-of-the-art vectorized lightweight integer compression algorithms and combinations
thereof on numerous data sets with significantly different characteristics has never been suf-
ficiently conducted. We close this gap with our extensive experimental survey, which we
describe in detail in the following.
2.2.2 Experimental Setup and Methodology
In the following, we provide details on our experimental setup and methodology valid
to all three parts of our evaluation. In the respective sections, some of these details will
be further clarified.
Hardware platforms. Table 2.2 provides an overview of the hardware platforms used
in our experiments. For brevity, we refer to each of these systems by the name of the
processor model, i.e., we call them Haswell, Skylake, and Xeon Phi. We comment on the
differences of these platforms in Sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5. Besides general properties such
as the clock frequency and memory bandwidth, especially the supported SIMD exten-
sions are of interest to us. The operating system is Ubuntu Linux in all cases.
Considered algorithms. Aiming at a good coverage of existing algorithms, we consider
all five basic techniques in detail, i.e., RLE, DELTA, FOR, DICT, and NS. We investi-
gate both implementations of a single technique and cascades of one logical-level and
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Table 2.3: A (simplified) summary of the characteristics of the synthetic data sets used
throughout our evaluation. Each data set consists of 100 M uncompressed 32-bit integers.
Data set Sorted Data properties Varied data property
D1 no uniform distribution with min=0 max
D2 no normal distribution with stddev=20 mean
D3 no 90% small values, 10% large outliers mean of the outliers
D4 no 50% small values, 50% large outliers mean of the outliers
D5 no uniform distribution avg. run length
with min=0, max=216 − 1
D6 yes uniform distribution with min=0 max respectively
#distinct values
D7 no common exact bit width for all values bit width
D8 no 4-bit values, 28-bit outliers outlier ratio
one physical-level technique. Regarding the physical level, we consider five NS algo-
rithms: SIMD-BP128 [71], SIMD-FastPFOR [71], 4-Wise NS [101], Masked-VByte [84],
and SIMD-Group-Simple [124]. All these algorithms are modern vectorized implemen-
tations.11 Furthermore, a look at Table 2.1, where these implementations are highlighted,
reveals that they cover all important design options available in state-of-the-art vector-
ized implementations: 1:N and N:1 mappings; adaptation to individual data elements,
fixed-size blocks (with and without patched coding), and variable-sized blocks; bit, byte,
and word-aligned representations; as well as horizontal and 4-way vertical memory lay-
outs. Regarding the logical level, we decided to reimplement RLE, DELTA, FOR, and
DICT as stand-alone algorithms as described later in order to be able to freely combine
them with all five considered NS algorithms. In each of the following sections, we com-
ment on important implementation aspects in more detail, but generally speaking, all
algorithms are implemented in C/C++ and we compiled them with g++ using the opti-
mization flag -O3. Unless otherwise stated, we used g++-5.4.0 for all experiments.
Data sets. We generated synthetic data sets to be able to control the data properties sys-
tematically. Table 2.3 provides an overview of these data sets, which we will refer to as
D1 to D8 and which we will introduce one by one as we go through our evaluation. For
each of these data sets, we vary one of its properties, while the others are fixed. All data
sets consist of 100 million 32-bit integers, resulting in an uncompressed size of 400 MB
per data set. Thus, only a small portion of the uncompressed data fits into the caches of
each of our hardware platforms.
Methodology. The whole survey was performed using our benchmark framework for
lightweight integer compression algorithms [24], which we developed specifically for
our experimental survey.12 This framework comes with a powerful integer sequence
generator supporting the specification of data characteristics such as the total number of
data elements, the data distribution, the run length distribution, and whether the data
shall be sorted. This generator is used at the beginning of each experiment to obtain the
uncompressed data. Subsequently, some data properties not explicitly specified, e.g., the
number of distinct values, were determined by analyzing the generated data. This syn-
thetic data served as the input to all considered compression algorithms. All experiments
happened entirely in-memory, i.e., the disk was never accessed during the time measure-
ments. Moreover, while each of our hardware platforms is equipped with a multi-core
processor, we use only one core at any time for our evaluation to avoid competition for
11Note that with Masked-VByte, only the decompression is vectorized, while the compression is scalar.
12 Our source code is available at https://github.com/MorphStore/LC-BaSe.
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the shared L3 cache in Haswell and Skylake. That is, we measure only the single-thread per-
formance throughout our evaluation. For each execution of an algorithm, we measured
the runtimes and the size of the compressed representation. We emptied the cache before
each algorithm execution by copying a 12-MB array, which is much larger than the high-
est level cache of each of our hardware platforms. All time measurements were carried
out by means of the wall-clock time (C++-STL std::chrono::high_resolution_clock)
and were repeated 12 times to receive stable values.
Evaluation metrics. We focus on the aspects of compression rate and performance as two
very important metrics. Regarding the performance, on the one hand we consider com-
pression speed as well as decompression speed to better understand lightweight integer
compression algorithms in isolation. On the other hand, we include the speed of decom-
pression with aggregation in our evaluation for two purposes: First, it can be seen as a
decompression without materialization of the decompressed data.13 Second, it provides
some first insights into the processing of compressed data, which we focus on in more
detail in Chapter 3. In detail, our evaluation metrics are:
• Compression rate: We calculate this as the quotient of the physical size of the com-
pressed representation divided by the physical size of the uncompressed data.
• Compression speed: The time measurements include loading the uncompressed data
from main memory, applying the compression algorithm, and storing the com-
pressed data to main memory.
• Decompression speed: The time measurements include loading the compressed data
from main memory, applying the decompression algorithm, and storing the uncom-
pressed data to main memory.
• Decompression & aggregation speed: The time measurements include loading the com-
pressed data from main memory, applying the decompression and summation, and
storing 8 bytes in total to main memory.
Following other authors [71, 105, 124], we report compression rates in bits per integer
(bits/int), whereby the uncompressed data has 32 bits/int and lower values are better.
Similarly, we report performances in million integers per second (mis), whereby higher val-
ues are better. Integers refers to the total number of underlying data elements. For the
compression, decompression, and aggregation, this is the number of data elements read,
written, and processed, respectively. We verified that the relative standard deviation of
all performance measurements is virtually always below 5%. Therefore, we only report
average values.
Finally, Figure 2.8 provides a schematic overview of the dimensions of our experimental
survey.
2.2.3 Evaluation of the Impact of the Data Characteristics
As described in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, lightweight integer compression algorithms al-
ways try to exploit certain data characteristics, such as repetitions in the data or different
data distributions. At the same time, the employment of DBMSs in virtually all appli-
cation domains necessitates the efficient processing of data with various different prop-
erties. Therefore, in the first part of our evaluation, we investigate how exactly these
data characteristics impact the behavior of the algorithms. In particular, we make use
13 In that case, the extra instructions for calculating the running sum are necessary to prevent the compiler
from too aggressive optimization resulting in the omission of the decompression code. However, they are
negligible compared to the instructions for the actual decompression.
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Figure 2.8: An overview of the dimensions of our experimental survey. Note that not all
possible combinations of all dimensions have been considered.
of a large variety of different data sets. At the same time, we restrict this part of our
evaluation to algorithm implementations using 128-bit vector operations, because most
of the algorithms presented in the literature are designed for 128-bit vector widths. Fur-
thermore, we focus on one hardware platform, namely Haswell from Table 2.2. First, we
elaborate on important aspects of the employed implementations. After that, we present
our results, and, finally, we conclude with the lessons we learned.
Implementation Remarks
As already mentioned, we reimplemented all four logical-level techniques in C++, i.e.,
DELTA, DICT, FOR, and RLE. Regarding the physical-level, several high-quality open-
source implementations of NS are available. Besides that, we also implemented cache-
conscious generic cascades of logical-level techniques and NS. Furthermore, we imple-
mented a decompression with aggregation for all algorithms to evaluate a processing of
compressed data. In the following, when we speak of vectorized operations, we refer to
the use of Intel’s SIMD instruction set extension SSE, which works on 128-bit vector reg-
isters, which can accommodate four uncompressed 32-bit integers. In the following, we
describe some of the most crucial implementation details with respect to performance.
Physical-Level Techniques: Null Suppression. Regarding the physical-level, several
high-quality open-source implementations of NS are available. We used these whenever
possible and reimplemented only one algorithm.
SIMD-BP128, SIMD-FastPFOR, Masked-VByte, and 4-Wise NS. We obtained implementa-
tions of SIMD-BP128, SIMD-FastPFOR, and Masked-VByte from the FastPFOR library14.
Furthermore, Schlegel et al. [101] provided us their original implementation of 4-Wise NS.
We have already described these existing implementations in detail in Section 2.1.3.
SIMD-Group-Simple. However, regarding SIMD-Group-Simple, we could not find an
available implementation. Thus, we reimplemented it based on the description in the
original publication [124].15 We employed the two optimizations discussed by the orig-
14The FastPFOR C++ library: Fast integer compression. https://github.com/lemire/FastPFOR
15 Meanwhile, we have contributed our reimplementation to the FastPFOR library.
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inal authors: (1) We calculate the pseudo-quadruple maximum values instead of the
quadruple maximum values to reduce the number of branch instructions. (2) We use a
dedicated vectorized packing routine for each selector, whereby the correct one is chosen
by a switch statement.
As already mentioned in Section 2.1.3, the original compression algorithm processes the
input data in three runs: The first run scans the entire input and materializes the pseudo-
quadruple maximum array in main memory. The size of this array is one quarter of
the input data size. The second run scans the pseudo-quadruple maximum array and
materializes the selector array. The third run iterates over the selector array and calls the
respective packing routine to perform the actual compression. This procedure results in
a suboptimal cache utilization, since at the end of each run, the data it started with has
most likely already been evicted from the caches. Thus, reaccessing it in the next run
becomes expensive due to cache misses.
To overcome this issue, we enhanced the compression part of the algorithm with one more
optimization, which was not presented in the original paper: Our reimplementation
stores the pseudo-quadruple maximum values in a ring buffer of a small constant size
(32 32-bit integers) instead of an array proportional to the input size. This is based on the
observation that the decision for the next selector can never require more than 32 pseudo-
quadruple maximum values, since at most 4 × 32 (1-bit) integers can be packed into four
32-bit words. Due to its small size (128 bytes), the ring buffer fits into the L1 data-cache
and can thus be accessed at top-speed. Our modified compression algorithm repeats the
following steps until the end of the input is reached (starting with an empty ring buffer):
1. Fill the ring buffer by calculating the next up to 32 pseudo-quadruple maximum
values. This reads up to 4 × 32 = 128 uncompressed integers.
2. Run the original subroutine for determining the next selector on the ring buffer.
3. Store the obtained selector to the selectors section in the output.
4. Compress the next block using the subroutine belonging to the selector. This will
typically re-read the uncompressed data touched in (1). Note that this data is very
likely to still reside in the L1 cache, since only a few bytes of memory have been
touched in between.
5. Increase the position in the ring buffer by the number of input quadruples com-
pressed in the previous step.
We observed that using this additional optimization, the compression part of our reim-
plementation is always faster than without it. Note that this optimization does not affect
the compressed output in any way, i.e., it uses exactly the same format.
Logical-Level Techniques. As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, logical-level techniques are
usually combined with NS in existing algorithms and implementations of them are, thus,
hardly available in isolation. To be able to freely combine any logical-level technique with
any NS algorithm, we reimplemented all four logical-level techniques as stand-alone al-
gorithms. In this respect, an important goal is the 128-bit vectorization of those algo-
rithms. Therefore, we also mention the names of the crucial SIMD intrinsics, which start
with the prefix _mm_ for SSE.
Vectorized DELTA. Our implementation of DELTA represents each input element as the
difference to its fourth predecessor. This allows for an easy vectorization by process-
ing four integers at a time. The first four elements are always copied from the input to
the output. During the compression, the next four differences are calculated at once us-
ing _mm_sub_epi32(). The decompression reverses this by employing _mm_add_epi32().
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This follows the description by Lemire and Boytsov [71] with the difference that we do
not overwrite the input data, because we still need it as the input for the other algorithms.
Scalar DICT. Our implementation of DICT is a purely scalar16 single-pass algorithm em-
ploying a static, sorted dictionary built on the uncompressed data before the (de)com-
pression takes place. Thus, building the dictionary is not included in our time measure-
ments and the dictionary itself is not included in the compressed representation. This
represents the case of a domain-specific dictionary known in advance. The compression
uses a C++-STL std::unordered_map to map values to their keys, whereas the decom-
pression uses the key as the index of a std::vector to look up the corresponding value.
Vectorized FOR. We implemented the compression of FOR as a vectorized two-pass algo-
rithm. The first pass iterates over the input and determines the reference value, i.e., the
minimum using _mm_min_epu32(). This minimum is then broadcast to all four elements
of one vector register. The second pass iterates over the input again and subtracts this
vector register from four input elements at a time using _mm_sub_epi32(). In the end,
the reference value is appended to the output. The decompression adds this reference
value to four data elements at a time using _mm_add_epi32().
Vectorized RLE. Our RLE implementation also utilizes SIMD instructions, and we first
published it in [23, 48]. The compression part is based on parallel comparisons. It repeats
the following steps until the end of the input is reached:
1. One 128-bit vector register is loaded with four copies of the current input element.
2. The next four input elements are loaded.
3. The intrinsic _mm_cmpeq_epi32() is employed for a parallel comparison. The result
is stored in a vector register.
4. We obtain a 4-bit comparison mask using _mm_movemask_ps(). Each bit in the mask
indicates the (non-)equality of two corresponding vector elements. The number of
trailing one-bits in this mask is the number of elements for which the run continues.
If this number is 4, then we have not seen the run’s end yet, and continue at (2).
Otherwise, we have reached the run’s end and append the run value and run length
to the output and continue at (1) with the next element after the run’s end.
The decompression executes the following until the entire input has been consumed:
1. Load the next pair of run value and run length.
2. Load one vector register with four copies of the run value.
3. Repeatedly store the contents of that register to memory to reach the run length.
Cascades of Techniques. The challenge of implementing cascades, i.e., combinations
of logical-level and physical-level techniques, is the high implementation effort due to
the high number of possible combinations. To address this problem, we implemented a
cache-conscious cascade which is generic with respect to the employed algorithms. That
is, it can be instantiated for any two algorithms, without further implementation effort. It
takes three parameters: a logical-level algorithm L, a physical-level algorithm P , and an
(uncompressed) block size bsu.
The output consists of compressed blocks, each of which starts with its size as a 32-bit in-
teger followed by 12 bytes of padding to achieve the 16-byte alignment required by SSE’s
load and store instructions. Each block contains the compressed data possibly followed
by additional padding bytes.
The compression procedure repeats the following until the end of the input is reached:
16 We also tried to vectorize our implementation using the 128-bit gather instruction introduced after SSE
with AVX2, but found that this decreased the decompression performance.
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1. Skip 16 bytes in the output buffer.
2. Apply the compression of L to the next bsu data elements in the input. Store the
result in an intermediate buffer.
3. Apply the compression of P to that buffer and store the result to the output buffer.
4. Store the size bsc of the compressed block to the bytes skipped in (1).
5. Skip up to 15 bytes after the compressed block, if necessary for 16-byte alignment.
The decompression is the reverse procedure repeatedly executing the following steps:
1. Read the size bsc of the current compressed block and skip the padding.
2. Apply the decompression of P to the next bsc bytes in the input. Store the result to
an intermediate buffer.
3. Decompress the contents of that buffer using L and append the result to the output.
4. Skip the padding in the input, if necessary.
The intermediate buffer is re-used for all blocks. Its size is in the order of magnitude
of bsu (we chose 4 KiB + 2 × bsu as a pessimistic estimation). This algorithm is cache-
conscious, if bsu is chosen to fit the Lx cache, because then, the data read by the second
algorithm is likely to still reside in that cache. Finally, since the involved algorithms are
executed for each block individually, our generic cascade also determines the frame size
used with FOR.
Decompression with Aggregation. We also modified the decompression of both our
own reimplementations and existing implementations such that they sum up the decom-
pressed data instead of writing it to memory. The usual case for the vectorized algo-
rithms is that four decompressed 32-bit integers reside in a vector register before they
are stored to memory using _mm_store_si128(). We replaced these store instructions by
vectorized additions. However, since the sum might require more than 32 bits, we first
distribute the four 32-bit elements to the four 64-bit elements of two 128-bit registers using
_mm_unpacklo_epi32() and _mm_unpackhi_epi32() and add both to two 64-bit running
sums (which are added in the very end) by applying _mm_add_epi64(). In the case of
RLE, we add the product of the run length and the run value to the running sum.
Evaluation Results
In the following, we present selected results for this first part of our survey. We begin
with the evaluation of pure NS algorithms. After that, we investigate pure logical-level
algorithms. Then, we evaluate cascades of logical-level techniques and NS.
Null Suppression Algorithms. In the following, we compare the five considered NS
algorithms in the context of different data distributions.17 We generated unsorted data
sets D1–4 using four distributions, varying one parameter for each of them. D1 follows a
uniform distribution with a minimum of 0 and a maximum varying from 1 to 232 − 1. D2
is normally distributed with a standard deviation of 20 and a mean varying from 64 to
231. For D3, 90% of the values follow a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 2
and a mean of 8, while 10% are drawn from a normal distribution with the same standard
deviation and a mean varying from 8 to 231. That is, 90% of the data elements are small
integers, while 10% are increasingly large outliers. D4 is like D3, but with a ratio of 50:50.
While D1–2 have a high data locality, D3–4 do not.
17 In [23], one of our original publications this chapter is based on, we additionally presented a detailed
comparison of bit-aligned, byte-aligned, and word-aligned NS algorithms.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of all considered NS algorithms on different data distributions.
The results for D1 can be found in Figure 2.9(a–d). The bit-aligned algorithms SIMD-
BP128 and SIMD-FastPFOR always achieve the best compression rates, since they can
adapt to any bit width. Masked-VByte is almost always the fastest compressor for small
values, although it is not even vectorized, except for a maximum of one, when SIMD-
Group-Simple is the fastest. However, for larger values, SIMD-BP128 and then 4-Wise
NS are the fastest. Regarding the decompression, SIMD-Group-Simple yields the high-
est decompression speed for small values. For larger values, SIMD-BP128 and SIMD-
FastPFOR are the fastest, whereby 4-Wise NS and SIMD-Group-Simple come quite close
to the performance of SIMD-BP128, especially for the values for which they do not waste
too many bits due to their coarser granularity. For D2 (Figure 2.9(e–h)), we can make
similar observations. However, the steps in the curves of the byte-aligned algorithms
become flatter, since D2 contains values with less distinct bit widths than D1.
The results of D3 (Figure 2.9(i–l)) reveal some interesting effects. Regarding the compres-
sion rate, SIMD-FastPFOR remains the winner, while SIMD-BP128 is competitive only
for small outliers. For large outliers it even yields the worst compression rates of all
five algorithms. This is due to the fact that SIMD-BP128 packs blocks of 128 integers
with the bit width of the largest element in the block, i.e., one outlier per block affects
the compression rate significantly. SIMD-FastPFOR on the other side, can handle this
case very well, since it, like all NS algorithms employing patched coding, is explicitly
designed to tolerate outliers. The byte-aligned algorithms 4-Wise NS and Masked-VByte
are worse than SIMD-FastPFOR, but still quite robust, since they choose an individual
byte width for each data element and are, thus, not affected by outliers. SIMD-Group-
Simple compresses similar to or better than SIMD-BP128, since outliers lead to small in-
put blocks, while there can still be large blocks of non-outliers. In terms of compression
speed, SIMD-BP128 performs very well, but it is overtaken by 4-Wise NS for large out-
liers and by Masked-VByte for small outliers. Concerning decompression speed, 4-Wise
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NS overtakes SIMD-BP128 when the outliers need more than 12 bits. SIMD-FastPFOR
is nearly as fast as 4-Wise NS, but achieves much better compression rates. Regarding
the aggregation, SIMD-BP128 is still the fastest algorithm, although SIMD-FastPFOR and
SIMD-Group-Simple come very close for small outliers and 4-Wise NS slightly overtakes
it for the largest outliers.
D4 increases the amount of outliers to 50%. The compression rate of SIMD-BP128 does
not change any more, since basically all blocks have been affected by outliers in D3 al-
ready. However, since the other algorithms compress worse now, the trade-offs have to
be re-evaluated. Due to patched coding, SIMD-FastPFOR still is in the top-2 regarding
compression rate. However, this comes at the cost of (de)compression and aggregation
performance, which heavily decreases as the outliers grow. Encoding each value individ-
ually, 4-Wise NS and Masked-VByte come very close to the compression rate of SIMD-
FastPFOR, and 4-Wise NS decompresses faster than SIMD-FastPFOR for large outliers.
To sum up, the best algorithm regarding compression rate or performance depends on
the data distribution. Regarding one objective, a certain algorithm can be the best for one
distribution and the worst for another distribution. Moreover, for a certain distribution,
the best algorithm regarding one objective can be the worst regarding another objective.
In fact, there are many points of intersection between the algorithms’ compression rates
and speeds offering many trade-offs.
Logical-Level Techniques. A general trend observable in Figure 2.9 is that all NS algo-
rithms get worse as the data elements get larger. Logical-level techniques can be able to
change the data properties in favor of NS. To illustrate this, we provide the results of the
application of the four stand-alone logical-level techniques to two unsorted data sets: D2,
already known from above, and D5, whose data elements are uniformly drawn from the
range [0, 216 − 1] while varying the average run length rl (the individual run lengths are
uniformly distributed in [rl − 5; rl + 5]).
We start with the discussion of D5. First, in Figure 2.10(a) we can see that the total num-
ber of data elements after the application of FOR, DELTA, and DICT is the same as in
the uncompressed data (1:1 mapping), while with RLE, it decreases significantly as the
run length increases (N:1 mapping). This has two consequences: (1) an NS algorithm
applied after RLE needs to compress less data and (2) RLE alone suffices to reduce the
data size. Figure 2.10(e–i) shows the data distributions in the uncompressed data as well
as in the outputs of the logical-level techniques. Most uncompressed values have 16 or
15 effective bits. This does not change much with FOR, since the value distribution can
produce values close to zero. In contrast, the output of DELTA contains nearly only val-
ues of one effective bit for long runs, since these yield long sequences of zeros. Note that
there are also outliers having 32 effective bits, resulting from negative differences being
represented in the two’s complement. With DICT, the values start to get smaller as soon
as the run length is high enough to lead to a decrease of the number of distinct values
(cf. Figure 2.10(b)), and, thus, the maximum key. For RLE there are always two peaks
in the distributions: one is at a bit width of 16 and corresponds to the run values and
the other one is produced by the increasingly high run lengths. Note that this distribu-
tion is quite similar to D4 from the previous section. The distributions might seem to get
worse for high run lengths. However, it must be kept in mind that RLE reduces the total
number of data elements in those cases. Figure 2.10(c–d) provides the (de)compression
speeds. The performance of DELTA and FOR is independent of the data characteristics,
since they execute the same instructions for each group of four values. On the other hand,
RLE is slow for short runs, but becomes by far the fastest algorithm for long runs, since it
has to write(read) less data during the (de)compression. DICT is the slowest compressor
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Figure 2.10: Logical-level techniques applied to data sets D5 (a–i) and D2 (j–n). How to
read (e–n): The y-axis lists all possible numbers of effective bits a data element can have.
Each vertical slice corresponds to one configuration of the data properties. The intensity
encodes what portion of the data elements has how many effective bits. That means, the
dark pixels show which numbers of effective bits occur most frequently in the data set.
due to the expensive look ups in the map. Regarding the decompression, it is competi-
tive to DELTA and FOR, but sensitive to the number of distinct values, which influences
whether the dictionary fits into the Lx cache.
The distributions for D2 are visualized in Figure 2.10(j–n). Here, FOR can improve the
distribution significantly, since the value range is narrow. The same applies to DICT,
since, consequently, the number of distinct values is small. As the data is unsorted and
does not have runs, about half of the values in the output of DELTA have 32 effective bits,
i.e., the distributions get worse in most cases. Note that RLE doubles the number of data
elements due to the lack of runs.
To sum up, logical-level techniques can significantly improve the data distribution in
favor of NS. However, the data properties determine which techniques are suitable. In
the worst case, the distributions might even become less suited. We also experimented
with other data characteristics such as the number of distinct values and sorted data sets
leading to similar conclusions.
Cascades of Logical-Level and Physical-Level Techniques. To find out which improve-
ments over the stand-alone NS algorithms the additional use of logical-level techniques
can yield, we compare the five selected stand-alone NS algorithms to their cascades with
the four logical-level techniques. That is, we compare 5 + 5 × 4 = 25 algorithms in total.
The evaluation is conducted on three data sets: D1 and D5, which are already known, and
D6, a sorted data set for which we vary the number of distinct data elements by uniformly
drawing values from the range [0, max], whereby max starts with 1 and is increased un-
til we reach 100 M distinct values, i.e., until all data elements are unique. For all three
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of the cascades on data set D2. The bars in these diagrams
are sorted, such that the best algorithm is at the left. We use the color to encode the NS
algorithm and the hatch to encode the logical-level technique, whereby (none) means a
stand-alone NS algorithm. Furthermore, bars with an X on top mark algorithms which
do not achieve a size reduction on the data set, i.e., require at least 32 bits per integer.
data sets, we provide a detailed comparison of SIMD-BP128 to its cascaded derivatives
as well as a comparison of all 25 algorithms for selected data configurations. For our
generic cascade algorithm, we chose a block size of 16 KiB, i.e., 4096 uncompressed inte-
gers. This size is a multiple of the block sizes of all considered algorithms and fits into the
L1 data-cache of our machine. We also experimented with larger block sizes, but found
that 16 KiB yields the best speeds.
Figure 2.11(a–d) shows the results of SIMD-BP128 and its cascaded variants on D2. The
results for the compression rate are consistent with the distributions in Figure 2.10(j–n):
Combined with FOR or DICT, SIMD-BP128 always yields equal or better results than
without a preprocessing, while DELTA and RLE affect the results negatively. However,
the cascades with logical-level techniques decrease the speeds of the algorithm, whereby
the slow-down is significant for small data elements, but becomes acceptable for large
values at least for DICT (decompression) and FOR. Indeed, the decompression of FOR
+ SIMD-BP128 is faster than SIMD-BP128 alone for means larger than 216. A compari-
son of all 25 algorithms can be found in Figure 2.11(e–h) and (i–l) for means of 26 and
231, respectively. For the small mean, the cascades with RLE and DELTA achieve the
worst compression rates, while for DICT, FOR and stand-alone NS, the algorithms are
roughly grouped by the employed NS algorithm, since DICT and FOR do not change the
distributions for the considered mean (cf. Figure 2.10(j–n)). Regarding the speeds, the
top ranks are held by stand-alone NS algorithms. When changing the mean to 231, the
cascades with FOR and DICT achieve by far the best compression rates. Stand-alone NS
algorithms are still among the top ranks for the speeds. However, none of them achieves
an actual size reduction. Depending on the application, many trade-offs between com-
pression rate and speed could be reasonable. However, it generally does not make sense
to accept compression rates of more than 32 bits/int, since then, the data could rather
be copied or not touched at all, which would be even faster. Keeping this in mind, the
cascades with FOR achieve the best results regarding all three speeds, whereby DELTA
also ranks in the top-3 for the compression.
Figure 2.12 shows the results on D5. The cascades of any logical-level technique and
SIMD-BP128 achieve better compression rates than the stand-alone SIMD-BP128 from
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of the cascades on data set D5. The bars in these diagrams
are sorted, such that the best algorithm is at the left. We use the color to encode the NS
algorithm and the hatch to encode the logical-level technique, whereby (none) means a
stand-alone NS algorithm. Furthermore, bars with an X on top mark algorithms which
do not achieve a size reduction on the data set, i.e., require at least 32 bits per integer.
some run length on (Figure 2.12(a)). Regarding the (de)compression speeds, only RLE +
SIMD-BP128 can yield an improvement, if the run length exceeds 25. It is noteworthy that
the cascades with DELTA and FOR imply only a slight slow-down, while they achieve
much better compression rates. The aggregation speed of RLE + SIMD-BP128 gets out
of scope for any other cascade for run lengths above 28, since the aggregation of RLE
has to execute only one multiplication and one addition per run. The next three rows
of Figure 2.12 compare all cascades for average run lengths of 6, 36, and 517. Even for
the lowest of these run lengths (Figure 2.12(e–h)), the cascades with RLE yield by far the
best compression rates, while those with DELTA are among the last ranks. However,
the (de)compression speeds of the cascades with RLE are not competitive to those of the
best stand-alone NS algorithms. On the other hand, RLE + SIMD-BP128 has the best
aggregation speed. As the run lengths get a little higher (Figure 2.12(i–l)), the cascades
with RLE move further towards the top-ranks of the speeds and further improve their
compression rates. Interestingly, the compression rates of the cascades with DELTA do
now achieve the best compression rates after the cascades with RLE, except for DELTA
+ SIMD-BP128, which still yields the worst compression rate. When the run length is
increased further (Figure 2.12(m–p)), these trends continue and the cascades with RLE
do now dominate both the compression rate and all three speeds.
Figure 2.13(a–d) reports the results of SIMD-BP128 and its cascades on D6 subject to the
number of distinct data elements. Since D6 is sorted, a low number of distinct values is
equal to a high average run length. Consequently, RLE + SIMD-BP128 achieves a bet-
ter compression rate than stand-alone SIMD-BP128 until the number of distinct values
comes close to the total number of values, i.e., 100 M. Although the possible minimum
value is zero, FOR + SIMD-BP128 also improves the compression rate. This is due to
the fact that, within each input block of the cascade, the value range is small as the data
is sorted. Apart from that, especially the decompression speed is interesting. For low
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of the cascades on data set D6. The bars in these diagrams
are sorted, such that the best algorithm is at the left. We use the color to encode the NS
algorithm and the hatch to encode the logical-level technique, whereby (none) means a
stand-alone NS algorithm. Furthermore, bars with an X on top mark algorithms which
do not achieve a size reduction on the data set, i.e., require at least 32 bits per integer.
numbers of distinct values and thus long runs, SIMD-BP128 and its cascade with RLE
are nearly equally fast. As the number of distinct values increases, SIMD-BP128 is af-
fected stronger than RLE + SIMD-BP128. However, when the number of distinct values
exceeds 221, the performance of the cascade with RLE deteriorates and from this point
on, the cascade with FOR, respectively DELTA is the fastest algorithm. Note that in this
case, the decompression of the stand-alone SIMD-BP128 is never the fastest alternative.
Figure 2.13(e–h) shows the comparison of all 25 algorithms when the data set contains
128 distinct values. Since the average run length is very high (nearly 800k), the cascades
including RLE are the best regarding both compression rate and speeds. The extreme
case of unique data elements, i.e., 100 M distinct values, is given in Figure 2.13(i–l). Now
the cascades of RLE are among the worst algorithms for all four measured variables,
since the data contains no runs. The best compression rates are now achieved by the
cascades of DELTA, since the data is sorted. While the fastest compressor is DELTA +
Masked-VByte, the next ranks are held by stand-alone NS algorithms and cascades mak-
ing use of DELTA. Regarding the decompression speed, the top-3 algorithms are DELTA
+ SIMD-BP128, FOR + SIMD-BP128, and stand-alone SIMD-FastPFOR. In terms of the
aggregation speed, the stand-alone NS algorithms SIMD-BP128 and SIMD-FastPFOR are
the fastest. However, FOR + SIMD-BP128 and DELTA + SIMD-BP128 also achieve very
good aggregation speeds, but much better compression rates.
Summing up, the changes to the data distributions achieved by the logical-level tech-
niques do indeed propagate to the compression rates of their cascades with NS. Further-
more, the speeds of the cascades can even exceed those of the corresponding stand-alone
NS algorithms. This is especially true for the cascades including RLE, if the data con-
tains long enough runs. Cascades with the other three logical-level techniques generally
lead to less significant speed-ups or even slow-downs, whereby these often come with an
improvement of the compression rate. Finally, if the logical-level technique is fixed, its
cascades with different NS algorithms can lead to significantly different results regard-
ing compression rate and speed. This justifies the consideration of multiple different NS
algorithms even in cascades.
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Lessons Learned
In the first part of our evaluation, we have investigated the influence of the characteristics
of the data to be processed on the behavior of lightweight integer compression algorithms
in detail. To sum up, we have learned the following lessons: Regarding the compression
techniques, we can observe some general trends. For instance, NS usually performs the
better, the lower the values are, while RLE profits from long runs, and DICT from few
distinct values. However, these facts can be derived from the ideas of the techniques and
have already been shown experimentally by other authors, e.g., by Abadi et al. [2]. What
is more interesting is the level of the compression algorithms. While SIMD-BP128 seems
to be a good choice regardless of the objective if the data exhibits a good locality, the case
is more complicated for data with a low locality or outliers. What makes the selection of
the best algorithm even more complex is that the performance of some NS algorithms is
not monotonic in the size of the values. This holds, e.g., for Masked-VByte (Figure 2.9(b,
f, j, n)). Furthermore, we have seen that the logical-level techniques can improve the
data distributions significantly in favor of NS. Therefore, especially cascades of logical-
level techniques and NS can achieve very good compression rates and might be faster
or slower than the stand-alone NS algorithm depending on the data characteristics. Fi-
nally, the best algorithm regarding compression rate is not necessarily the best regarding
performance, so that a trade-off must necessarily be defined.
2.2.4 Evaluation of the Impact of the Hardware Characteristics
The original idea of integer compression is to perform more computations in order to
reduce the data size and, thus, reduce expensive data transfers. Different lightweight
compression algorithms perform differently complex computations resulting in differ-
ently strong data size reductions. Thus, it follows naturally from this idea that the costs
of computations as well as data transfers determine whether a particular compression
algorithm performs well or not, respectively which algorithm performs best. The costs
of computation and data transfers depend on hardware properties including, but not
limited to, the CPU’s clock frequency, cache sizes, branch prediction facilities, and the
bandwidth between CPU and main memory. These hardware properties are known to
vary significantly between different hardware platforms, since each platform is designed
to fit specific (performance) demands and is manufactured using a specific hardware gen-
eration. Therefore, in the second part of our evaluation, we investigate the influence of
the hardware properties on the behavior of lightweight integer compression algorithms.
More precisely, we again consider the same implementations as in the first part of our
evaluation, i.e., implementations vectorized for a fixed vector width of 128 bits (Intel’s
SSE) while we focus on the variation of the hardware platform. We start by discussing
the properties of the employed platforms. Then, we present our experimental results
and, finally, summarize our lessons learned.
Hardware Platform Remarks
Traditionally, database systems are deployed on hardware platforms equipped with so-
called brawny cores, which are characterized by a high clock frequency and a high memory
throughput. For the second part of our evaluation, we consider two such systems, whose
details can be found in Table 2.2 on page 32: Haswell, a system equipped with an Intel
processor of the fourth generation (Haswell), which was also used for the first part of our
evaluation (Section 2.2.3), and Skylake, a system equipped with an Intel processor of the
more recent sixth generation (Skylake). The clock frequency of Skylake is slightly higher
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Figure 2.14: Absolute speeds of SIMD-BP128 on all hardware platforms on data set D1.
than that of Haswell. While both systems have the same sizes of the L1 and L2 caches,
the L3 cache has a higher capacity in Skylake. Regarding the data transfer speed, with
Skylake we can copy data approximately 10% faster using memcpy() than with Haswell.
To sum up, Skylake can be considered a slightly more powerful platform than Haswell.
In addition to brawny cores, there is nowadays a trend towards the use of so-called wimpy
cores having a lower clock frequency and a lower memory throughput, while offering
other advantages, e.g., special instruction set extensions (cf. Section 2.2.5) or a very high
number of cores. In fact, brawny and wimpy cores can even be combined in one system,
as it is the case with the ARM big.LITTLE architecture [54]. Since virtually all vector-
ized lightweight compression algorithms presented in the literature so far are tailored
to Intel’s SIMD instruction set extensions, we choose a system equipped with an Intel
Xeon Phi as an example of such a wimpy core and, henceforth, call it Xeon Phi. While
earlier generations of the Intel Xeon Phi were designed as co-processors only, the model
we employ is of the most recent generation at the time of this writing and can also be
used as the main processor of a system. The details of this platform can be found in Ta-
ble 2.2 as well. The clock frequency of Xeon Phi is significantly lower than those of our
two brawny-core systems. Furthermore, it has a different memory hierarchy: While the
L1 cache has the same size as that of Haswell and Skylake, Xeon Phi has a significantly
larger L2 cache, but no L3 cache. The speed of data copying is also significantly lower on
this system than on the other two systems. To sum up, Xeon Phi resembles an example
of a hardware platform significantly different from traditional brawny-core systems. In
the following, we investigate how the different characteristics of these three platforms
influence the behavior of lightweight integer compression algorithms.
Last but not least, we would like to underline that we do not intend to compare the three
hardware platforms to each other. In particular, we do not mean to promote any of these
systems. Our aim is merely to illustrate the impact of the hardware configuration on the
performance of lightweight integer compression algorithm, whereby the three systems
serve only as examples.
Evaluation Results
We repeated all experiments we have already conducted on Haswell in the first part of
our evaluation (Section 2.2.3) on the two hardware platforms added in this section, Sky-
lake and Xeon Phi. Our experimental setup is the same as described in Section 2.2.2. In
particular, we used the same source code and compiler, i.e., g++-5.4.0 with the opti-
mization flag -O3, on all three platforms.
From the results on Skylake and Xeon Phi, we can draw the same conclusions regarding
the influence of the data characteristics as for Haswell (cf. Section 2.2.3). Owing to that,
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Figure 2.15: Impact of the hardware platform on the break-even points between NS
algorithms: compression speed on D1 (a–c) and decompression speed on D3 (d–f).
instead of presenting all experiments again, we focus on the most interesting results. As
a general remark, we would like to highlight that the compression rates do not depend
on the hardware platform. This is because the exact output of a lightweight integer com-
pression algorithm and, thus, the output’s size belong to its functional properties. Thus, we
do not present diagrams of the compression rate in this second part of our evaluation.
Analogous to the first part of our evaluation, we analyze the behavior of the pure NS
algorithms first. After that, we comment on the purely logical-level algorithms before we
finally investigate the behavior of the cascades of logical-level and physical-level algo-
rithms subject to the hardware platform.
Null Suppression Algorithms. Figure 2.14 compares the performance of SIMD-BP128
on the three hardware platforms. It can be seen that the (de)compression and aggrega-
tion performances subject to the bit width behave roughly the same, i.e., linearly, on each
of the three systems. However, the absolute performance values differ between the plat-
forms. More precisely, except for the decompression of values up to 16, Skylake yields the
fastest speeds for all maximums of the uniform distribution, closely followed by Haswell.
Xeon Phi, in contrast, yields by far the slowest speeds. This observation fits the proper-
ties of the three platforms: Skylake and Haswell have comparable clock frequencies and
memory transfer speeds, with Skylake being slightly better, while Xeon Phi has signif-
icantly worse characteristics. Furthermore, we can see that the performance difference
between the three platforms is constant for the decompression, but depends on the uni-
form distribution’s maximum for the compression and aggregation. More concretely, the
compression performance gap between Xeon Phi and the brawny systems gets smaller
as the maximum increases. The same holds for the gap in the aggregation performance
of Haswell and Skylake.
While it might not seem surprising that the absolute performance of a lightweight in-
teger compression algorithm differs from platform to platform, we next show that, in
consequence, also the break-even points between the performances of two algorithms
can differ depending on the hardware platform. In Figure 2.9 on page 34, we have seen
that each of SIMD-Group-Simple, Masked-VByte, SIMD-BP128, and 4-Wise NS yields the
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Figure 2.16: Absolute speeds of RLE on all hardware platforms on data set D5.
highest compression speed for some size of the data elements in data set D1. We now focus
on the influence of the hardware platform on the choice of the best performing NS algo-
rithm. Figure 2.15(a–c) compare the compression speeds of these four algorithms on all
three hardware platforms. On Haswell, the fastest algorithm is SIMD-Group-Simple for
maximum of 1, after that, it is Masked-VByte for values up to 27, then SIMD-BP128 dom-
inates the speed for values up to 227, and, finally, 4-Wise NS is the fastest for even higher
values. On Skylake, the most notable difference is that Masked-VByte does not outpace
SIMD-BP128 any more. As a consequence, SIMD-Group-Simple rules for values up to 7
and is overtaken by SIMD-BP128 from that point onward. The break-even point between
SIMD-BP128 and 4-Wise NS is affected only insignificantly. On Xeon Phi, the situation
is substantially different: There are no break-even points any more, but SIMD-BP128 is
always the fastest algorithm.
Figure 2.15(d–f) display another example: The decompression speed on data set D3, which
contains 10% large outliers. On Haswell, SIMD-BP128 is the fastest decompressor if the
mean of the outlier distribution is below 211, while after that, 4-Wise NS is the fastest,
closely followed by SIMD-FastPFOR. On Skylake, this break-even point shifts to an out-
lier mean of 219. Furthermore, 4-Wise NS and SIMD-FastPFOR achieve the same speed
after this point. On Xeon Phi, the break-even point further moves to higher outlier means.
Additionally, 4-Wise NS performs uncompetitive on this system, such that the question
now is whether to use SIMD-BP128 or SIMD-FastPFOR.
To sum up, for a fixed configuration of the data characteristics, the hardware platform
does not only influence the absolute performances of the NS algorithms, but it also has
an impact on which algorithm is the fastest. Furthermore, the performance differences
between two hardware platforms regarding one algorithm cannot necessarily be gener-
alized to other algorithms, as the inverted behavior of 4-Wise NS and SIMD-FastPFOR
on D3 illustrates.
Logical-Level Techniques. In Section 2.2.3, we showed that and how the logical-level
techniques can improve the data distributions in favor of NS. Those results can be trans-
ferred to other hardware platforms without any restrictions, since the data characteristics
after the application of a logical-level algorithm depend only on the exact output data,
which is a functional property of that algorithm. Thus, they generally do not depend on
the hardware.
Regarding the influence of the hardware properties on the performances of the logical-
level algorithms, we can make the same observations as for the NS algorithms. As an
example, Figure 2.16(a–c) presents the results for RLE on data set D5. On Xeon Phi, the al-
gorithm performs the slowest again. The compression speed achieved on Skylake equals
that on Haswell up to an average run length of 64, after which the former is slightly faster
than the latter. This shows again that the performance difference also depends on the data
characteristics. Conversely, the decompression speed on Skylake is slightly slower than
on Haswell for all run lengths.
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Cascades of Logical-Level and Physical-Level Techniques. In Section 2.2.3 we have
already seen that cascades of logical-level and physical-level algorithms can significantly
improve the compression rates and might or might not be beneficial regarding perfor-
mance, depending on the particular combination of algorithms and the data character-
istics. Since we have just learned above that the performance of stand-alone NS as well
as logical-level algorithms differs from hardware to hardware, the performance of the
cascades must be revisited as well.
We start by comparing the performance of FOR + SIMD-BP128 on the three hardware
platforms. Figure 2.17 shows the results on data set D2. The hardware-dependent per-
formance differences we could observe for stand-alone SIMD-BP128 also propagate to the
performance of the cascade: The compression and aggregation of FOR + SIMD-BP128 is
generally slightly faster on Skylake than on Haswell, while the situation is inverted for
the decompression. Moreover, the performances are significantly slower on Xeon Phi.
Next, we have a look at how the underlying hardware platform impacts the break-even
points between a cascade and a stand-alone NS algorithm. Figure 2.18(a–c) show the
decompression speeds of stand-alone SIMD-BP128 as well as FOR + SIMD-BP128 on data
set D2. We already know from Figure 2.11 on page 42, that the cascade is faster than the
stand-alone NS algorithm for means equal to or greater than 216 on Haswell. This situ-
ation can also be seen in Figure 2.18(a). Figure 2.18(b) displays the situation on Skylake.
We can see that on this platform, SIMD-BP128 is still faster than FOR + SIMD-BP128 for a
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mean of 216. In fact, the cascade overtakes the stand-alone NS algorithm only at a mean of
225. Finally, on Xeon Phi, FOR + SIMD-BP128 is faster than SIMD-BP128 only for means
from 224 to 230.
As a second example, we compare the aggregation speeds of the same algorithms on the
sorted data set D6 in Figure 2.18(d–f). On Haswell and Skylake, the cascade is always
slower than stand-alone SIMD-BP128. In contrast to that, two break-even points appear
on Xeon Phi. First, on this platform both algorithms are equally fast for a maximum of
1. After that, SIMD-BP128 is faster for values up to 213, while for higher values, FOR +
SIMD-BP128 achieves the better performance.
Lessons Learned
In this second part of our evaluation, we have focused on the influence of the hardware
platform on the behavior of lightweight integer compression algorithms. From this eval-
uation, we can draw the following conclusions: While the hardware platform a light-
weight integer compression algorithm is executed on does not have an impact on its
compression rate, it can have a significant impact on the performance. If we consider
a fixed configuration of the data characteristics, a compression algorithm might become
faster or slower when run on a different platform, depending on the platform’s hardware
properties. Furthermore, the hardware platform might impact different algorithms dif-
ferently. Owing to that, also the ranking of the algorithms for a fixed configuration of the
data characteristics can change. In particular, this includes the choice of the fastest com-
pression algorithm for those data characteristics. In that respect, we have shown that the
fastest algorithm can be a stand-alone NS algorithm on one platform, while it is a cascade
on another platform. Moreover, it is noteworthy that even if the ranking is not affected
by considering a different hardware platform, the changed absolute speeds alone lead to
a different trade-off between performance and compression rate, since the latter stays the
same, as mentioned above. To sum up, the properties of the target hardware platform
must be taken into account when choosing a suitable lightweight integer compression
algorithm.
2.2.5 Evaluation of the Impact of the SIMD Extension
In the first and second part of our evaluation, we have concentrated on vectorized light-
weight compression algorithms using SIMD instructions with a fixed vector width of 128
bits. This vector width corresponds to Intel’s Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE18). In fact,
most of the literature on vectorized lightweight integer compression [71, 84, 101, 105, 124]
focuses on 128 bit vector instructions. However, in recent years, hardware vendors have
introduced new SIMD instruction set extensions operating on wider vector registers. For
instance, Intel’s Advanced Vector Extensions 2 (AVX2) operates on 256-bit vector regis-
ters19 and Intel’s AVX-512 uses even 512-bit vector registers. Table 2.4 summarizes the
SIMD instruction set extensions used in the following. The general idea of SIMD instruc-
tions is the same irrespective of the vector width. However, the wider the vector registers,
the more data elements can be stored in one vector. For example, while an SSE 128-bit
vector register can store four uncompressed 32-bit data elements, an AVX2 256-bit vector
18Note that there are several versions of SSE, all of which use a vector width of 128 bits. We refer to them
collectively as SSE.
19Note that 256-bit vector registers had already been introduced with Intel’s AVX. However, most instruc-
tions relevant to lightweight integer compression were only introduced with AVX2.
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Table 2.4: Overview of the considered SIMD extensions.
SIMD extension Width of a vector register
bits bytes 32-bit integers
SSE 128 16 4
AVX2 256 32 8
AVX-512 512 64 16
can store eight (2x) and an AVX-512 512-bit vector can store 16 (4x) data elements. Con-
sequently, the SIMD instructions on these wider vector registers process 2x respectively
4x the number of data elements in one instruction, which promises significant speed-ups.
In spite of their great potential, these newer SIMD extensions have received only little
attention in the literature on lightweight integer compression. Some papers [101, 124]
propose approaches to vectorize lightweight compression algorithms, which essentially
treat the vector width as an adjustable parameter. However, none of these has actually
discussed wider vectors in detail nor evaluated their proposed algorithms using SIMD
extensions beyond 128 bits. While there are papers [51, 87] which employ 256-bit SIMD
in their evaluation, to the best of our knowledge, a systematic investigation of 256-bit and
512-bit SIMD extensions for lightweight integer compression has never been published.
Therefore, in the third part of our evaluation, we systematically investigate the impact
of different SIMD instruction set extensions with vector widths of 128, 256, and 512 bits
on the behavior of lightweight integer compression algorithms. We begin with some re-
marks on our vectorized implementations for AVX2 and AVX-512, before we present our
experimental results. After that, we summarize the lessons we learned.
Implementation Remarks
Just like SSE instructions, AVX2 and AVX-512 instructions can be used without writing
assembler code through the use of C-style intrinsic functions, whose names start with
_mm256_* and _mm512_*, respectively.20 In order to obtain implementations of light-
weight compression algorithms for AVX2 and AVX-512, we did a straightforward reim-
plementation of most of the vectorized algorithms we considered in the first part of our
evaluation. By a straightforward reimplementation we mean that we tried to stick with
the original source code for 128-bit instructions as much as possible and applied only in-
tuitive changes. In particular, we mainly substituted the SSE intrinsics for 128-bit vectors
by the corresponding AVX2 or AVX-512 intrinsics for 256- or 512-bit vectors, respectively.
This is possible in many cases, since many instructions offered by SSE are also offered by
AVX2 and AVX-512 on wider vectors. For instance, for the SSE intrinsic _mm_slli_epi32(),
which shifts each of the four 32-bit data elements in a 128-bit vector register to the left
by a specified number of bits, there are also equivalents in AVX2 and AVX-512, namely
_mm256_slli_epi32() and _mm512_slli_epi32(), which left-shift the eight respectively
sixteen 32-bit data elements in a 256- respectively 512-bit vector register. However, not all
SSE instructions have an AVX2 or AVX-512 equivalent. Furthermore, we slightly adapted
the storage layout of some algorithms in case it was necessary and possible in an intuitive
way—thus remaining faithful to the ideas behind the original implementation.
It is worth mentioning that straightforward reimplementations might not exploit the ca-
pabilities of newer SIMD extensions to the maximum extent. This is because straight-
forward reimplementations, by nature, can only utilize operations which have already
been available in SSE. However, each new extension typically introduces some novel op-
erations which are not just a wider-vector-equivalent to an earlier operation. To provide
20Intel Intrinsics Guide: https://software.intel.com/sites/landingpage/IntrinsicsGuide/
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an example, AVX-512 introduces horizontal reduce operations aggregating the elements
within one vector register. We briefly comment on non-straightforward ports in Section 2.3.
Nevertheless, we decided to employ straightforward reimplementations, because they
appear to be the natural way of exploiting newer SIMD extensions without a time-con-
suming algorithm redesign, which would be beyond the scope of this thesis. Further-
more, only straightforward reimplementations allow a fair comparison of the different
SIMD-variants of a specific algorithm as a basis for the investigation of the influence
of the vector width. In the following, we briefly discuss crucial points of the reimple-
mentation of each algorithm or justify why a straightforward reimplementation is not
possible.
Physical-Level Techniques: Null Suppression. We tried to port the SSE implementa-
tions of all five NS algorithms considered so far to AVX2 and AVX-512. As we detail
below, this is not possible straightforwardly for our selected byte-aligned algorithms.
SIMD-BP. We call our AVX2 and AVX-512 reimplementations of SIMD-BP128 SIMD-
BP256 and SIMD-BP512, respectively. SIMD-BP256 and SIMD-BP512 are based on the
original source code of SIMD-BP128 by Lemire et al., which is available in the FastPFOR
library21. As described in Section 2.1.3 this original implementation is based on SSE shift
and mask operations on 128-bit vector registers, for each of which there are equivalent
operations for 256-bit and 512-bit vectors in AVX2 and AVX-512, respectively. There-
fore, the SIMD intrinsics could be exchanged straightforwardly. As a consequence, while
SIMD-BP128 determines a common bit width for a block of 128 data elements at a time,
SIMD-BP256 and SIMD-BP512 determine the bit width for a block of 256 and 512 inte-
gers at a time, respectively. SIMD-BP128 uses one byte to store the bit width used for
a particular block. In memory, 16 of these descriptor bytes are stored subsequently and
are followed by 16 compressed blocks. This is necessary, because SSE’s load and store
instructions require an alignment of 16 bytes. Since this alignment requirement naturally
increases to 32 and 64 bytes in AVX2 and AVX-512, respectively, we had to slightly and
intuitively adapt the storage format for our reimplementations. In the formats of SIMD-
BP256 (SIMD-BP512), 32 (64) descriptor bytes are stored subsequently followed by 32 (64)
compressed blocks. Furthermore, these ports use the 8-way and 16-way vertical layout
for the payload, respectively.
4-Wise NS and Masked-VByte. As explained in Section 2.1.3, the crucial point in the im-
plementation of the two byte-aligned NS algorithms we consider in our experimental
survey, 4-Wise NS and Masked-VByte, is an SSE permutation instruction of the bytes
within one 128-bit vector register. This permutation is done using the SSE intrinsic
_mm_shuffle_epi8(). Unfortunately, there is no true equivalent to this intrinsic in AVX2
and AVX-512, since the intrinsics _mm256_shuffle_epi8() and _mm512_shuffle_epi8()
are unable to shuffle bytes across different 128-bit lanes of a 256 or 512-bit vector reg-
ister, respectively. Therefore, they cannot be used to port the algorithms straightfor-
wardly. Nevertheless, even if these permutation instructions were available, straightfor-
ward ports of 4-Wise NS and Masked-VByte to AVX2 and AVX-512 would not be practi-
cal. This is due to their use of a lookup table which stores the masks required for these
permutations. For instance, with 4-Wise NS, each of the four uncompressed 32-bit data
elements in a 128-bit vector register could have zero to three leading zero bytes to be re-
moved through the byte permutation. Hence, with l being the number of bytes per data
element and vs being the number of data elements per vector, lvs = 44 = 256 different
byte permutations might be necessary, depending on the actual data elements. For each
of these permutations, a 128-bit mask must be stored in the compression’s lookup table.
21The FastPFOR C++ library: Fast integer compression. https://github.com/lemire/FastPFOR
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Thus, this table has a size of 256 × 16 bytes = 4 KiB. Additionally, the decompression
requires the same amount of space for the masks of the inverse permutations, so 8 KiB
are required in total. Note that this amount of data can easily fit into the L1 data-cache
of modern processors. However, when going to AVX-512, the situation changes dramat-
ically. Now, a vector register fits 16 uncompressed 32-bit integers, such that the lookup
table contains 416 = 4 Gi entries, each of which is a 512-bit vector, resulting in a size of
256 GiB for one table and 512 GiB for both tables. It is self-evident that storing 512 GiB
of auxiliary information for a compression algorithm is practically infeasible. This shows
that not every 128-bit SIMD algorithm can be ported to 256 or 512-bit SIMD in a straight-
forward way. Owing to these reasons, we do not consider byte-aligned null suppression
in this third part of our experimental survey.
SIMD-Group-Simple. We refer to the original SSE implementation of SIMD-Group-Simple
as SIMD-Group-Simple128 in this section, while the ported variants are called SIMD-
Group-Simple256 and SIMD-Group-Simple512. These ported variants are based on
our own implementation of SIMD-Group-Simple128 and also employ all optimizations
discussed in Section 2.2.3. Since this algorithm is based on vectorized shift and mask
operations, we could use equivalent AVX2 and AVX-512 operations just like we did for
our ports of SIMD-BP128. Moreover, SIMD-Group-Simple128 calculates the (pseudo)
maximum of four consecutive data elements and only considers the bit width of this
(pseudo) maximum when compressing the values. The number of four data elements
is chosen to match the number of uncompressed 32-bit data elements fitting into one
128-bit vector register. Therefore, SIMD-Group-Simple256 and SIMD-Group-Simple512
need to calculate the (pseudo) maximums for groups of eight and sixteen data elements,
respectively. Hence, the output of these three variants might differ for the same input.
Logical-Level Techniques. We also ported our vectorized logical-level algorithms to
AVX2 and AVX-512. Note that we do not consider DICT in this section, since our imple-
mentation is not vectorized but purely scalar and, thus, not a candidate for being ported.
For the remaining three algorithms we append the vector width as a suffix to the name
as we did for the NS algorithms.
Vectorized DELTA. DELTA128 is based on SSE subtraction and addition operations, which
also exist in AVX2 and AVX-512. Therefore, the straightforward ports to DELTA256 and
DELTA512 are possible. While DELTA128 replaces each data element by the difference
to its fourth predecessor, DELTA256 and DELTA512 naturally use the eight and sixteenth
predecessor, respectively. Therefore, the outputs of the three variants of DELTA might be
different even if the input is the same.
Vectorized FOR. FOR128 uses SSE minimum as well as subtraction and addition opera-
tions, which are offered by AVX2 and AVX-512 as well, such that FOR256 and FOR512
can be reimplemented easily. In fact, the output of all three variants of FOR is exactly the
same for the same input.
Vectorized RLE. RLE128 is based on vectorized comparisons. Equivalents of these are also
available in AVX2 and AVX-512. The ported variants RLE256 and RLE512 yield exactly
the same output as RLE128 if the input is the same.
Cascades of Techniques. In addition to the stand-alone physical-level and logical-level
algorithms, we also adapted our generic cascade to the use of wider vector registers.
While the cascade itself does not use any vectorized operations, the memory alignment
required by the algorithms being cascaded needs to be taken into account. In particular,
this applies to the payload of the compressed blocks stored inside the output of the cas-
cade. In Section 2.2.3, we mentioned that padding bytes need to be inserted to align these
blocks to 16-byte boundaries in memory as required by SSE’s load and store instructions.
Analogously, if algorithms using AVX2 or AVX-512 shall be executed in a cascade, the
blocks must be aligned to 32 or 64-byte boundaries, respectively.
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Decompression with Aggregation. Finally, we also modified the decompression algo-
rithms of all ported algorithms such that they do not store the uncompressed data to
main memory, but perform a summation instead. To be consistent with the algorithms,
this summation also uses AVX2 respectively AVX-512 instructions. All required SSE op-
erations are also available in AVX2 and AVX-512 for vector registers of the respective
width. Note that we do not consider the summation of RLE in this section, since it is
purely scalar.
Evaluation Results
Evaluating the influence of the vector width on the behavior of lightweight compression
algorithms requires an evaluation platform supporting SSE, AVX2, and AVX-512. When
we conducted our experimental survey, this held only for very recent Intel processors.
Therefore, we used the hardware platform Xeon Phi from Table 2.2 on page 32 for the
following experiments. At the same time, only recent compilers support these new SIMD
extensions. Thus, deviating from the first and second part of our evaluation, we use
g++-7.0.1 to compile the algorithms for the third part. As in the first and second part of
our evaluation, we begin with the investigation of stand-alone NS algorithms. After that,
we present the results for stand-alone logical-level algorithms. Finally, we have a look at
cascades of logical-level and physical-level algorithms.
Null Suppression Algorithms
We investigate the variants of the two NS algorithms we have ported to AVX2 and AVX-
512 on two different data sets. The first data set is D7, in which all data element have the
same number of effective bits. Figure 2.19(a, e) shows the results for the compression rate
of the variants of SIMD-BP on this data set. All three variants of SIMD-BP yield nearly the
same compression rate, since each of them can adapt to the bit width in the same way.
However, the blocks of SIMD-BP256 and SIMD-BP512 are twice respectively four times
as large as the blocks of SIMD-BP128. At the same time, all three variants need the same
amount of metadata per block, namely one byte. Thus, the compression rates achieved by
SIMD-BP256 and SIMD-BP512 are in fact minimally better than those of SIMD-BP128. Re-
garding the performance (Figure 2.19(b–d)), we can make the general observation that the
speed increases as the vector width is increased. Figure 2.19(f–h) shows the speed-ups
of each variant compared to SIMD-BP128. With respect to the (de)compression perfor-
mance, it becomes visible that the performance gains achieved through the use of wider
vector registers are lower than might be expected. In the ideal case, SIMD-BP256 and
SIMD-BP512 could yield speed-ups of 2x and 4x compared to SIMD-BP128, respectively.
However, the true speed-ups are far less than those for both the compression and the de-
compression. Moreover, it is worth noting that, while SIMD-BP256 is significantly faster
than SIMD-BP128, SIMD-BP512 can add only little to the speed of SIMD-BP256. The use
of SIMD extensions with wider vector registers enables faster computations. As a conse-
quence, the algorithms become increasingly memory-bound, which explains the subop-
timal speed-ups. However, if we have a look at the aggregation speeds and speed-ups in
Figure 2.19(d, h), we observe that SIMD-BP256 and SIMD-BP512 can indeed reach the ex-
pected speed-ups of about 2x and 4x respectively, at least for small bit widths. Unlike the
decompression, the aggregation does not store the decompressed values to memory, but
adds them to a running sum. Thus, the aggregation is generally rather compute-bound
than memory-bound and can, in consequence, profit much more from AVX2 and AVX-
512. Finally, the speed-ups achieved also depend on the bit width, respectively the data
characteristics in general.
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Figure 2.19: Variants of SIMD-BP (rows 1–2) and SIMD-Group-Simple (rows 3–4) on D7.
Rows 1 and 3 report absolute measurements, while rows 2 and 4 report the measurements
of each algorithm variant relative to the measurement of the classical 128-bit variant.
Figure 2.19(i–p) presents the results for the variants of SIMD-Group-Simple. The abso-
lute compression rates (Figure 2.19(i)) of all variants seem to be nearly equal. However, if
we have a close look at the compression rates relative to those of SIMD-Group-Simple128
(Figure 2.19(m)), we see that, especially for small bit widths, the variants utilizing wider
vector registers achieve significant further size reductions compared to SIMD-Group-
Simple128. For instance, for 1-bit data elements, the outputs of SIMD-Group-Simple256
and SIMD-Group-Simple512 have only 75% and 67% of the size of the output of SIMD-
Group-Simple128. Concerning the performance, we can again observe that the speed
grows with the width of the vectors. A look at the relative speeds of the (de)compression
(Figure 2.19(n–o)) reveals that the speed-ups are much better than for SIMD-BP, unless
the bit width is very low. In fact, for bit widths of about 11, the (de)compression speed-up
of SIMD-Group-Simple256 comes very close to the optimal speed-up of 2x. One expla-
nation for the good speed-ups of SIMD-Group-Simple compared to SIMD-BP is that, for
larger bit widths, the absolute speeds of the variants of SIMD-Group-Simple are far lower
than those of the variants of SIMD-BP, such that there is more potential for improvement
before the algorithm becomes memory-bound. Just like for SIMD-BP, the aggregation of
SIMD-Group-Simple (Figure 2.19(l, p)) yields better speed-ups than the (de)compression,
whereby the difference is most significant for small bit widths.
The first part of our evaluation (Section 2.2.3) has revealed that outliers in the data play
a crucial role for the behavior of lightweight integer compression algorithms. Therefore,
we now investigate the interplay of outliers and vector widths. For this purpose, we
introduce a new synthetic data set D8, which is an unsorted data set consisting of 100
million uncompressed 32-bit integers. Each data element is either a 4-bit value or a 28-bit
outlier, whereby we vary the outlier ratio.
Figure 2.20(a–h) displays the results of the variants of SIMD-BP on this data set. Regard-
ing the compression rate (Figure 2.20(a, e)), the three variants differ significantly subject
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Figure 2.20: Variants of SIMD-BP (rows 1–2) and SIMD-Group-Simple (rows 3–4) on D8.
Rows 1 and 3 report absolute measurements, while rows 2 and 4 report the measurements
of each algorithm variant relative to the measurement of the classical 128-bit variant.
to the outlier ratio. More precisely, as the vector width grows, so does the algorithm’s
vulnerability to outliers. In the worst cases, SIMD-BP256 and SIMD-BP512 might yield
approximately 1.5x and 2x of the compressed data size of SIMD-BP128, respectively. The
reason for this is that these ported variants of the algorithm use blocks of larger sizes.
Even one outlier per block suffices to enforce the use of the outlier bit width for all data
elements in the entire block. Thus, the larger the blocks, the more blocks are affected even
by low outlier ratios. Regarding the performance, we can make the same observations as
for D7. However, with respect to the outlier ratio, we see that the (de)compression speed
of SIMD-BP512 is even less than that of SIMD-BP256 for those outlier ratios at which it
suffers most regarding compression rate.
For the variants of SIMD-Group-Simple (Figure 2.20(i–p)), the situation is generally less
dramatic. The compression rates of these algorithms are affected by outliers equally
severely as the variants of SIMD-BP. More precisely, SIMD-Group-Simple256 and SIMD-
Group-Simple512 might output about 1.5x and 2x the amount of compressed data as
SIMD-Group-Simple128. However, to make these worst cases happen, the outlier ratio
must be about one order of magnitude higher than for SIMD-BP. This is because SIMD-
Group-Simple uses a variable block size flexibly adapting to the data, including to out-
liers. Regarding the performance, the speed-ups achieved by the ported variants are least
significant at the worst-case outlier ratios. Nevertheless, here it still holds that the speed
is the higher, the wider the vector registers are.
To summarize, when porting NS algorithms to SIMD extensions using wider vector reg-
isters, the performances can generally be increased. However, the algorithms quickly
become memory-bound, resulting in suboptimal speed-ups compared to the classical
128-bit variants. Consequently, with newer SIMD extensions the need to keep data com-
pressed in memory and decompress it only temporarily during processing becomes even
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Figure 2.21: Compression and decompression speed of the variants of RLE on data set
D5: (a–b) report the absolute speeds, while (c–d) report the speeds relative to RLE128.
stronger than for 128-bit SIMD, which is illustrated by our measured aggregation perfor-
mance. In terms of compression rate, the considered algorithms tend to use larger blocks
for larger vector widths, which results in less metadata to be stored, but also increases
the vulnerability to outliers in the data.
Logical-Level Techniques
In Section 2.2.3, we have shown that the logical-level techniques can improve the charac-
teristics of the data in favor of NS. These results still hold without any restrictions for our
ported variants of RLE and FOR, i.e., RLE256 and RLE512 have exactly the same effect on
the data characteristics as RLE128, and analogously for the variants of FOR. This follows
directly from the fact that all three variants of RLE respectively FOR produce exactly the
same output data for the same input data. However, our ports of DELTA can differ in
their outputs. As mentioned in the implementation remarks above, the wider the vector
registers employed for the vectorized subtraction, the larger the distance between min-
uend and subtrahend with respect to their positions in the data set. This increased distance
can imply an increase in the difference with respect to the actual data values, depending on
the data characteristics and especially for sorted data sets. Thus, the differences output
by DELTA512 might have a higher average bit width than those output by DELTA256,
which in turn might be larger than those output by DELTA128, depending on the data
characteristics.
Concerning the performance, we can generally make the same observations as for the
NS algorithms. Figure 2.21 shows the results for the variants of RLE on data set D5.
Here, we omit the compression rate, since all three variants of RLE always have the same
output, as mentioned above. Furthermore, we do not show the aggregation performance,
because the aggregation algorithm of RLE128 is purely scalar and could, thus, not be
ported to AVX2 and AVX-512. Regarding the compression, RLE256 and RLE512 achieve
considerable speed-ups of about 1.4x and 3x, respectively. Regarding the decompression,
however, RLE256 performs significantly worse than RLE128 and yields only about half
of the classical variant’s speed for long runs.
In Section 2.2.3, we found out that the performance of DELTA128 and FOR128 does not
depend on the data characteristics. This same conclusion holds for the variants ported to
AVX2 and AVX-512. Therefore, Figure 2.22 only reports these constant speeds on data set
D5. Just like for the other algorithms investigated so far, the 256-bit and 512-bit variants
of DELTA and FOR yield higher speeds than the respective 128-bit variants. However,
the speed-ups, again, are suboptimal.
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Figure 2.22: The constant absolute performances of the three variants of DELTA and FOR
on data set D5. The numbers above the bars are the speed-ups compared to the classical
128-bit variant of the respective algorithm.
Cascades of Logical-Level and Physical-Level Techniques
When we investigated cascades of logical-level and physical-level algorithms in the first
part of our evaluation (Section 2.2.3), we found out that these combinations can achieve
dramatically better compression rates for many configurations of the data characteristics,
but often also imply slow-downs compared to the involved stand-alone NS algorithm. In
this third part of our evaluation, we have learned that using SIMD extensions with wider
vector registers can speed-up both physical-level and logical-level algorithms, whereby
these algorithms quickly become memory-bound as the vector width is increased. Com-
bining these two observations, it seems likely that the much better compression rates
achieved by cascades could alleviate the memory-boundedness of the algorithm variants
using wider vector registers to a certain degree. Therefore, in the following we investi-
gate the cascades anew in the light of different SIMD extensions.
We choose the variants of SIMD-BP for the physical-level part of the cascades and in-
vestigate each of the three vectorized logical-level algorithms, i.e., the variants of RLE,
DELTA, and FOR, for the logical-level part. Moreover, while it would be possible to
cascade algorithms implemented for different vector widths, we only consider cascades
with a common vector width for both the logical-level and the physical-level algorithm.
To find out the potential of the cascades depending on the vector width, we deliberately
choose a suitable data set for each of the involved logical-level algorithms. More pre-
cisely, we evaluate the cascades involving RLE on D5, those involving DELTA on D6,
and those involving FOR on D2.
Figure 2.23 shows the results for the variants of RLE + SIMD-BP on data set D5 subject
to the average run length. When looking at the absolute performances of the variants
of RLE + SIMD-BP (Figure 2.23(b–c)) and the speed-ups compared to RLE128 + SIMD-
BP128 (Figure 2.23(e–f)), we can see that the effects observed for the variants of stand-
alone RLE and SIMD-BP are also recognizable in the behavior of the cascade. What is
most interesting, though, is the comparison of the variants of RLE + SIMD-BP to stand-
alone SIMD-BP, which can be seen in absolute terms in Figure 2.23(b–c). In addition to
that, Figure 2.23(h–i) shows the speed-up of the cascade to the stand-alone NS algorithm
for each vector width. Regarding the compression, RLE128 + SIMD-BP128 is significantly
slower than SIMD-BP128 for all run lengths. Then, RLE256 + SIMD-BP256 achieves a per-
formance very close to that of SIMD-BP256 for large run lengths. When moving further
to the AVX-512 variants, SIMD-BP512 is only as fast as SIMD-BP256, whereas RLE512
+ SIMD-BP512 is much faster than RLE256 + SIMD-BP256, resulting in a considerable
speed-up of the cascade compared to the stand-alone NS algorithm of about 2x for aver-
age run lengths of 32 and greater. Regarding the decompression, RLE128 + SIMD-BP128
is faster than SIMD-BP128 from average run lengths of 210 on. In contrast, RLE256 +
SIMD-BP256 is always slower than SIMD-BP256, while RLE512 + SIMD-BP512 achieves
approximately the same speed-ups over SIMD-BP512 as for the 128-bit case.
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Figure 2.23: The variants of RLE + SIMD-BP on data set D5. The first row compares the
absolute measurements of the cascade with those of stand-alone SIMD-BP. The second
row presents the measurements of each variant of the cascade relative to RLE128 + SIMD-
BP128. The third row provides the speed-ups of the variants of the cascade compared to
the same-vector-width-variant of stand-alone SIMD-BP. As before, we do not report the
aggregation performance, since the aggregation of RLE uses only scalar instructions.
Figure 2.24 presents the results for the variants of DELTA + SIMD-BP on data set D6
subject to the number of distinct data elements. Regarding the compression rate, Fig-
ure 2.24(a) reveals that the compression rate of the variants of DELTA + SIMD-BP gets
worse as the vector width is increased. Figure 2.24(e) further shows that the compressed
data output by DELTA256 + SIMD-BP256 is nearly twice as large as that output by the
128-bit variant of the cascade in the worst case, while for DELTA512 + SIMD-BP512 the
increase comes even close to 4x. However, Figure 2.24(a, i) clearly suggests that the cas-
cade still yields much better compression rates than the stand-alone NS algorithm. Fo-
cusing on the compression of DELTA + SIMD-BP compared to SIMD-BP alone, we can
state that the performance of the cascade comes closer to the performance of SIMD-BP as
the vector width increases. While DELTA128 + SIMD-BP128 is significantly slower than
SIMD-BP128 for all numbers of distinct data elements, DELTA512 + SIMD-BP512 is as
fast as SIMD-BP512 for high numbers of distinct values, while offering much better com-
pression rates. A similar observation can be made for the decompression performance,
although in this case even the 128-bit variant of the cascade reaches the performance of
the stand-alone NS algorithm, but only when each value in the data set is unique. How-
ever, the 256-bit and 512-bit variants of the cascade become equally fast as the stand-alone
NS algorithm for 225 and 222 distinct data elements already and are much closer to it also
for low numbers of distinct data elements. In terms of the aggregation speed, the case is
less clear. Here, the speed-up of DELTA512 + SIMD-BP512 over SIMD-BP512 is less than
that of DELTA128 + SIMD-BP128 over SIMD-BP128 if there are less than 217 distinct data
elements, and higher otherwise.
Finally, we briefly look at the variants of FOR + SIMD-BP on data set D2 subject to the
mean of the data distribution. The results are presented in Figure 2.25. We can see that
especially the compression performance of the cascade comes the closer to that of the
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Figure 2.24: The variants of DELTA + SIMD-BP on data set D6. The first row compares
the absolute measurements of the cascade with those of stand-alone SIMD-BP. The sec-
ond row presents the measurements of each variant of the cascade relative to DELTA128
+ SIMD-BP128. The third row provides the speed-ups of the variants of the cascade com-
pared to the same-vector-width-variant of stand-alone SIMD-BP.
stand-alone NS algorithm, the wider the vectors. Concerning the decompression and
aggregation speed, the speed-ups of the different vector widths are closer to each other,
such that for some means, higher vector widths are better, while for other means, lower
vector widths are better.
To sum up, when SIMD extensions with wider vector registers are employed, the cas-
cades of logical-level and physical-level algorithms still yield compression rates superior
to those of stand-alone NS algorithms, if the data characteristics are suitable. Moreover,
the cascades become faster than with SSE in most cases. Finally, we could confirm our
initial idea, at least in several cases: when 256-bit or 512-bit SIMD operations are used,
the cascades perform better compared to the stand-alone NS algorithm using the same
SIMD extension than for 128-bit SIMD operations.
Lessons Learned
In the third part of our evaluation, we have investigated the influence of the different vec-
tor register widths offered by different recent SIMD instruction set extensions on the be-
havior of lightweight compression algorithms. Our lessons learned can be summarized
as follows: Many lightweight integer compression algorithms can be ported to newer
SIMD extensions in a straightforward way, but for some algorithms, this is not possible.
The larger block sizes of NS algorithms resulting from straightforward reimplementa-
tions increase the vulnerability of these algorithms to outliers in the data, which can af-
fect both the compression rate and the performance negatively. Generally speaking, both
logical-level and physical-level algorithms become the faster the wider the employed
vector registers are. However, the speed-ups are suboptimal in most cases, since the algo-
rithms quickly become memory-bound when the computations are accelerated through
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Figure 2.25: The variants of FOR + SIMD-BP on data set D2. The first row compares the
absolute measurements of the cascade with those of stand-alone SIMD-BP. The second
row presents the measurements of each variant of the cascade relative to FOR128 + SIMD-
BP128. The third row provides the speed-ups of the variants of the cascade compared to
the same-vector-width-variant of stand-alone SIMD-BP.
wider vector registers processing more data elements at once. This has two implica-
tions when employing AVX2 and AVX-512: Firstly, accessing uncompressed data in main
memory should be avoided even more strictly than with SSE, which we showed with our
aggregation of compressed data. Secondly, cascades of logical-level and physical-level al-
gorithms become even more promising alternatives to stand-alone NS algorithms, since
they still yield superb compression rates, but perform much more competitive to stand-
alone NS algorithms when implemented with wider vector registers. Finally, we would
like to highlight again that the vector width of the employed SIMD extension has an im-
pact on the relative ranking of the lightweight compression algorithms regarding com-
pression rate, performance, and any trade-off of these two. Therefore, when choosing
a suitable lightweight compression algorithm, the employed SIMD extension must be
taken into account as well to make a well-grounded decision.
2.3 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we studied lightweight integer compression in isolation, independent of
query processing, to get a thorough understanding of the subject as a basis for the next
steps towards our vision. In Section 2.1, we provided an extensive view on existing work
in the field of lightweight integer compression, which showed that there is a very high
number of different algorithms. In Section 2.2, we presented the results of our systematic
experimental survey of such algorithms, concluding that there is no single-best algorithm
for all cases. In the following, we summarize these two sections and highlight our most
important findings.
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Regarding existing work on lightweight integer compression, we first presented our own
view on the field: We differentiate between (i) techniques, i.e., the abstract ideas of light-
weight integer compression, (ii) algorithms, which concretize a single technique or com-
bine more than one technique, and (iii) implementations, i.e., executable programs tai-
lored for a particular hardware platform. Moreover, we distinguish between logical-
level (RLE, DELTA, FOR, DICT) and physical-level techniques (NS). The NS technique
has been studied most extensively in the literature and we presented numerous existing
algorithms. We identified the use of SIMD extensions as the main driver of the research in
recent years and presented several works from the literature in that direction. We showed
that there is a very high number of different lightweight integer compression algorithms.
While some of them obviously exploit completely different data characteristics, some al-
gorithms differ only in seemingly minor implementation details.
Side note: We described the horizontal and the k-way vertical memory layouts as two op-
tions frequently used in the literature on lightweight integer compression. However, in
recent years, additional memory layouts have been proposed. Most notable are the lay-
outs of the horizontal bit-parallel (HBP) method and vertical bit-parallel (VBP) method
of the BitWeaving approach by Li and Patel [74]. These should not be confused with the
horizontal and k-way vertical layouts. In fact, the HBP layout is a close resemblance of
the k-way vertical layout, with some slight differences. Another example is the ByteSlice
layout by Feng et al. [40]. These three layouts were proposed in the context of efficient
selection scans on columns. Since this chapter provides an isolated view on lightweight
integer compression as a basis, we postpone their detailed discussion to Section 3.1.1. At
this point, we merely want to state that these layouts seamlessly integrate with our view
on the field of lightweight integer compression: They address the physical level of the
data representation and could replace the horizontal or 4-way vertical layouts used by NS
algorithms such as SIMD-BP128, SIMD-FastPFOR, and other algorithms partitioning the
data into blocks, with slight modifications of these algorithms. Furthermore, logical-level
techniques could be applied to obtain the data elements to represent in these layouts.22
The large variety of lightweight integer compression algorithms in the literature does not
only offer advantages, but also complicates the selection of the most suitable algorithm
for a particular situation. A smart selection requires at least a thorough understanding
of the algorithms’ behavior in terms of compression rate and performance. Since a satis-
factory comparative evaluation was missing in the literature, we conducted a systematic
experimental survey of several logical-level algorithms, physical-level algorithms, and
cascades thereof on several different synthetic data sets including the variation of one
data property per data set using three different hardware platforms and three different
SIMD extensions. Our analysis of the evaluation metrics compression rate, compression
speed, decompression speed, and aggregation speed led us to our overall conclusion that
there is no single-best lightweight integer compression algorithm, but the choice is non-
trivial and depends on the following factors:
1. Data characteristics. Different lightweight integer compression algorithms exploit
different data characteristics. To get insights into the quantitative impact of these
characteristics on the behavior of such algorithms, we generated several synthetic
data sets, each of which further varies one of its properties. First, we evaluated
the impact of the data distribution on the behavior of stand-alone NS algorithms.
We learned that especially outliers in the data have a large impact. After that, we
showed that and how the characteristics of the uncompressed data can be changed
in favor of NS by logical-level techniques. Finally, we evaluated cache-conscious
cascades of one logical-level and one physical-level algorithm. We learned that these
cascades can often improve the compression rate significantly, while they might or
might not be beneficial with respect to performance.
22We are, however, not aware of any works addressing this integration.
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2. Hardware characteristics. We repeated our evaluation on three hardware plat-
forms, two of which differ slightly in their properties and one of which differs sig-
nificantly from the others. This revealed that not only the absolute performance,
but also the ranking of the algorithms depends on the underlying hardware. In
particular, we presented several cases in which the break-even points between the
performances of two algorithms either shifted, or (dis)appeared, when comparing
two hardware platforms.
Beyond this thesis: Although not part of this thesis, we also investigated the impact of
the brand-new non-volatile random access memory (NVRAM) on the performance
of lightweight integer compression algorithms [121]. This work confirmed the gen-
eral impact of the underlying hardware and emphasizes the importance of this fac-
tor for future systems even more.
3. SIMD extension. Virtually all the literature on vectorized implementations of light-
weight integer compression algorithms focuses on Intel’s SSE extension offering
128-bit vector registers. To the best of our knowledge, we were the first who inves-
tigated ports of existing algorithms to the more recent SIMD extensions AVX2 and
AVX-512, that provide 256-bit and 512-bit vectors, respectively. At the implemen-
tation level, we found out that some existing SSE implementations can be ported
to AVX2 and AVX-512 straightforwardly, while others, especially byte-aligned algo-
rithms based on SSE’s byte permutation, cannot be ported so easily. Our evaluation
showed that increasing vector widths are virtue and vice in one: While they allow
an improvement of the performance, though with suboptimal speed-ups, they also
require slight changes to the algorithms, which increase their vulnerability to out-
liers in the data.
Beyond this thesis: The ports from SSE to AVX2 and AVX-512 we considered in this
thesis are straightforward in the sense that they only substitute SSE intrinsics for the
corresponding AVX2 or AVX-512 intrinsics and adapt the memory layout to scale
with the vector width. While we provided a clear justification for this approach,
we appreciate that it might fail to exploit the features of newer SIMD extension
optimally. For instance, AVX-512 offers numerous intrinsics not having an equiva-
lent counterpart in SSE. To address this issue, we investigated the use of the novel
conflict detection instructions introduced with AVX-512 for the implementation of
RLE [111] and could show that this can improve the performance for certain data
characteristics.
Side note: We have conducted our evaluation using 128-, 256-, and 512-bit SIMD
extensions, which are the ones currently available in general-purpose processors.
However, the increase of the vector width is an obvious trend in processor evolu-
tion. In fact, ARM processors will be shipped with an extension called Scalable Vec-
tor Extensions (SVE) soon, which offers SIMD instructions on vectors of up to 2,048
bits at a time [106]. Similarly, NEC corporation has already released a co-processor
named SX Aurora Tsubasa, which offers 16,384-bit vector registers [62]. While we
are unaware of any announcements by Intel regarding new SIMD extensions be-
yond 512-bit, it would not be surprising to see such extensions in Intel processors
in the future. We expect the effects we observed in our evaluation to be even more
important on such systems.
4. Objective. We found out that the best algorithm with respect to the compression
rate is not necessarily optimal regarding (de)compression speed. This allows inter-
esting trade-offs between these two fundamental objectives for optimization.
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Side note: In our evaluation, we focused exclusively on the single-thread performance.
This is common in the literature on lightweight integer compression [71, 105, 124]. While
the multi-threaded execution of our considered algorithms is likely to change the abso-
lute performances and, perhaps, the ranking of the algorithms, we do not expect it to
contradict our conclusions regarding which factors impact the behavior and should be
taken into account when choosing a suitable lightweight integer compression algorithm.
After we have thoroughly introduced the field of lightweight integer compression and
presented our experimental survey, two obvious questions arise: (1) How can these com-
pression algorithms be utilized for intermediates during the processing of complex ana-
lytical queries?, and (2) How to choose the most suitable algorithm for a particular situa-
tion? We address these questions in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively.
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3
PROCESSING COMPRESSED INTERMEDIATES
In this chapter1, we expand our view on lightweight integer compression to its employ-
ment for the processing of analytical database queries in in-memory column-stores. The
previous chapter revealed that there is a multitude of different lightweight integer com-
pression algorithms and that none of them is suitable in all cases. At the same time,
relational database management systems are employed for storing and processing data
in a wide variety of application areas. Therefore, they are expected to efficiently handle
relational data of arbitrary characteristics. On the one hand, the characteristics of the base
data can differ significantly between different attributes within one database schema. On
the other hand, the characteristics of the intermediate results produced by query operators
during query processing can also differ significantly within one query execution plan, de-
pending on factors such as the query structure and predicates. For instance, the input and
output data of a relational selection can have significantly different data distributions.2
Therefore, for realizing our overall vision of a balanced processing of analytical queries
based on lightweight compression of intermediate results, we identify the following three
requirements regarding a compression-enabled query processing:
R3.1 All intermediate results in a query execution plan should be representable using a
lightweight integer compression algorithm. This continuous use of compression is the
core of our vision as stated and motivated in Chapter 1.
R3.2 The compressed format of each intermediate can be chosen from a rich and easily ex-
tensible set of formats and should not depend on the formats of other intermediates.
That way, a suitable compressed format can be selected for each individual interme-
diate to adapt to its particular data characteristics. This implies that a change of the
compressed format from one intermediate to the next, i.e., during query processing,
should be possible.
1 Parts of the material in this chapter have been developed jointly with Annett Ungethüm, Johannes
Pietrzyk, Alexander Krause, Juliana Hildebrandt, Dirk Habich, and Wolfgang Lehner. The chapter is based
on [21, 25, 27, 28, 50], whereby [21, 27, 28, 50] mainly contributed to Section 3.1 and [25] mainly contributed
to Section 3.2. The copyright of [21] is held by the authors; the original publication is available at http:
//ceur-ws.org/Vol-1882/paper05.pdf. The copyright of [25] is held by Springer International Publishing
Switzerland; the original publication is available at https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-23135-8_11.
[27] was submitted to the Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment during the writing of this thesis; a preprint
version of the submission is available at https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.09350v1. [28] is a revised ver-
sion of [27] and was created after the submission of this thesis. The copyright of [28] is held by the au-
thors; the original publication is available at https://doi.org/10.14778/3407790.3407833. The copyright
of [50] is held by the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM); the original publication is available at
https://doi.org/10.1145/3299869.3320234.
2 We identified the data distribution as one of the most decisive data characteristics for the compression
rate and performance of lightweight integer compression algorithms in Section 2.2.
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R3.3 No query operator should require the uncompressed materialization of its entire in-
put or output data, since this would severely limit the benefits achievable through
compression. In particular, a full decompression of the input data should be avoided.
Note that these requirements merely pertain to the options offered by the processing model
with respect to compression, whereas the effective utilization of these options is the subject
of Chapter 4.
This chapter is structured as follows: We start by presenting our proposed compression-
enabled processing model in Section 3.1. Our processing model employs direct integer
morphing algorithms to change the compressed format of some integer sequence effi-
ciently. We investigate this novel class of algorithms in detail in Section 3.2. Finally,
we summarize this chapter in Section 3.3. The main contributions of this chapter can be
summarized as follows:
1. We propose a processing model for analytical queries in in-memory column-stores
fulfilling requirements R3.1 – R3.3 mentioned above. The conceptual frame of this
processing model does not only embrace existing works for processing compressed
data, but goes beyond that by enabling a continuous compression of intermediates.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first proposal of such a processing model.
2. We empirically prove that processing compressed data following our processing
model can improve individual operator runtimes, whereby the choice of the com-
pressed formats of the input and output data has a significant impact.3
3. We introduce direct integer morphing, a novel algorithm class capable of efficiently
changing the compressed format an integer sequence is represented in. These algo-
rithms play a crucial role for the integration of compression into query operators.
3.1 PROCESSING MODEL FOR COMPRESSED INTERMEDIATES
This section presents our novel processing model for compressed intermediate results
and is structured as follows: We begin with a discussion of related work on (i) relational
database processing models, (ii) query operators for compressed data, and (iii) the inte-
gration of compression into the overall query execution in Section 3.1.1. After that, we
address each of these three points ourselves: We describe the foundations of our pro-
posed processing model in Section 3.1.2. Then, we present our concepts for integrating
compression into query operators and the overall query execution in Section 3.1.3 and
Section 3.1.4, respectively, followed by crucial implementation remarks in Section 3.1.5.
In the end, we evaluate our compression-enabled query operators in Section 3.1.6.
3.1.1 Related Work
We identify three areas of related work that are relevant to our proposal of a process-
ing model for compressed intermediates: (1) processing models for relational databases
in general, irrespective of the use of compression, (2) individual database operators for
compressed data, and (3) approaches for the integration of compression into the query
execution. In the following, we present existing work in each of these fields, before we
summarize our lessons learned.
3 We postpone the investigation of overall query runtimes to Chapter 5.
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Relational Database Processing Models
The conceptual foundation of query processing in relational database management sys-
tems is the relational algebra introduced by Codd [19]. At the logical level, data is rep-
resented as mathematical relations, i.e., sets of tuples. The well-known operators of the
relational algebra, like projection, selection, and join, consume and produce such rela-
tions. Complex queries can be constructed by nesting relational operators appropriately.
While the query result is the output of the outermost operator, the data that is passed
between these operators is called intermediate results.
For the evaluation of expressions of the relational algebra, several processing models have
been proposed and used as concrete realizations of this abstract model. In the following,
we review the most influential and widely-used processing models. Besides their general
ideas, our particular focus is on their treatment of intermediate results.
The classical processing model is the Volcano-style iterator-based model proposed by
Graefe [44]. With this approach, each algebra operator implements an iterator interface
following an open-next-close protocol. open initializes all internal data structures of
the operator and forwards the call to the child operators. next produces a single output
tuple, which usually involves calling next on the child operators. Finally, close frees in-
ternal data structures and forwards to the child operators as well. The query evaluation
is triggered by calling these functions on the topmost operator: After an initial call to
open, next is called repeatedly and the query result is materialized incrementally, until
the end is reached, whereupon close is called. The control flow is recursively passed
down the operator tree until the leaves, which are usually base relation scans or index
accesses. The intermediate results are pipelined from child operators to parent operators
one tuple-at-a-time through the calls to next. Hence, the materialization of intermediate
results is avoided. The only exception to this are so-called blocking operators, such as sort-
ing, for which purely sequential access does not suffice so that they need to materialize
their input.
Nevertheless, the classical iterator-based model has shown to be unable to make effec-
tive use of the facilities of modern microprocessors [4, 16], especially due to data and
instruction-cache misses and branch mispredictions. Further disadvantages were identi-
fied by other authors [13, 15, 61, 77, 79, 80, 126]. The major issue is the high number of
function calls to next during the query execution. A function call is expensive in itself
due to the manipulation of the program stack it requires. Besides that, frequent function
calls are ill-suited for modern microprocessors. On the one hand, jumping between the
code segments of different operators yields a low temporal and spatial locality in the L1
instruction-cache. Especially if the combined code of adjacent operators does not fit into
the cache, loading the next instructions of one operator will often evict the instructions
of the other operator from the cache. On the other hand, the branching instructions in-
troduced by function calls challenge the branch prediction of modern microprocessors,
especially in the case of virtual function calls frequently encountered with the iterator-
based model. When branches are not predicted accurately, the super-scalar pipelining
features of modern processors cannot work effectively. Moreover, frequent function calls
also hinder the compiler from applying some sophisticated optimization techniques such
as loop-pipelining. The combined effect of these problems is a low number of instructions
per clock (IPC) resulting in a suboptimal query performance. As a consequence, several
new processing models were proposed that try to improve the query performance by
making more effective use of modern processors. In the following, we briefly discuss the
most important candidates.
A first line of research pursued the goal of reducing the per-tuple overhead by processing
one block-at-a-time while adhering to the interface of the iterator-based model. Padman-
abhan et al. [80] modified the semantics of the next operation such that each call returns
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a block of records to the parent operator. Depending on the record size, this block can
be organized in row-major or column-major layout. This approach requires a deep in-
tegration into block-oriented operators, which consume and produce blocks of records.
The authors implemented this idea for mathematical expression calculation as a part of
the projection and aggregation in the DB2 Universal Database System. These operators are
implemented as tight loops without branching. Moreover, error conditions are checked
only once for each block. A related approach was presented by Zhou and Ross [126].
They introduce a lightweight buffering operator, which can be inserted between any pair
of parent and child operators. The buffering operator implements the typical open-next-
close interface to seamlessly integrate into the query execution. It has an internal buffer.
With the first call to next, this buffer is filled by repeatedly calling the child operator’s
next function. Subsequent calls to next are served from this buffer. The buffer is re-
filled when all buffered records have been consumed. This approach does not require
any modifications to existing query operators and can, thus, easily be integrated into
existing query engines, which the authors did for PostgreSQL [108]. Both approaches
sacrifice the iterator-based model’s pipelining of records by partially materializing inter-
mediate results in blocks whose size is chosen depending on the size of the L1 data-cache.
Jumping between the code of different operators happens only once per block, thus im-
proving instruction-cache locality and branch prediction. Additionally, the approach by
Padmanabhan et al. also enables the optimization of the operators themselves by using
tight loops.
A different approach to address the problem of next calls was presented by Kissinger
et al. [61]. They suggest an indexed-table-at-a-time processing model. Their initial idea is
the full materialization of each intermediate result in the form of an index. This index is
built by the child operator on the attributes required by the parent operator, an approach
called cooperative operators by the authors. For efficiency, the authors employ their KISS-
tree [60], a special kind of prefix tree [9], as the index structure. In addition to that, the
authors also introduce composite operators by fusing multiple logical operators into one
physical operator. The data flow within a composite operator happens via processor reg-
isters. The authors distinguish three levels of composite operators: The first level enables
an operator to be fused with operators that can be integrated into the creation of the out-
put index at zero or low cost. Examples for this are sorting, grouping, and aggregation.
The second level is the combination of homogeneous operators. In particular, the authors
present a native multi-way join. At the third level, heterogeneous operators can be com-
bined, for instance a selection and the following join. In short, the authors propose to
avoid the materialization of intermediates by using combined operators and to represent
materialized intermediates in a structure suitable for the parent operator.
In the context of the DBMS HyPer [57], Neumann [79] presented an approach to main-
tain the pipelining of records from one operator to the next without inefficient next calls.
First, he defines (full) pipeline breakers as operators that have to materialize (all) records
of an intermediate outside processor registers. Then, he observes that the operator tree
can be partitioned into pipelines whose boundaries are defined by the pipeline breakers.
The efficient execution of a pipeline is reached by fusing the operators within it into one
compact and highly efficient code fragment inside which the data is pushed one tuple-
at-a-time from the beginning to the end via processor registers. Due to this blurring of
the operator boundaries, this approach is called data-centric. Since the pipeline fragments
are query-dependent, they must be compiled at query run-time. To reduce the implied
overhead as far as possible, the system builds upon the low-level virtual machine (LLVM)
compiler framework [65] and directly generates the pipeline code in an LLVM intermedi-
ate representation (IR). While the extra effort caused by the query dependent generation
is a downside, it also enables the compiler to perform query-specific code optimizations,
such that only the instructions required in the particular case need to be executed. While
the overall aim is the avoidance of intermediate results, materialization is still required
at the pipeline boundaries, for instance, when building the hash table of a hash join.
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The DBMS Peloton [83] employs an advancement of this approach that was proposed
by Menon et al. [77]. The authors argue that the strict avoidance of intermediates and
the tuple-at-a-time processing of the approach by Neumann disallow the exploitation
of inter-tuple-parallelism offered by modern microprocessors. In particular, the authors
show how to leverage SIMD and prefetching instructions. SIMD instructions require
loading the data elements of multiple subsequent tuples into a vector register for data-
parallel processing. Prefetching instructs the processor to load the data at a certain mem-
ory address into the cache, but is only effective if enough processing on other tuples can
mask the memory latency. Since neither of these techniques is applicable with a tuple-
at-a-time processing, the authors present a new processing model called Relaxed Operator
Fusion (ROF). This model is based on Neumann’s approach, but relaxes the requirement
of fusing all operators in a pipeline. Instead, each pipeline can be subdivided into mul-
tiple stages of subsequent operators. The operators within a stage are fused to highly
efficient generated machine code following Neumann’s approach. One stage passes data
to the next stage through a cache-resident buffer. A stage processes its input until its out-
put buffer is full and then hands over the control flow to the next stage. This allows the
first operator of the next stage to employ SIMD or prefetching instructions. The place-
ment of the stage boundaries is subject to query optimization, but in general, boundaries
are introduced before SIMD-enabled operators and operators requiring random access
to data beyond the cache. Hence, ROF performs a strategic partial materialization of
selected intermediate results, while otherwise it avoids intermediates using pipelining.
The inefficiencies of the Volcano model result from its tuple-at-a-time processing. This
is only one of the reasons, why the authors of MonetDB [13] decided to follow a com-
pletely different approach. MonetDB adopts a decomposition storage model [20], i.e.,
each relation is stored as a set of columns, where each column is a consecutive sequence
of data elements. Internally, each column is represented as a so-called binary association
table (BAT), a two-column structure consisting of a data column and a column of object
identifiers (oids) required for tuple reconstruction. This approach was a radical change in
the DBMS landscape at that time and came alongside an equally novel query processing
model. The authors proposed to process the data one column-at-a-time. That means, each
operator takes one or more BATs as input and produces one or more BATs as output.
Hence, all intermediate results are fully materialized in the form of BAT structures. This
approach can be seen as an extreme case of the block-at-a-time extensions to the iterator-
based model [80, 126] with the exception that MonetDB represents intermediate results
as columns, too. While MonetDB offers a relational frontend, the internal processing is
based on the BAT-algebra [12]. Each operator executes a simple operation on all elements
of a column in a tight loop. This solves the problem of frequent instruction-cache misses
the iterator-based model suffers from, since the bulk of the data is processed by only a few
instructions. Furthermore, it enables compilers to apply optimization techniques such as
loop pipelining and makes it easier for the processor to apply out-of-order execution.
Boncz et al. [15, 129] observe that a downside of the column-at-a-time processing model
is that the full materialization of all intermediate results can make the query process-
ing memory-bound if the intermediates’ size exceeds that of the cache. To address this
issue, the authors present the X100 query engine for MonetDB, thereby proposing the
vector-at-a-time processing model. Their goal was to combine the columnwise processing
of the column-at-a-time model with the pipelined execution of the iterator-based model.
The processing is done by so-called vectorized primitives. These are operators which con-
sume and produce partitions of a column, so-called vectors. Each vector typically con-
tains approximately one thousand logical data elements and, thus, fits into the cache of
a modern processor. That means, intermediate results are only partially materialized
and otherwise have the same form as with the column-at-a-time model. Like the block-
at-a-time extensions for row-stores [80, 126], the vector-at-a-time model exhibits a good
instruction-cache locality since each operator invocation processes a significant amount
of data. However, the vector-at-a-time model inherits additional performance benefits
from the columnwise processing of the column-at-a-time model, e.g., compiler optimiza-
tions such as loop pipelining.
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Query Operators for Compressed Data
One of the advantages of lightweight integer compression is that some database oper-
ators can process the compressed data directly, without decompression. Just like with
the compression and decompression algorithms, it is useful to differentiate between the
logical and the physical level of the compression, which we defined in Section 2.1.2.
Processing data compressed at the logical level. DICT was the first logical-level tech-
nique of lightweight integer compression whose qualification for direct processing was
investigated. As described in Section 2.1.2, DICT maps each data element to its unique
key in a dictionary. This mapping is equality-preserving, i.e., all occurrences of the same
value are mapped to the same key. Graefe and Shapiro identified that this equality-
preserving property of DICT can be exploited by query operators employing exact-match
comparisons [45]. For instance, selection scans can process dictionary keys directly, with-
out looking up the actual values in the dictionary, by mapping the selection predicate’s
constants to keys using the same dictionary as for the data. Furthermore, the authors note
that duplicate elimination, grouping, equality joins, and set operations can directly work
on dictionary keys. The authors specifically note that the hash table of a hash join can
be built on dictionary-keys rather than uncompressed values, which can reduce the size
of the hash table and, thus, allow a larger fraction of it to be kept in-memory.4 Besides
that, even sort-merge joins can exploit DICT-compressed data by sorting the inputs in the
order of the dictionary keys. As a preparatory step, the compressed data must be sorted,
which can be done faster than sorting the uncompressed data, since, again, more of it
can be kept in-memory. Graefe and Shapiro explicitly assume that the same dictionary is
used to encode not only all values of the same attribute, but even of the same domain.
For instance, corresponding primary and foreign key columns are encoded in the same
way. This ensures that dictionary keys are comparable across different columns of the
same domain.
In contrast to that, Lee et al. [66] propose to encode each attribute individually. They
are motivated by the way they store the dictionary keys at the physical level, an aspect
that Graefe and Shapiro did not consider. In particular, Lee et al. use the so-called fre-
quency partitioning [94]. In short, the idea is to partition the domain of a single attribute
by frequency of occurrence and to build an individual dictionary for each partition. All
keys of the same partition are stored with the same number of bits at the physical level,
whereby the keys of more frequent partitions require fewer bits. That way, the dictio-
nary encoding can exploit skew in the data distribution. Lee et al. observe that different
attributes of the same domain as, e.g., a foreign key attribute and the corresponding pri-
mary key attribute, usually follow different distributions. Thus, the authors propose to
use individual dictionaries for each column to achieve a better size reduction. However,
this implies that join-operators can no longer compare dictionary keys from different in-
puts directly any more. To address this issue, the authors propose to perform a so-called
encoding translation by re-encoding the keys of the build-side with the dictionary of the
probe-side. The authors specifically focus on hash joins. After the dictionary encodings
have been reconciled, dictionary keys, i.e., compressed values are inserted into the hash
table to avoid decompression in both the build phase and the probe phase.
Abadi et al. [2] sketch how database operators can directly process run-length encoded
data. In detail, they mention that an RLE-compressed inner of a nested-loop join does
4 The authors noted this in the context of disk-centric systems, but the argument can easily be transferred
to today’s main memory-centric systems, where a larger fraction of the hash table might be kept in the cache
hierarchy.
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not need to be decompressed. Instead, the data elements in the outer need to be com-
pared only to the run values of the inner. Each time a comparison succeeds, multiple
join matches are found at once, whereby the number of matches is the corresponding run
length in the inner. Furthermore, a summation on a run-length encoded column can be
done by summing up the products of corresponding pairs of run value and run length.5
Processing data compressed at the physical level. Most DBMSs support different data
types for integral attributes. For instance, the SQL standard defines the types TINYINT,
SMALLINT, INTEGER, and BIGINT, which represent a single value using one, two, four, and
eight bytes, respectively. Representing the data in one of these types is, perhaps, the
simplest form of lightweight integer compression at the physical level. In fact, it can
be viewed as a particular Null Suppression format, namely a form of horizontal pack-
ing, whereby a common bit width is used for all data elements of a column and this bit
width must be either 8, 16, 32, or 64, making the compressed data byte-aligned. In that
sense, most existing DBMSs can implicitly process data compressed at the physical level
directly. The data type is usually chosen by the user and part of the database schema.
However, MonetDB, for instance, can internally re-map the data type specified by the
user to a narrower data type if possible [12].
Indeed, even research works on compressed processing frequently restrict the physical-
level compression to byte-aligned Null Suppression [2, 64, 115]. This has usually two
reasons: First, as mentioned in Section 2.1.3, byte-alignment suits the byte-addressability
of main memory naturally. Second, data elements of 8, 16, 32, and 64 bits can be processed
natively on current microprocessors using both classical scalar and modern vectorized
instructions. The latter point is especially important, since it implies that all operators
can be designed to directly work on data compressed with a low implementation effort.
However, some authors observed that such simple byte-aligned horizontal packing ap-
proaches lack support for arbitrary bit widths and work at a suboptimal bit-level paral-
lelism [40, 74, 116]. Therefore, some database operators were proposed for more sophis-
ticated physical-level compression formats.
Willhalm et al. propose SIMD-Scan, a full column scan algorithm for data packed with
arbitrary bit widths [116]. They observe that such full column scans are usually memory-
bound, but become compute-bound when performed on compressed data. To alleviate
this, they focus on a vectorized implementation using Intel’s SSE and, thereby, pioneered
the vectorized processing of compressed data. In particular, the authors assume that the
data is represented in the horizontal layout (cf. Figure 2.5 on page 22). The scan algorithm
they propose supports point and range predicates and roughly works as follows: First, a
vector register containing 128 bits of compressed data is loaded from memory. Then, the
following steps are repeated for each quadruple of subsequent data elements until all the
data in the vector has been processed. SSE’s byte permutation instruction is used to copy
all payload bytes containing bits of the i-th data element of the quadruple into the i-th
32-bit element of a vector register. After that, a bitwise AND-instruction with a predefined
mask is applied to that register to unset all bits belonging to adjacent data elements.
Then, a vectorized 32-bit comparison instruction is used to identify the matching values,
whereby the predicate’s constant is represented in the same shifted way as the values
are encountered. That way, a full decompression of the data elements, by aligning them
to the least significant bits of each 32-bit vector element, can be avoided. Finally, the
bit mask resulting from the comparison can be used to output either a bit vector or a
list of match positions. For efficiency purposes, the authors implemented one highly
specialized routine for every bit width, whereby some bit widths require additional steps
5 In fact, the authors even generalize this idea to blocks of a column containing only one distinct value.
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to yield the correct result. Recently, Polychroniou and Ross [88] presented a column scan
algorithm on data in the horizontal layout, which is strongly inspired by SIMD-Scan, but
implemented using AVX-512 intrinsics.
Li and Patel [74] criticize that the SIMD-Scan algorithm suffers from a suboptimal bit-
level parallelism, since the employed 32-bit comparisons effectively waste available bits,
if the bit width is below 32. To address this issue, they propose to use so-called bit-parallel
methods. In particular, the authors introduce two pairs of a physical memory layout and a
column scan algorithm efficiently processing data in this layout. They assume that each
data element has k bits and each word has w bits.
Their first layout is the horizontal bit-parallel (HBP) layout. In HBP, a 1-bit delimiter is
inserted before each k-bit data element and as many of these (k + 1)-bit codes as possible
are stored in each memory word. If the word size is not a multiple of k + 1, then some
bits are left unused. k + 1 subsequent memory words constitute a segment. Within each
segment, consecutive data elements are stored in consecutive memory words. Note that
the HBP layout is similar to the (k + 1)-way vertical layout (cf. Figure 2.5 on page 22)
except for the unused padding bits in the former. The selection scan algorithm for HBP
works as follows: It represents a word full of copies of the predicate’s constant in the HBP
layout. It processes a column segment by segment and each segment word by word. In-
stead of using native comparison instructions, which are limited to 8, 16, 32, or 64 bit
codes on common processors, the authors employ so-called full-word instructions [63]:
For each memory word from the column, the algorithm applies a certain series of ordi-
nary arithmetic and bitwise instructions to the data word and the constant word. The
exact sequence depends on the predicate, e.g., equal to or less than. After that, the delim-
iter bit indicates whether the corresponding data element fulfills the predicate. Finally,
the resulting delimiter bits of all words in a segment are isolated by unsetting all other
bits in the words, shifted depending on the word’s position in the segment, and ORed
together to obtain a single bit vector word, which is stored to the output. The authors call
the combination of the HBP layout and the according scan algorithm BitWeaving/H.
The second layout proposed by the authors is the vertical bit-parallel (VBP) layout. Here,
w k-bit data elements constitute a fragment. Within each fragment, the bits are trans-
posed, resulting in k w-bit words, whereby the i-th word contains the i-th bit of all w
k-bit data elements. The corresponding scan algorithm proceeds the following way: It
represents w copies of the predicate’s constant in the VBP layout. It processes a column
segment by segment. In each segment, it compares the data to the constant bit by bit,
staring at the word containing the most significant bit of each data element. Again, the
precise sequence of instructions depends on the comparison operation, but, in general,
only common arithmetic and bitwise instructions are employed. In the end, these instruc-
tions yield a word whose i-th bit indicates whether the i-th data element in the segment
fulfills the predicate. This word is stored to the output. The authors observe that, in
many cases, not all bits of a data element need to be considered to determine if it matches
the predicate. Thus, they investigate early pruning capabilities. They note that the eval-
uation of a segment can be stopped early if and only if the decision is clear for all data
elements in the segment. They find out that the probability for early pruning depends
on w. Their final method, BitWeaving/V combines the VBP layout with the corresponding
scan algorithm and early pruning based on bit groups. The idea behind bit groups is the
following: When, in many cases, only the first couple of most significant bits are likely to
contribute to the decision, then these bits should be separated from the remaining, rarely
needed ones in order not to waste space in the cache lines. In particular, for w = 64, the
authors propose to first store the four most significant bits of all segments followed by
the next four bits of all segments etc. Finally, Li and Patel note that both BitWeaving/H
and BitWeaving/V can be vectorized using SIMD instructions for further acceleration.
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Feng et al. [40] build upon the work of Li and Patel and especially focus on using SIMD
instructions. They analyze that for a word width of w = 256, i.e., Intel’s AVX2, being able
to prune after 4 bits is very unlikely, while pruning after 8 bits is highly probable. Thus,
they propose to use bit groups of 8 bits, and to prefer vectorized comparison instruc-
tions for 8-bit elements over full word instructions. They call their approach ByteSlice
and again propose a new layout and suitable scan algorithm. A column is subdivided
into segments of w/8 data elements each. Within a segment, the bytes of the i-th data ele-
ment can be found in the i-th bytes of subsequent memory words, i.e., the j-th word in a
segment contains only the j-th bytes of all data elements in the segment. In memory, the
j-th words of all segments are stored together. This interleaved layout was inspired by
the bit groups of BitWeaving/V. The scan algorithm working directly on this layout starts
by representing the predicate’s constant in the ByteSlice layout as well. Within each seg-
ment, it iterates over all words starting at the one containing the most significant bytes of
the data elements in the segment. The comparison with the constant is done using SIMD
comparison instructions for 8-bit vector elements. The resulting bit mask is further pro-
cessed in a way depending on the comparison operation to check whether early pruning
is possible. Finally, a bit vector is stored to the output.
Besides selection, aggregation has been studied for data compressed at the physical level,
too. Feng and Lo proposed bit-parallel implementations of common aggregation func-
tions directly on data represented in the HBP and VBP layouts [39]. For the SUM aggrega-
tion on the VBP layout with k bits per data element, they make use of the fact that each
integer can be represented as the sum of powers of two. As stated above, in the VBP
layout, the i-th word of each segment contains the i-th bit of all data elements of that seg-
ment. Their algorithm employs population count instructions to count the number of set
i-th bits for all segments. Only after the scan of the entire input column, the determined
number of set i-th bits is multiplied by 2i using a shift operation. These products are
added up for all bit positions from 0 to k − 1 to calculate the total sum. The approach for
the SUM aggregation on the HBP layout is based on a similar idea, but employs a horizon-
tal addition of the data elements within each word. The MIN aggregation is based on the
following idea for both layouts: One segment represented in the respective layout is used
to keep the minimum values found so far. The algorithm iterates over all input segments
and compares them to the minimum segment in the same way the selection scan for the
respective layout would do it. Then, the minimum segment is updated with the newly
determined minimums using bitwise operations. After the scan is completed, the mini-
mum value contained in the minimum segment is determined straightforwardly. The MAX
aggregation works analogous to the MIN aggregation, but uses the inverse comparison
operation. In addition to the aggregation of all data elements in a column, the authors’
algorithms also support aggregating only some data elements. These are selected by a bit
vector provided as an additional input. This bit vector could be the output of a previous
BitWeaving selection scan on another column of the same relation. The authors propose
to calculate the COUNT aggregate by using population count instructions on the bit vector
only. Then, they derive the AVG aggregate from SUM and COUNT. Moreover, the authors
propose algorithms for obtaining the MEDIAN aggregate on the VBP and HBP layouts.
Integration of Compression into the Overall Query Execution
Besides individual operators for compressed data, there are different ways how com-
pression can be employed in a query as a whole. In the following we present the most
interesting approaches.
Chen et al. [18] investigated the integration of compression into query execution in the
context of disk-centric row-stores. The authors assume that the base data is compressed
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and argue that decompression cannot be avoided at some point of the query processing,
since not all operators can process compressed data directly. They observe that, at their
time, all existing systems employed one of two distinct decompression strategies to address
this issue. The first and older one is called eager decompression. Here, only the base data
on disk is compressed. When data is loaded into main memory for processing, it is im-
mediately decompressed and the entire query processing takes place on uncompressed
data. While this strategy requires minimal changes to the DBMS’s source code, it results
in suboptimal query plans, since the ability of many operators to process compressed
data directly is not made use of. The second strategy, identified as the state of the art, is
lazy decompression. Here, the data is kept in compressed form during query processing as
long as possible. That is, early intermediate results are represented in compressed form
as well and processed by compression-enabled operators. However, as soon as an op-
erator cannot process the compressed data directly, the data is decompressed and from
this point, all processing happens entirely on uncompressed data, thereby incurring un-
necessarily large intermediates and a waste of the potential of working on compressed
data directly. To these two strategies, the authors contribute a third one, which they call
transient decompression. Here, operators incapable of processing compressed data directly
decompress their inputs only temporarily and keep the code words. The processing is done
on uncompressed data elements, but for the output, the input code words are used again,
such that subsequent query operators can still benefit from compression.
An efficient approach to lazy decompression was presented by Zukowski et al. [130]. The
authors assume a disk-centric system which keeps buffered pages in memory in com-
pressed form. They propose that every operator accessing the memory-resident com-
pressed base data should employ RAM-cache decompression, i.e., decompress the data in
small portions, such that uncompressed data is only materialized in the cache. That way,
only compressed data is transferred between main memory and the CPU, resulting in an
increased effective memory bandwidth.
Lazy decompression is still applied in state-of-the-art systems nowadays. For instance,
DB2 BLU [92] is a column-store engine on top of IBM DB2. Here, the base data is com-
pressed using DICT with frequency partitioning or FOR at the logical level and a format
closely related to BitWeaving at the physical level. The system supports the evaluation
of leaf predicates directly on the compressed representation. After that, the query pro-
cessing continues with uncompressed data. Another example is HyPer’s Data Blocks
approach [64]. The authors propose a storage format for cold data subdividing a col-
umn into blocks, each of which can be represented in its individual compressed format,
whereby the formats to choose from are a variant of RLE as well as FOR and DICT com-
bined with a byte-aligned NS algorithm. The authors present their approach to integrate
a vectorized column scan on such compressed data into the compilation-based tuple-at-
a-time query engine of HyPer. In particular, their scan outputs a list of logical positions
in the compressed column, which are subsequently extracted and decompressed. After
that, the query execution continues with uncompressed data. Finally, Oracle’s in-memory
engine [29] also executes only selection scans on compressed data.
Ghită et al. [42] recently introduced the concept of white-box compression. They observe
that state-of-the-art systems store the logical columns of a schema in compressed form and
decompress them in the first step of the query execution. In that context, a compression
algorithm is viewed as a black box by the DBMS. In contrast to that, the authors propose
to represent each logical column as a function over actually stored physical columns. This
function could be as simple as a concatenation of sub-strings of each logical value, but
could also be as complex as a sophisticated machine learning (ML) model. If done clev-
erly, the physical columns can be much more suitable for black-box compression than
the logical columns, whereby the authors identify the smart decomposition of logical
columns into physical columns as a challenge for future research. In fact, the number
of physical columns of a schema could be higher or lower than the number of logical
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columns, while one physical column could even be shared by multiple logical columns.
The interesting point with respect to the integration of compression into query execu-
tion is that the DBMS can have a white-box view into those functions. Thus, they can be
exploited by the query optimizer and execution engine. As an example, the authors sug-
gest allowing the push down of selection predicates beyond the logical column so that it
works directly on (a subset of) the corresponding physical columns.
Abadi et al. [2] show how they integrate five compressed formats into the query execution
of the column-store C-Store [107]. They observe that supporting n compressed formats
requires n variants of all unary query operators and n2 variants of all binary query op-
erators. Since this amounts to a high total number, their main focus is on the reduction
of the integration effort. In particular, they propose two means: First, they implement
a special DataSource operator for each compressed format, which serves read accesses
to the compressed base data on disk and, for some formats, is able to process selection
scans on the compressed representation. Second, each base and intermediate column is
split into blocks that can be accessed by operators via a special API. This API abstracts
from the particular format by exposing properties exploitable by query operators, e.g.,
whether the data in the block is sorted or whether the block contains only one distinct
value. Consequently, query operators are not specialized to individual formats, but to
such properties, which can reduce the number of variants. As a fallback, the API allows
decompressing the block so that the operator can iterate over the uncompressed data ele-
ments. The authors’ extension to C-Store also supports compressed intermediates. How-
ever, an operator’s output format is hard-coded for each (combination of) input format(s)
and chosen depending on what seemed easy to implement to the authors. In particular,
the data characteristics of the intermediates are not taken into account.
In Hyrise [10, 11, 32], base data is represented as columns horizontally partitioned into
segments, whereby each segment can have its individual compressed format. To limit
the effort of integrating compression into the query execution, the authors also decide
to introduce a layer of abstraction. In particular, they implement iterator-based methods
for sequential and random access to each compressed format. Query operators make
use of the general iterator-interface irrespective of the underlying compressed formats of
their inputs. Intermediate results are not explicitly compressed. To achieve efficiency, the
authors rely on C++ template metaprogramming and static polymorphism.
The only work we are aware of that explicitly investigates the compression of interme-
diates was published by Guzun and Canahuate [47]. Unfortunately, they focus only on
complex queries over bit vectors, i.e., another data structure, whereby the operators AND,
OR, and XOR are used. Furthermore, they distinguish only between uncompressed and
compressed data, but not between different compressed formats. Nevertheless, their mo-
tivation is similar to ours. In particular, they observe that the characteristics of interme-
diate bit vectors may change during query processing, rendering either the compressed
or the uncompressed representation more suitable on a per-intermediate basis. Therefore,
they want to support operators on all possible combinations of (un)compressed inputs
and outputs. While they can re-use (un)compressed-only operators from previous works,
they contribute variants for mixed compressed and uncompressed inputs. Moreover,
they decouple the output format from the input formats by reusing existing methods to
append to (un)compressed bit vectors.
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Lessons Learned
The striving for the efficient processing of queries on relational data has led to the propos-
als of several processing models in the literature [13, 15, 44, 61, 77, 79, 80, 126]. On the one
hand, some of these are designed to avoid the materialization of intermediates whenever
it is possible [44, 79]. However, in recent years, systems adopting these processing mod-
els have started to relax this aim and perform at least a selective or partial materialization
of intermediates to further improve their query performance [77, 80, 126]. On the other
hand, some processing models explicitly materialize intermediates either fully [13, 61] or
partially [15].
At the same time, lightweight integer compression is widely used by state-of-the-art
DBMSs [2, 29, 32, 64, 92], whereby the degree of integration varies. The approaches to
integrate compression into query operators range from a generic and transparent de-
compression during the reading data access [130] over abstractions for compressed for-
mats [2] to highly format-specific algorithms for particular operators [39, 40, 74, 116].
However, the focus of compression is always on the storage and processing of base data.
The lightweight compression of intermediate results has only been considered for row-
stores [18] and bit vectors [47]. To the best of our knowledge, a systematic investigation of
lightweight integer compression for intermediate results in complex analytical queries in
in-memory column-stores has never been addressed before.
It is natural to envision a processing model enabling a continuous compression of inter-
mediates as an extension of a processing model explicitly materializing intermediates.
More precisely, we choose the column-at-a-time approach pioneered by MonetDB [13] as
the foundation of our processing model, as we detail in the following.
3.1.2 Description of the Underlying Processing Model
In the following, we present the foundations of our proposed compression-enabled pro-
cessing model before we address the integration of compression. More precisely, we
elaborate on the nature of the data, the query operators, and complex queries. We de-
cided to base our processing model on the column-at-a-time model employed by, e.g.,
MonetDB [13] (cf. Section 3.1.1) since its full materialization of all intermediates in a query
execution plan (QEP) as sequences of values is very suitable for the investigation of light-
weight integer compression for intermediates. We call our processing model operator-at-
a-time, since query operators are executed one by one, and an operator might consume
and/or produce more than one column. To be able to focus on the integration of light-
weight integer compression, we explicitly aim at simplicity. In that respect, we particu-
larly assume a purely single-threaded execution.
Nature of the Data
First, base data, intermediates, and query results are of exactly the same nature, and
we assume them to reside entirely in main memory. We use a decomposition storage
model [20] for all data, i.e., all data is exclusively of columnar form and tuples are re-
constructed only after the actual query processing, when the query results are emitted.
All intermediates are fully materialized in the memory hierarchy in compressed form us-
ing some lightweight integer compression algorithm, whereby each column has exactly
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one6 format. Alternatively, a column can be uncompressed, if desired. A column can be
sorted or unsorted, but in any case, its elements have a certain order. This is important,
since we assume the corresponding data elements of two columns from the same relation
to reside at the same logical position. The elements of a column are unsigned integers.
In Chapter 1, we already mentioned how such integer sequences can be obtained from
any common data type. At this point, we only add that, if the integers were obtained
through a dictionary coding, we assume an individual dictionary per domain.7 If range
predicates need to be evaluated, we assume the dictionary coding to be order-preserving.
Otherwise, the equality-preserving property of DICT suffices without any changes to our
processing model.
Each data element in a column can be uniquely identified and addressed by its logical
position in the column, whereby counting starts at zero. Interestingly, such positions
are themselves unsigned integers. In fact, columns containing only positions referencing
data elements in other columns play an important role for intermediates, as we detail
below. Therefore, we semantically distinguish two kinds of data: application data and
positions. However, this distinction serves merely as a mental help to understand the
operators’ semantics. In fact, since both are unsigned integers, they can be stored and
processed in exactly the same way, including their compression.
Nature of the Query Operators
Our logical query operators are strongly inspired by those of MonetDB. Initially, Mon-
etDB’s operators processed BATs consisting of a head and a tail column [12], but mean-
while, these operators have been re-engineered to work on headless BATs, i.e., mere se-
quences of values [104]. We adopt this latter approach, since it fits our needs of process-
ing sequences of integers very well. However, in the details, our logical operators differ
from those of MonetDB and, therefore, we briefly describe their semantics here.
As a general remark, we do explicitly not aim at completeness in the sense of being able
to process all possible analytical queries. Instead, we identified a set of twelve operators
enabling us to process many analytical queries. For instance, our operators suffice to ex-
ecute the well-established Star Schema Benchmark (SSB) [100].8 Since our approaches to
integrate compression into query operators are not operator-specific, other logical oper-
ators could be embraced in the same way. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 provide an overview of all
logical query operators we consider, including a small example for each operator. All of
our operators have in common that all their inputs and outputs are columns.
The select-operator (Figure 3.1(a)) is parameterized with two integer constants serving
as the lower and upper bound of a range predicate. It takes application data as input and
outputs a sorted column containing the positions of all data elements in the input column
fulfilling the range predicate.
The project-operator (Figure 3.1(b)) has two inputs: one application data column and
one positions column. For each input position, it extracts the corresponding data element
in the input application data column and outputs these data elements in the same order
6 Remember from Section 2.1 that many lightweight integer compression algorithms adapt to the local
data characteristics on their own, e.g., by choosing the bit width or the reference value individually for each
block of data. However, we leave such subdivisions of the data to the employed compressed format.
7 The use of an individual dictionary per column and the implied challenges for join-operators were dis-
cussed by Lee et al. [66] as mentioned in Section 3.1.1.
8 However, note that we do not support sorting so far, but assume that this is done during the result
emission.
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Figure 3.1: Logical operators of our processing model (part 1). Examples printed in blue.
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Figure 3.2: Logical operators of our processing model (part 2). Examples printed in blue.
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as the input positions. This operator is used, for instance, to transfer the result of the
selection on one column to another column.
To express complex predicates involving conjunction and disjunction, position columns
can be combined using set operations offered by the intersect-operator and the merge-
operator (Figure 3.1(c–d)). These take two sorted columns of unique positions as input
and output their sorted intersection and union, respectively.
The join-operator (Figure 3.1(e)) consumes two application data columns. It determines
all pairs of equal data elements in the left and right input. For each such pair, it out-
puts the corresponding positions in the left and right input column to its left and right
output column, respectively, whereby the left output is sorted. The semi_join-operator
(Figure 3.1(f)) does the same, but outputs only the positions in the left input column.
For the purpose of grouping, there are two operators. The group_first-operator (Fig-
ure 3.2(g)) serves for a grouping on a single attribute or as the first step for a grouping
on multiple attributes. Its input is an application data column and the output consists of
two position columns. The first one contains the positions of each group’s representative
value in the input column. The representatives are the first occurrences of the group’s
value. The second one contains the group identifier for each input data element. The
group identifiers are positions in the first output column. The grouping can be extended
to additional attributes by means of the group_next-operator (Figure 3.2(h)), which takes
two inputs: the group-id column of a previous grouping step and an application data col-
umn. It does the same as group_first, but instead of single application data elements, it
considers combinations of input application data elements and input group-ids.
The elementwise application of a unary function to all data elements of a single appli-
cation data column can be accomplished with the calc_unary-operator (Figure 3.2(i)).
Similarly, there is a calc_binary-operator (Figure 3.2(j)) applying a given binary func-
tion to all pairs of corresponding elements of two input application data columns. These
two operators can be used for elementwise arithmetical calculations on columns, such as
addition or multiplication, which are frequently encountered in analytical queries.
Finally, there are two variants of a summation, as one example of an aggregation. First,
the sum_all-operator (Figure 3.2(k)) is suitable for analytical queries without grouping.
It calculates the sum of all data elements in its single input application data column. Its
output column contains a single data element. Second, the sum_grouped-operator (Fig-
ure 3.2(l)) calculates per-group sums. It consumes both an application data column and a
positions column containing the group-ids output by one of the grouping-operators. For
each pair of corresponding input application data element and group-id, it increments
the running sum of the group in the output by the value. That is, the output application
data column contains one data element per group.
Unlike our operators, most operators in MonetDB accept so-called candidate lists as addi-
tional inputs. These are position columns limiting the operator execution to selected data
elements. Although they can be useful, we deliberately do not support such candidate
lists, because in our view, they are a means to avoid intermediates, while we strive to rep-
resent intermediates efficiently as stated in Chapter 1. Instead of using candidate lists, we
perform additional projections, to guarantee that each operator always has to utilize its
entire input.
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SELECT SUM(lo_extendedprice) AS revenue
FROM lineorder, date
WHERE lo_orderdate = d_datekey
  AND d_year = 1993
  AND lo_quantity < 25
SSB Query 1.1 (simplified)
lo_extendedprice
semi_join
project
sum_all
revenue
lo_orderdatelo_quantity
select
[0, 24]
project
d_year d_datekey
select
[1993, 1993]
project
base column
query result
intermediate
operator
Figure 3.3: A query execution plan for a simplified variant of Q1.1 of the SSB.
Nature of the Queries
The logical query operators can be combined to form a QEP for an analytical query. An
example is displayed in Figure 3.3. Such a QEP can be viewed as a directed acyclic graph
(DAG). Each node of this DAG is either a column (representing a base column, an in-
termediate result, or a result column) or a query operator, whereby no column may be
directly neighbored to another column and analogously for operators. Then, each edge
represents a data flow from an input column to an operator or from an operator to an
output column. Since we assume a decomposition storage model, a QEP can have multi-
ple base columns (sources in the DAG) and multiple result columns (sinks in the DAG),
the latter of which are reconstructed to tuples after the query execution in the course of
the result output.
3.1.3 Integration of Compression into Query Operators
In the following, we describe our concept for integrating lightweight integer compression
algorithms, such as those presented in Section 2.1, into the query operators described
above. We identified different degrees of integration of compression and operator exe-
cution. Therefore, we first provide an overview of these degrees. After that, we discuss
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Figure 3.4: Degrees of integrating lightweight integer compression into query operators
at the example of an operator op with two inputs and one output. U stands for uncom-
pressed data, A, B, and C for different compressed formats.
each of them in detail. In the end, we comment on possible ways of combining different
degrees of integration in one operator.
Overview of the Degrees of Integration
We distinguish four degrees of integration of compression and operator execution. These
are derived from two orthogonal dimensions, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. The first dimen-
sion addresses the internal processing: The operator could either execute its operations
on uncompressed data elements or on data elements compressed according to a particular
format, whereby the operator could expect an individual format for each of its input and
output columns. The second dimension concerns the operator’s data access: Here, the first
option is to access the data directly in the format it is represented in. This is only possible
if this format matches the format of the operator’s internal processing. Alternatively, the
operator could adapt the data to the formats it expects internally. Input data needs to be
adapted before it is consumed and output data is first produced in the operator’s internal
format and afterwards adapted to the desired output format. Each combination of these
two dimensions is possible and each of them has its individual advantages and disad-
vantages with respect to both implementation effort and typical optimization objectives
such as performance and memory footprint. In particular, the four degrees of integration
play the following roles in our processing model:
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Internal processing of uncompressed data with direct data access. This trivial degree
resembles a purely uncompressed processing (Figure 3.4(a)). It involves no compressed data
at all and serves merely as a baseline.
Internal processing of uncompressed data with adaptive data access. This degree allows
materializing intermediates in compressed form, while the operator still works on un-
compressed data (Figure 3.4(b)). We call this degree on-the-fly de/re-compression, since the
operator for uncompressed data is surrounded by a wrapper temporarily decompressing
the inputs and recompressing the outputs. This is the most important degree of inte-
gration for us, since it can easily be implemented, but already suffices to fulfill all three
requirements R3.1 – R3.3. Nevertheless, it leaves the potential of working directly on
compressed data unexploited, such that additional degrees are sensible.
Internal processing of compressed data with direct data access. This degree yields spe-
cialized operators tailored for a particular combination of input and output formats (Fig-
ure 3.4(c)). Due to the direct data access, the adjacent intermediates are restricted to
exactly these formats, thereby limiting the flexibility of the format selection. It can im-
prove the performance by processing compressed data without any decompression and
through an increased data-level parallelism. Furthermore, it allows employing operators
on compressed data from the literature.
Internal processing of compressed data with adaptive data access. This degree builds
upon specialized operators by wrapping these with on-the-fly morphing (Figure 3.4(d)).
That means, the compressed input data is directly converted to the format the operator
expects internally, and analogously for the output. It enables more flexibility when using
specialized operators, since it allows intermediates to have any format, independently of
the operator.
It is worth highlighting that all of these degrees of integration address compression as-
pects only. That is, the logical semantics of an operator as well as its inputs and outputs
is always the same, independent of the degree of integration it adopts. Moreover, with
all degrees except the purely uncompressed processing, the compressed formats can be
either those of stand-alone physical-level or logical-level compression algorithms, or that
of cascades thereof.
On-the-Fly De/Re-Compression
Operators adopting on-the-fly de/re-compression can handle compressed inputs and
outputs (adaptive data access), but process uncompressed data internally (Figure 3.4(b)).
This is achieved by a wrapper around the operator which temporarily decompresses the
inputs and recompresses the outputs of the operator. This idea is not entirely new. In fact,
it was inspired by transient decompression proposed by Chen et al. [18] (cf. Section 3.1.1).
However, on-the-fly de/re-compression goes one step further than transient decompres-
sion, since it allows a recompression to another format than the input. The employed
wrapper can work at different levels of granularity on both the input and the output
side:
The coarsest granularity is the entire column. This rather equates to a separate (de)com-
pression-operator introducing a fresh intermediate result instead of a wrapper and, thus,
might not deserve the name on-the-fly. Here, (de)compression and operator execution are
separated at the operator-level. Using this approach for all operators in a query plan does
not make sense, since this would mean that an operator first produces an entire uncom-
pressed column, which is then compressed as a whole, but afterwards decompressed as
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a whole again by the following operator. The compression and decompression between
the two operators would cause only overhead with respect to both runtime and memory
footprint. Nevertheless, there are some cases when it could be beneficial: For instance,
the input data of an operator could be base data and its format, thus, fixed. Moreover,
the overhead for an entire-column (de)compression could be amortized if the data can be
used in the resulting format more than once by direct access, be it by several operators or
by repeated accesses from one operator, e.g., for the inner of a nested-loop join. However,
in general, we do not promote this approach and mention it rather for completeness.
A more reasonable granularity is the Lx-cache-resident block. The basic idea is not to
materialize uncompressed data in main memory, but only in the cache hierarchy. On
the input side, the wrapper decompresses a block of compressed data when required
and hands only the uncompressed block to the operator. On the output side, the oper-
ator first stores uncompressed data elements, which are recompressed when the block
size is reached. Hence, (de)compression and operator execution are separated at the
function/routine-level. On both sides, the block size does not need to match the com-
pressed format’s block size (if the format works with blocks at all). Instead, the block
size should be chosen in a cache-conscious way to guarantee that the decompressed data
is still in the Lx cache when the processing starts and the data to be recompressed is
still in the Lx cache when wrapper issues the recompression of a block. Note that this
approach is related to RAM-cache decompression proposed by Zukowski et al. [130]
(cf. Section 3.1.1) with the difference that on-the-fly de/re-compression is designed to
also output compressed data, thereby allowing for compressed intermediates.
The final granularity is the vector register. This is the most fine-grained option possible
with a state-of-the-art vectorized processing. On the input side, the wrapper decom-
presses the data elements one vector at a time and forwards single vectors of uncom-
pressed data elements to the operator. On the output side, the operator produces vectors
of uncompressed data elements, which it passes to the wrapper for instantaneous recom-
pression. This means that the borders between (de)compression and operator execution
are blurred, as these are separated only at the instruction-level. Unfortunately, this gran-
ularity is not possible for all combinations of output formats and logical operators. Some
lightweight integer compression algorithms need to analyze a certain number of data el-
ements to decide how to compress them (cf. Section 2.1). For instance, SIMD-BP128 [71]
needs to determine the maximum bit width of a block of 128 data elements before it
can pack the data. This bit width cannot be known when just one vector register of un-
compressed data elements is available at a time. Regarding the logical operators, there
are two possible problems: selectiveness and random write access. Selective operators
might not output a full vector register for each consumed input vector. For example,
our select-operator consumes one uncompressed vector (perhaps provided by a de-
compressing wrapper), but outputs only the positions of the data elements matching its
predicate. This incomplete vector can hardly be passed on to a vectorized recompression
expecting complete vectors. Random write access, as encountered with the sum_grouped-
operator is also difficult to handle. The reason is that the physical address of some logical
position in the compressed column can usually not be known before all preceding data
elements have been calculated, which would only be the case for sequential access.
Advantages. First and foremost, on-the-fly de/re-compression enables a continuous use
of compression for all intermediates (and base data).9 Thus, it fulfills requirement R3.1.
Furthermore, the integration effort is low. To support n compressed formats for one log-
ical operator, the original operator for uncompressed data can be re-used. Additionally,
only n compression and n decompression algorithms are required, which can be used
for wrapping other logical operators as well. Since these are available for a multitude
of compressed formats (cf. Chapter 2), a rich choice for the format of an intermediate is
9 This and the following advantages hold unless the entire-column wrapper granularity is used.
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guaranteed. This choice can easily be extended to novel lightweight integer compression
algorithms by providing implementations of the (de)compression and does not require
changes to the operators or the processing model in general. Moreover, the decoupling
of the decompression of the inputs and the recompression of the outputs allows the for-
mats of all intermediates to be chosen independently of each other, thereby fulfilling
requirement R3.2. In particular, a change of the compressed format during the query exe-
cution is easily possible by configuring the wrapper’s formats accordingly. In addition to
that, a full decompression of the compressed inputs and uncompressed materialization
of the outputs can be avoided by operating the wrapper at the granularity of a cache-
resident block or even a vector register, thereby satisfying requirement R3.3. Compared
to a purely uncompressed processing, an improvement of the memory footprint is ex-
pected to be possible, since intermediates are stored in compressed form. Besides that, a
certain performance benefit can be expected as well since only compressed data is trans-
ferred between main memory and CPU, while uncompressed data is materialized only
in the caches, if at all. Finally, the generic nature of on-the-fly de/re-compression ren-
ders it applicable for all analytical queries. Collectively, these advantages motivate us to
dedicate a special focus to on-the-fly de/re-compression in the remainder of this thesis.
Disadvantages. The obvious downside of on-the-fly de/re-compression is its internal
processing of uncompressed data. This does not only limit the possible data-level paral-
lelism when using SIMD instructions, but also prohibits a more sophisticated exploitation
of the particular compressed formats which could simplify the operators’ work.
Specialized Operators
A specialized operator works on compressed data internally (Figure 3.4(c)). It is tailored
for a specific combination of compressed formats of its inputs and outputs and accesses
these directly. Therefore, the intermediates serving as the inputs and outputs must be
represented in exactly the formats expected by the operator.
Assuming a width of 64 bits for uncompressed values, the most straightforward way to
design a specialized operator is to tailor it to narrower integer types. We have already
mentioned this in Section 3.1.1. For example, the select-operator could be specialized for
input data packed at 16 bit per data element. Instead of decompressing the input data to
64-bit data elements, it could directly apply SIMD comparison instructions for 16-bit data.
Similarly, the project-operator could consume input positions and data both packed at
32 bit per data element and use a SIMD gather instruction for 32-bit elements instead of
64-bit elements. Adopting these ideas increases the data-level parallelism and is possible
for many combinations of operators and typical integer type widths, depending on the
available SIMD instructions.
Beyond the data-level parallelism, additional improvements are possible by exploiting
format-specific information. For instance, RLE explicitly stores information on repe-
titions of data elements, which can be utilized by many operators. For instance, the
sum_all-operator only requires one multiplication of the run length and the run value
as well as one addition per run, instead of many individual additions. Similarly, the
select-operator only has to apply its predicate to the run values, whereby each suc-
cessful comparison can stand for several matches regarding the logical data elements,
depending on the run length. As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, some of these ideas have
already been proposed in the literature [2, 45]. After all, each combination of a logical op-
erator and input/output formats could be considered individually to develop ideas for
a specialized operator. It is questionable whether a specialized operator is possible and
sensible for all combinations. However, systematically exploring all these combinations
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is beyond the scope of this thesis, and we see our contribution in that respect rather in
providing a formal frame for embracing such specialized operators.
Finally, sophisticated approaches for executing certain operators on data represented in
a particular compressed format can be categorized as special operators. For the select-
operator, this applies, e.g., to SIMD-Scan [116], BitWeaving [74], and ByteSlice [40], while
for the sum_all-operator the approach by Feng and Lo [39] could be integrated into our
processing model (cf. Section 3.1.1).
Advantages. Specialized operators avoid the materialization of uncompressed data alto-
gether and, thus, fulfill requirement R3.3. Owing to this, they are a promising approach
for improving the operator performance compared to on-the-fly de/re-compression. In
addition to the bandwidth saving achieved through the avoidance of uncompressed data
transfer between main memory and CPU, specialized operators yield a reduction of the
computational effort caused by the integration of lightweight integer compression. This
is achieved by the avoidance of any (de)compression overhead, the increase of the data-
level parallelism, and the exploitation of format-specific information to shortcut the op-
erator execution.
Disadvantages. The most decisive drawback of specialized operators is the high con-
ceptual and integration effort they incur. To support all combinations of n compressed
formats for the i inputs and o outputs of one operator, ni+o variants of that operator
must be provided. Note that with our logical operators, i + o is in the range [2, 4] (cf. Fig-
ures 3.1 and 3.2), while n could easily be a two-digit number considering the multitude of
existing lightweight integer compression algorithms (cf. Section 2.1). Unless all of these
variants are available for all logical operators, the choice of the intermediates’ formats is
restricted, since they must match those expected by the operators. This is a significant
burden to fulfilling requirement R3.2. Therefore, we propose to employ specialized op-
erators only selectively, as we detail in Section 3.1.4. Finally, a specialization also implies
that a particular operator might only be applicable and beneficial in rare cases, depend-
ing on the data characteristics of the intermediate results and the structure of the QEP,
which further suggests a selective application of this degree of integration.
On-the-Fly Morphing
Operators employing on-the-fly morphing process compressed data internally, but can
handle inputs and outputs in different compressed formats by means of an adaptive data
access (Figure 3.4(d)). Similar to on-the-fly de/re-compression, this adaptation of the for-
mats is performed by a wrapper. However, this wrapper does not employ (de)compres-
sion algorithms, but so-called direct morphing algorithms, which are capable of changing
the data representation from one compressed format to another one. In fact, we dedi-
cate Section 3.2 solely to these morphing algorithms and their efficient implementation.
However, at this point, it suffices to assume that such algorithms exist, and we focus on
their exploitation for integrating lightweight integer compression into query operators.
In fact, the idea of adapting the compressed formats of an operator’s inputs has already
been sketched by Lee et al. [66] (cf. Section 3.1.1). However, their encoding translation
addresses only (i) the inputs (ii) of join-operators, and (iii) only DICT-compressed data.
In contrast, our on-the-fly morphing (i) can also be applied to an operator’s outputs, (ii) is
possible for any query operator, and (iii) supports arbitrary compressed formats.
Analogous to on-the-fly de/re-compression, the wrapper enabling on-the-fly morphing
can work at the same three levels of granularity, and we only briefly comment on note-
worthy differences compared to on-the-fly de/re-compression. Morphing at the granu-
larity of the entire column is still not favorable. However, it does not introduce fresh
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uncompressed intermediates any more, since these are now also compressed. Regarding the
granularity of the Lx-cache-resident block, instead of materializing uncompressed data
in the caches, with on-the-fly morphing only compressed data is materialized. Neverthe-
less, the cache-conscious materialization can be expected to be beneficial for compressed
data as well. Morphing is also possible at the vector register granularity. However, the
restrictions with respect to the operator’s output remain unchanged.
By means of on-the-fly morphing, the flexibility in choosing the intermediates’ formats
limited by specialized operators can be gained back. For instance, consider the special-
ized project-operator tailored to 32-bit code words described above. It expects both the
input data and input positions to be packed at 32 bits per integer. Now assume that the
input data column contains 100 M data elements. Then, the input positions could be
represented using 27 bits each. However, the project-operator is based on SIMD gather
instructions, and there is no such instruction for 27-bit addresses in current microproces-
sors. With on-the-fly morphing, the wrapper transparently morphs the input positions
from 27-bit code words to 32-bit code words, both of which are compressed compared to
64 bits, which can then be consumed by the operator.
Advantages. On-the-fly morphing unifies the virtues of on-the-fly de/re-compression
and specialized operators. On the one hand, it provides the full flexibility regarding the
choice of the intermediates’ formats, thereby fulfilling requirement R3.2. On the other
hand, it yields the benefits of processing compressed data internally. Using given spe-
cialized operators as a basis, the integration effort is fair: To support all combinations of
n compressed formats for the inputs and output of one logical operator, n2−n direct mor-
phing algorithms are required, one for each ordered pair of two distinct formats. These
morphing algorithms can be re-used for all logical operators.
Disadvantages. Unfortunately, on-the-fly morphing also comes with a certain compu-
tational overhead caused by the wrapper, which might or might not be beneficial, de-
pending on the situation and the optimization objective. Moreover, the direct morphing
algorithms have to be developed in the first place.
Combinations of the Degrees of Integration
So far, we have only described the four degrees of integration of lightweight integer com-
pression into query operators in their pure form. However, it is possible and even sensible
to combine different degrees of integration within one physical operator. This combination
can be established in different ways:
Each input and output of an operator could access the data in its individual way, indepen-
dently of the way used for other inputs and outputs. In particular, some inputs/outputs
could access the data directly, while others could employ the adaptive access. With on-
the-fly de/re-compression, if one input or output is uncompressed, it does not need to
be decompressed or recompressed, respectively (cf. Figure 3.5(a–b)). Similarly, with on-
the-fly morphing, if one input or output is already represented in the compressed format
the operator expects, there is no need to morph it (cf. Figure 3.5(c–d)). In addition to that,
the granularity of the wrappers of on-the-fly de/re-compression and on-the-fly morph-
ing can be chosen individually for each input and output. For instance, with on-the-fly
de/re-compression, it might be desirable to use the finest granularity, i.e., a vector regis-
ter, to avoid unnecessary materialization of uncompressed data. However, as mentioned
above, this is not possible for the outputs of selective operators. As a trade-off, the input
of the select-operator could be decompressed on the fly at the vector-register granular-
ity, while the output is recompressed on the fly at the Lx-cache-resident-block granularity.
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Figure 3.5: Combination of different degrees of integration within one physical operator.
Nevertheless, only the dimension of the data access can be freely varied between differ-
ent inputs and outputs, while the dimension of the internal processing does not regard
the input and output formats.
As another option, the internal processing of compressed and uncompressed data can be
combined. Since the uncompressed representation can be seen as just another format,
nothing prevents specialized operators from being tailored to uncompressed data for
some, but not all, of their inputs and/or outputs (cf. Figure 3.5(e–f)).
Finally, different degrees of integration could be employed at the logical and physical
level of the compression if the inputs and/or outputs are represented using a cascade of
a logical-level and a physical-level algorithm. On the one hand, an operator could be spe-
cialized at the logical level, but adopt on-the-fly de/re-compression at the physical level.
For instance, assume that the input data of the select-operator is represented using FOR
in combination with some NS algorithm. In this case, the decompression at the logical
level, which would require the addition of the reference value used in FOR to every input
data element, can be avoided by subtracting the reference value once from the range predi-
cate’s lower and upper bounds. In other words, instead of decompressing the input, the
bounds are compressed to make them comparable to the input in the compressed space.
A similar approach is possible for DICT, as Graefe and Shapiro [45] proposed (cf. Sec-
tion 3.1.1), although they did not have a notion of logical and physical level. However,
depending on the employed NS algorithm, a specialization at the physical level might
not be possible or available, such that on-the-fly de/re-compression could be used here.
On the other hand, the inverse setup is also possible: An operator could employ on-the-
fly morphing at the logical level, but be specialized at the physical level. For example,
assume that two columns are represented in FOR + Binary Packing with a bit width of
16, but with different reference values at the logical level. A join-operator on these two
columns could morph one of them on-the-fly at the logical level by adding the difference
of the two reference values to each data element in order to make the values comparable
at the logical level of the compression. However, at the physical level of the compression,
the operator can be specialized by processing 16-bit code words directly to increase the
data-level parallelism.
3.1.4 Integration of Compression into the Overall Query Execution
Hitherto, we have concentrated on the integration of lightweight integer compression
into isolated query operators. This provides the foundation for the integration at the
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Figure 3.6: Integration of lightweight integer compression at the level of an entire QEP.
The example shows a detail of the QEP in Figure 3.3 enriched with compression.
level of an entire QEP. A QEP exploiting compression can be constructed using our
compression-enabled query operators in the same manner as for uncompressed process-
ing since the operators’ interfaces have the same semantics and only differ in the com-
pressed formats. In such a QEP, each base column and intermediate result has a particular
compressed format (or could remain uncompressed). However, it is crucial that the plan
is consistent. That means, the format of each input and output of each query operator
must match the format of the accessed data (Figure 3.6(a, b)). Furthermore, the output
columns should always be uncompressed, since it cannot be assumed that a client appli-
cation can interpret compressed data.
It is possible to employ the same degree of integration for all query operators in the
QEP (Figure 3.6(b)). However, it is perfectly valid to use an individual (combination
of) degree(s) for each operator (Figure 3.6(c)). The decision of the degree of integration
for a particular operator depends on two factors: (1) the availability of the respective
compression-enabled variant, and (2) typical objectives of query optimization, such as
memory footprint or query runtime. In the remainder of this thesis, we focus on on-the-
fly de/re-compression due to its manageable implementation effort and the fact that it
suffices to fulfill requirements R3.1 – R3.3, as mentioned above.
3.1.5 Efficient Implementation
We implemented crucial parts of our proposed compression-enabled processing model
in C++.10 Besides the purely uncompressed baseline, we focused on the implementation
of on-the-fly de/re-compression. In the following, we elaborate on decisive aspects of
our implementation. First, we provide crucial details regarding the data representation.
Then, we comment on the implementation of purely uncompressed operators as a foun-
dation. The most important part deals with the on-the-fly de/re-compression operators.
Finally, we sketch how analytical queries are implemented based on these operators.
10 Our source code is available at https://github.com/MorphStore/Engine.
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Nowadays, the implementations of state-of-the-art DBMSs are vectorized explicitly by
using the intrinsic functions of a particular SIMD extension [40, 71, 86, 88, 101, 116, 124,
125]. While all our implementations of compression algorithms and query operators are
also explicitly vectorized, we use SIMD functionality through the recently introduced
Template Vector Library (TVL) [112]. The TVL allows writing explicitly vectorized C++
code independently of any particular SIMD extension. Besides generic data types, e.g.,
for vector registers, it offers so-called primitives. These are C++ function templates pro-
viding typical SIMD functionality, such as loading a vector and numerous operations on
vectors. A smart use of C++ template specialization and inlining allows the compiler to
effectively substitute each primitive by the corresponding SIMD intrinsic of a particular
SIMD extension with virtually no runtime overhead [112]. This allows a single operator im-
plementation which can be tailored to a chosen SIMD extension (or to scalar processing)
by simply passing a particular template parameter. Owing to this, we do not assume a
particular SIMD extension or vector width, but keep our following descriptions generic.
Data Representation
We decided to assume (unsigned) 64-bit integers as the data type of the uncompressed
data, since this is the native word width of most common microprocessors nowadays.
Instead of supporting other typical integer widths, such as 8, 16, and 32 bits, as individual
data types, we view them as particular compressed formats. Going from 32-bit integers
assumed by most of the literature on lightweight integer compression [71, 101, 105, 124]
to 64-bit integers implies that these existing implementations cannot be re-used as-is.
Therefore, we reimplemented some algorithms for 64-bit data elements, while otherwise
adhering closely to the algorithms’ ideas. We support DELTA and FOR at the logical-
level. At the physical level, we support SIMD-BP [71] (cf. Section 2.2.5) and a variant
we call SIMD-BP-FL. These two NS algorithms use the same memory layout and the
same vectorized (un)packing routines. However, while SIMD-BP chooses an individual
bit width per fixed-size block, SIMD-BP-FL is a simple fixed-length encoding using a
common bit width for all data elements in a column. Additionally, cascades of one logical-
level and one physical-level algorithm are possible. In the future, we plan to extend this
set of algorithms.
As described in Section 3.1.2, base data, intermediates, and query results are represented
as columns only. Our column data structure is a continuous buffer of bytes. Therein,
the entire data of the column is stored either uncompressed or compressed according
to exactly one of the formats mentioned above. Some lightweight integer compression
algorithms, e.g. RLE, are able to compress integer sequences of arbitrary lengths. How-
ever, others subdivide the data into blocks of a certain number of data elements and
cannot represent smaller amounts of data, e.g., SIMD-BP128 assumes blocks of 128 data
elements each. To be able to deal with columns of arbitrary lengths, each column is
subdivided into a compressed main part and an uncompressed remainder. Assuming
a column of n data elements and a compression algorithm with a block size of bs, the
compressed part contains the first ⌊n/bs⌋ data elements of the column represented in the
column’s compressed format and the remainder contains the remaining n mod bs data
elements as uncompressed 64-bit integers. This subdivision of a column is illustrated in
Figure 3.7. The remainder is stored directly behind the compressed data in the column’s
buffer and has to be taken into account by operators, too. A separate structure of meta-
data stores the sizes of the compressed part and the uncompressed remainder, besides
other information.
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Figure 3.7: (Un)compressed representation of the same column. Format B can compress
any number of data elements, while format C requires multiples of 100 data elements.
Purely Uncompressed Operators
We implemented all logical operators of our processing model for purely uncompressed
processing (Figure 3.4(a)). Since these serve as the basis for our on-the-fly de/re-com-
pression operators, we briefly sketch how they work. Our uncompressed operators are
deliberately kept simple and, apart from compression aspects, we implemented only one
physical variant for each logical operator to be able to focus on the impact of compression
only. The operators select, calc_unary, calc_binary, and sum_all are simple scans
making trivial use of the required SIMD instructions. The project-operator uses a vec-
torized gather instruction for the random access to its input application data column.
The implementations of join, semi_join, group_first, and group_next are hash-based
employing our own vectorized linear probing hash tables or hash sets. The sum_grouped-
operator is currently implemented with scalar instructions, but it could as well be vector-
ized using, e.g., the scatter instructions available in AVX-512.
On-the-Fly De/Re-Compression Operators
We implemented on-the-fly de/re-compression (Figure 3.4(b)) for the operators select,
project, join, semi_join, group_first, calc_unary, and sum_all, since they are among
the most important query operators. On-the-fly de/re-compression allows full freedom
with respect to the combination of compressed formats and query operators. A naïve im-
plementation would suffer from either (i) low performance due to, e.g., virtual function
calls, or (ii) high source code duplication due to the explicit implementation of all combi-
nations, resulting in hardly maintainable source code. To avoid both of these issues, we
apply a number of implementation techniques, as which describe in the following.
As a natural match to SIMD processing, operating the wrapper for adaptive data access
at the vector register-granularity is desirable, since that way, the materialization of un-
compressed data even in the caches can be avoided. Hence, we adopt this approach on
the input side. However, due to the reasons mentioned above, this is not always possible
on the output side. Therefore, we use the granularity of an Lx-cache-resident block here.
Regarding the data access patterns, we can observe that almost all operators access both
their input and output data sequentially. The only two exceptions are the project-
operator, which employs random read access, and the sum_grouped-operator, which per-
forms random write access. However, since the output of a grouped aggregation very
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often belongs to the query’s result columns, which should always be uncompressed, we
do not consider random write access to compressed data.
As depicted in Figure 3.8, the implementation of each operator follows a division-of-
concerns approach by employing three layers with the following responsibilities: The col-
umn layer provides the interface to the operator and takes care of the subdivision of the
column into compressed part and uncompressed remainder. The buffer layer realizes the
wrapper for the adaptive read and write access to the input and output data, respectively.
Eventually, the vector register layer represents the actual operator core. The name of each
layer indicates the unit of data it consumes and produces. Each of these layers is im-
plemented as a C++ function, whereby the column and buffer layers require individual
functions for the input side and the output side.
In the following, we describe the execution of an operator with one input and one output
column, both of which are accessed sequentially. With the numbers in brackets, we refer
to those in Figure 3.8. The column layer provides the interface for calling the operator.
On the input side, it identifies the compressed main part and uncompressed remainder
of the input column with the help of the column’s metadata. Then, it calls the input-
side buffer layer once for each of these two sub-buffers (1). The input-side buffer layer
is essentially the decompression routine of the input column’s compressed format (2) or
a simple loading of uncompressed data for the remainder (3). However, instead of stor-
ing decompressed vectors to memory, it passes each of them on to the operator core at
the vector register layer (4). The vector register layer consumes vectors of uncompressed
64-bit data elements. It executes the respective operator on each vector, whereby a vec-
tor of uncompressed output data elements is produced (5). For selective operators, a
bit mask indicates which of the output vector’s elements are valid. This output vector,
perhaps accompanied by a bit mask, is handed over to the output-side buffer layer. The
output-side buffer layer accepts one uncompressed vector at a time and appends it to
its uncompressed internal Lx-cache-resident buffer, whereby the valid data elements in-
dicated by the bit mask are stored compactly (6). Once this internal buffer reaches its
capacity, the compression algorithm of the output column’s format is called (7). It loads
uncompressed data from the internal buffer and appends compressed data to the output
column’s buffer (8). After both calls to the input-side buffer layer have terminated, the
possible remaining data elements in the output-side buffer layer’s internal buffer need
to be flushed. Of this remaining data, as much as possible is appended to the output
column in compressed form, while the possible remainder is appended uncompressed
(9). Finally, the output-side column layer returns the output column to the caller of the
operator (10). It is noteworthy that the input-side and output-side work in an interleaved
fashion, i.e., the output-side is usually active before the input-side returns.
A close look reveals that the buffer layer is the only layer whose implementation depends
on the particular format, while the column layer only needs to know the format to invoke
the buffer layer correctly, and the vector register layer is not concerned with formats at all.
At the same time, the buffer layer is the only layer that is not specific to the logical operator,
while the vector register layer is obviously specific, and the column layer needs to know
the operator core to pass to the buffer layer. This constellation enables an economical,
non-repetitive implementation based on C++ template metaprogramming. In particular,
the formats of the input and output columns are modeled as template parameters of the
column and buffer layers. The column layer is implemented generically with respect
to these formats. However, for both the input-side and the output-side of the buffer
layer, template specializations must be provided for each format to be supported. These
specializations are strongly based on the decompression and compression routines of the
formats, respectively. Furthermore, the input-side buffer layer receives the core operator
to call as a template parameter as well. Finally, the column layer has to initialize the
vector register layer such that it calls the output format’s template specialization of the
output-side buffer layer. The use of templates prevents expensive virtual function calls,
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Figure 3.8: Execution of a query operator adopting on-the-fly de/re-compression.
since the right specializations are determined at compile-time. Besides that, expensive
frequent calls to the vector register layer are avoided by forcing the compiler to inline it
into the input-side buffer layer.
After we have addressed sequential access, we shed some light on our implementation
of random read access to compressed data. As stated above, this is only required by the
project-operator. Since lightweight integer compression algorithms are designed for ef-
ficient sequential access, random access incurs some challenges. At the logical level of
compression, the interpretation of one particular code word might require either meta
information, as for FOR and DICT, or even information on all preceding code words,
as for DELTA. At the physical level of compression, the challenge is threefold: (i) the
physical byte or bit address corresponding to a logical position must be determined,
(ii) depending on the format, one or more random accesses are required to obtain all bits
of a code word, and (iii) the original data element must be restored from the obtained
bits. In the literature, random read access has been investigated to certain compressed
formats [40, 74, 113]. However, we decided to follow a simple approach by restricting
random access to SIMD-BP-FL. For this format, all the challenges mentioned above can
be solved straightforwardly. The integration of these formats is again accomplished us-
ing one specialization of a template function for random read access per format, which is
called by the project-operator’s core.
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Implementing Analytical Queries
In our implementation, an analytical query is a linear sequence of calls to the column
layer of compression-enabled operators. Base data and intermediates are stored as vari-
ables in such a program. We postpone the detailed presentation of how we obtain a query
program from an SQL query to Chapter 5.
3.1.6 Evaluation
In the following, we complement the description of our implementation of on-the-fly
de/re-compression by an empirical evaluation using micro benchmarks for selected op-
erators. We first give an overview of our evaluation and then present and interpret the
results operator by operator before we close with some lessons learned.
Evaluation Overview
Our evaluation is characterized as follows:
Hardware platform. The processor of our experimentation hardware is an Intel Xeon
Gold 6130 clocked at 2.1 GHz. This processor supports Intel’s SIMD extensions up to
AVX-512. The capacities of the L1, L2, and L3 caches of the system are 32 KiB, 1 MiB,
and 22 MiB, respectively. The system has 4 sockets with 32 cores each and exhibits a
non-uniform memory access (NUMA). The system is equipped with 384 GiB of ECC
DDR4 main memory with a clock frequency of 2666 MHz. The operating system is a
64-bit Ubuntu 18.10 with Linux kernel version 4.18.0-13-generic. We set the governor to
maximum performance.
Implementation parameters. As mentioned in Section 3.1.5, the use of the TVL enables
our implementation to be executed with a chosen vector extension, e.g. Intel’s SSE, AVX2,
or AVX-512. However, since our focus is on the impact of compression, we consider only
AVX-512 for our evaluation, since (i) it is the most recent SIMD extension available on our
machine, (ii) with a width of 512 bits, it offers the widest vector registers of all available
extensions, promising a high data-level parallelism, and (iii) it is most suitable for the
implementation of our query operators due to its large feature set, including instructions
for, e.g., gather and compact store. Regarding on-the-fly de/re-compression, we set the
size of the uncompressed internal buffer of the output-side buffer layer to 16 KiB or 2,048
64-bit data elements. This is half of the size of our machine’s L1 data-cache, such that this
buffer can reside in the L1 cache, while there is still space for other data. Furthermore,
for cascades we use a block size of 1,024 data elements, i.e., 8 KiB. We compiled our code
using g++ 8.3.0 with the optimization flag -O3.
Considered query operators. Since the principle of on-the-fly de/re-compression is the
same for all logical query operators, we investigate only two operators here: select
and project. Selection is generally known to be an important query operator, while
the (columnar) projection is an integral ingredient of all QEPs in our underlying pro-
cessing model. Moreover, with these operators we cover both sequential and random
access to compressed data. For each of these logical operators, we investigate the purely
uncompressed processing as well as all physical variants yielded by on-the-fly de/re-
compression, i.e., all combinations of input and output formats. We comment on these
combinations in detail for each operator separately below.
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Table 3.1: The characteristics of the synthetic data used in this evaluation. The number
of data elements is set depending on the operator, as explained in the text.
Column Data distribution Sorted Maximum Description
bit width
C1 uniform in [0, 7] no 3 very small values
C2 uniform in [0, 63] no 6 small values
C3 99.99% uniform in [0, 63] no 63 small values
0.01% constant 263 − 1 with rare huge outliers
C4 uniform in [262, 262 + 63] no 63 huge values
in a narrow range
C5 uniform in [0, 100k] yes 17 sorted small values
C6 uniform in [246, 246 + 100k] yes 47 sorted large values
C7 uniform in [0, 263 − 1] no 63 huge values
Data. The input data for the operators must be chosen carefully, since it has an impact
at three points: First, it is crucial for the on-the-fly decompression taking place in the
input-side buffer layer. Second, the behavior of the operator core depends on its in-
put data, even with a purely uncompressed processing. For instance, the input data
distribution determines the selectivity of the select-operator, given a certain predicate.
Third, in combination with the logical operator, it has an indirect impact on the charac-
teristics of the output columns, and, thus on the recompression in the output-side buffer
layer. We have shown the impact on isolated (de)compression algorithms in detail in
Section 2.2, while the impact on purely uncompressed processing is text-book material.
To trigger interesting cases, we decided to generate synthetic input columns for our con-
sidered operators. The characteristics of the data are summarized in Table 3.1. We pro-
vide further details for each operator separately below. We consider all five formats our
implementation supports so far: the uncompressed format, SIMD-BP-FL, SIMD-BP512,
DELTA + SIMD-BP512, and FOR + SIMD-BP512.
Methodology. Each experiment starts with the generation of the input columns in un-
compressed form. After that, we proceed with one combination of input and output
formats at a time. First, the input columns are compressed, if required by the format
combination. Then, the physical operator is executed on these input columns, producing
a compressed or uncompressed output column, depending on the variant. Finally, the
output column is decompressed, if necessary, and compared to a previously generated
reference output. All experiments happened entirely in-memory, i.e., there are no disk ac-
cesses. Furthermore, all our experiments run single-threaded and all memory is allocated
on the local socket, such that NUMA effects to not play a role in our micro benchmarks.
We measured the wall-clock time and repeated all measurements 10 times.
Evaluation metric. We focus solely on the runtime of the physical operator. The time mea-
surements include both the operator core and the on-the-fly de/re-compression wrapper
with its column layer and buffer layer. In contrast to that, the data generation as well as
the compression of the inputs as a set-up step and the decompression of the output as a
clean-up step are not included in the time measurements. We report the average of all
repetitions in milliseconds. We do not consider the compression rate again, since it can be
investigated for a single column (and we have done so in detail in Section 2.2).
Visualization. The possible combination of input and output formats accessed by on-the-
fly de/re-compression results in a high number of physical variants for each considered
logical operator. Instead of analyzing each of these in detail, we focus on providing an
overview of all variants as a whole. Therefore, for each setting of input columns, we
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represent the runtime of each variant as a single dot in a swarm-plot (cf. Figure 3.9(a) for
a preview). Since we want to compare on-the-fly de/re-compression to purely uncom-
pressed processing as a baseline, we color the dot of the purely uncompressed processing
in red. While the outputs of a logical operator can only be intermediates in the context
of a QEP, some inputs can only be intermediates and some could also be base columns,
depending on the logical operator. Our overall vision is the compression of intermedi-
ate results as opposed to only base data. To facilitate the comparison of these two cases,
we use blue color to highlight variants leaving all intermediates in the context of a QEP
uncompressed. All remaining variants are displayed as gray dots. Furthermore, we pro-
vide the relative runtime increase (decrease) of the worst (best) variant compared to the
purely uncompressed one at the top (bottom) of the diagrams. Finally, we display the for-
mat combination employed by the fastest physical operator variant below the diagram.
Results for the select-Operator
The select-operator has one application data input column and one positions output
column. In the context of a QEP, the latter is always an intermediate, whereas the for-
mer can be an intermediate or a base column. While the output of the select-operator
is always a sorted list of unique positions, there are no restrictions to the input data.
Therefore, we consider the columns C2–7, whose data characteristics are summarized in
Table 3.1. We set the number of data elements in each column to 128 Mi. We choose
a point predicate, i.e., equal lower and upper bounds. For each input column, we set
the predicate’s constant to the lowest value obtainable from the data distribution. It is
well-known that the runtime of a selection depends on the selectivity, i.e., the ratio of the
number of input elements fulfilling the predicate and the number of all input elements.
Thus, we evaluate two selectivities: 1% and 90%. To guarantee these selectivities, we
slightly modified the uniform distributions, such that the value to be selected is gener-
ated the required number of times. Having one input and one output, the select operator
yields 5 · 5 = 25 format combinations with on-the–fly de/re-compression, one of which
is the purely uncompressed processing.
The results are shown in Figure 3.9. Regarding the purely uncompressed processing (red
dot), we can make two observations: First, the runtime is higher for the higher selectivity,
since the number of output data elements is higher. Second, the runtime is minimally
lower on the sorted input columns C5 and C6. On these sorted columns, all matches
are encountered in consecutive locations, which most likely improves the effectiveness of
hardware branch prediction in our implementation.11 These observations only confirm
that the purely uncompressed processing behaves as expected.
What is more interesting for us is the impact of on-the-fly de/re-compression. We start
the discussion with the selectivity of 1% (Figure 3.9(a)). Here, the employment of on-
the-fly de/re-compression (blue and gray dots) can save between 27% and 71% of the
operator runtime in the best case, depending on the data characteristics of the input col-
umn. As the only exception, no performance improvement is possible for C7, because
being unsorted and covering almost the total value range of 64-bit integers, this column
is not amenable for lightweight integer compression. At the same time, on-the-fly de/re-
compression can increase the runtime by between 68% and 73% in the worst case, de-
pending on the input column. Here, the sorted columns C5 and C6 are exceptional, since
even the worst case incurs a runtime increase of only 3%. A closer look at which of
the two involved columns are accessed adaptively reveals that the compression of both
11 Although our vectorized select-operator itself is branchless, the output-side buffer layer stores each
output vector only if it contains at least one match.
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Figure 3.9: The select-operator with on-the-fly de/re-compression: Runtimes of all
variants and the format combination of the best variant (lower field: input application
data, upper field: output positions).
columns (gray dots) can reduce the runtime even further than compressing only the in-
put column (blue dots), although the difference is not significant. Moving our attention
to the format combination employed by the fastest physical operator variant, displayed
below the diagram, our first observation is that the best combination depends on the in-
put column and its characteristics. In fact, the format used for the input column itself
can be explained with the data characteristics: For C2, SIMD-BP-FL is preferred, since it
contains rather small values, such that the additional effort of neither fixed-size blocks
(SIMD-BP512) nor a cascade is beneficial. C3 contains 0.01% huge outliers, rendering
SIMD-BP512 a better choice, since it can adapt to the local data distribution. The dis-
tribution of C4 yields a narrow range of huge values, thus, FOR + SIMD-BP512 is most
suitable here. Although C5 is sorted, stand-alone SIMD-BP512 is preferred here, because
the maximum bit width is still not very high, such that the additional effort for DELTA
is not beneficial. In contrast to that, DELTA + SIMD-BP512 results in the best runtime for
C6, since here the maximum bit width is too high for stand-alone Null Suppression to
be effective. Finally, C7 is not suitable for lightweight integer compression at all, result-
ing in the best operator variant to access it directly in uncompressed form. Concerning
the format used for the output column by the fastest operator variant, we see that ei-
ther DELTA + SIMD-BP512 or SIMD-BP-FL is preferred. However, a look at the diagram
shows that, except for C6, several variants achieve runtimes very close to the best one. In
fact, the runtimes form clusters for each input column. These clusters are defined by the
input format, i.e., the variants in one cluster differ in their output formats. This indicates
that the format of the output positions column has no significant impact on the operator
runtime. This can be explained with the low selectivity, which results in only a few data
elements in the output column, compared to the input column.
With a selectivity of 90% (Figure 3.9(b)), some of these observations change. On-the-fly
de/re-compression can now save even more runtime compared to purely uncompressed
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processing in the best case, with savings of between 67% and 81%. The possible runtime
increases incurred by an unsuitable format combination are lower than with 1% selec-
tivity, amounting to about 20%, with C5 and C6 still being exceptions. In contrast to the
low selectivity, allowing compression also for the output column (gray dots) can now
improve the runtime significantly further than compressing only the input column (blue
dots). Regarding the format combinations of the best variants, the observations stay the
same for the input column. However, DELTA + SIMD-BP512 is now employed for the
output column by the best operator variant for all input columns. The reason is that the
output column is always sorted and large due to the high selectivity.
Results for the project-Operator
The project-operator scans its input positions column and outputs the data elements
in its input application data column at the corresponding positions. In the context of a
QEP, the input positions column can only be an intermediate, since it must be created by
a previous operator. In contrast to that, the input data column can be an intermediate
or a base column. Regarding the data characteristics to use for these two input columns,
we identified two realistic settings in which the project-operator frequently occurs in
a QEP. In setting A, the project-operator is used to transfer a selection of logical tuples
from one column to another column of the same logical relation. In this setting, the input
positions column is typically the output of a select-operator (for simple predicates) or an
intersect or merge-operator (for complex predicates). Here, the input positions column
is always sorted, unique, and not larger than the input data column. Since the access to
the input data column follows sorted positions, it is actually skip-sequential. In setting B,
the project-operator is used to fetch the values of some attribute for all matches of a
join-operator from a column of the original logical input relation of the join. Here, the
input positions column is usually unsorted, non-unique, and larger than the input data
column. Since the positions are not sorted, the project-operator performs actual random
access to its input data column.
We use our general implementation for random access also for skip-sequential access.
While we do not employ algorithmic optimizations for the skip-sequential case, it can
still benefit from a better cache behavior than the actual random case due to, e.g., hard-
ware prefetching. As stated in Section 3.1.5, we have implemented random access only
for the uncompressed format and SIMD-BP-FL. To circumvent choosing only between
compressed or uncompressed, we further distinguish between bit-aligned and byte-aligned
SIMD-BP-FL for the input data column only. A column whose largest data element has b
effective bits is represented using b bits per data element by the bit-aligned variant and
by ⌈b/8⌉·8 bits per data element by the byte-aligned variant. In total, there are 5 ·5 ·3 = 75
possible format combinations for the project-operator.
For the input application data column, we utilize the columns C1–3 and C6–7, whose
properties are given in Table 3.1. We set the number of data elements in the input ap-
plication data column depending on the setting. The input positions column always
contains positions drawn uniformly from the range [0, n − 1], where n is the number of
data elements in the input application data column. Thus, any valid position in the input
application data column might be addressed. The number of data elements in the input
positions column is chosen depending on the setting, too.
We start the discussion of the results with setting A. Here, we set the number of data
elements in the input application data column to 128 Mi, while we experiment with both
a selectivity of 1% and 90% for the input positions column, resulting in approximately
1.3 Mi and 115.2 Mi data elements, respectively. The results are presented in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: The project-operator with on-the-fly de/re-compression in Setting A: Run-
times of all variants and the format combination of the best variant (lower left field: input
positions, lower right field: input application data, upper field: output application data).
We can see that the runtime of the purely uncompressed processing (red dot) depends
only on the selectivity, i.e., the number of input positions, but not on the other data char-
acteristics. However, this expected result does not hold for on-the-fly de/re-compression.
With a selectivity of 1% (Figure 3.10(a)), the formats employed for the input positions
column and the output column have no impact worth mentioning due to their insignif-
icant size compared to the input application data column. Consequently, two cases can
be distinguished here: For C1 and C2, the best physical operator variant uses bit-aligned
or byte-aligned SIMD-BP-FL for the input application data column, respectively. That
way, the operator runtime can be reduced by 67% and 43%, respectively, while the worst
format combinations on these input columns incur runtime increases of 28% and 8%, re-
spectively. For C3, C6, and C7, accessing the input application data adaptively does not
improve the performance compared to purely uncompressed processing, since each of
these columns has a high maximum bit width. Using compression in these cases can in-
crease the runtime by up to 84%. The clusters visible in the diagram are, thus, formed by
the format used for the input application data column.
With a selectivity of 90% (Figure 3.10(b)), the situation generally improves for on-the-fly
de/re-compression, since now the input positions column and output column are larger.
As a consequence, accessing their compressed representation adaptively has a higher po-
tential for performance improvement. On the one hand, the runtime reductions achieved
by the best format combination are better than before, ranging from 62% to 81% for C1–6.
The exception here is C7, which is not amenable for compression, so that the runtime can
be reduced by only 6%. On the other hand, even the worst format combinations increase
the runtime only by up to 20%, far less than before. It is also visible that the best for-
mat combinations leaving all intermediate columns uncompressed (blue dots) are clearly
outpaced by the best format combinations using compression for the intermediates (gray
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Figure 3.11: The project-operator with on-the-fly de/re-compression in Setting B: Run-
times of all variants and the format combination of the best variant (lower left field: input
positions, lower right field: input application data, upper field: output application data).
dots). Indeed, the format combinations employed by the best variant differ depending on
the input application data column. Regarding the format of the input application data,
the best variants employ byte-aligned SIMD-BP-FL on C1 and C2 or bit-aligned SIMD-
BP-FL on C6, while this input column is better left uncompressed on C3 and C7. The
format of the output column employed by the best variants is always the same as the
best variants of the select-operator preferred on the same input columns (cf. Figure 3.9),
for C2–7. This can be explained by the fact that the data characteristics of the project-
operator’s output are roughly the same as that of the input application data, given sorted
and uniformly distributed input positions. In fact, the format used for the output column
results in the clusters visible in the diagram. Finally, the input positions column is always
represented using either bit-aligned SIMD-BP-FL or SIMD-BP512.
We continue the discussion of the results with setting B. Now, the number of data ele-
ments in the input positions column is set to 128 Mi, while we investigate different sizes
of the input application data column, namely 1024 and 2 Mi data elements. The results
are presented in Figure 3.11. Again, the runtime of the purely uncompressed processing
(red dot) does not depend on the data characteristics in general, but only on the number
of data elements in the input application data column.12
When the input application data column contains 1024 data elements (Figure 3.11(a)),
we can again observe that on-the-fly de/re-compression outperforms the purely uncom-
pressed processing (red dot) in the best cases, whereby the runtime reductions range from
9% for the hard-to-compress C7 to 87% for C1. The worst format combinations yield a
12 The runtime also depends on the number of data elements in the input positions column, but we do not
show this case.
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runtime increase of about 40%. Moreover, compressing columns that are always interme-
diates in the context of a QEP (gray dots) results in far lower runtimes than compressing
only the columns that can be base data (blue dots), in the best case. In all cases, the
best variant prefers the input application data column to be uncompressed. This can be
explained by the fact that it fits entirely into the L1 data-cache of our machine even in un-
compressed form. Therefore, using the compressed representation cannot speed up the
cost of the random memory access, while it incurs a higher computational effort for de-
compressing each gathered vector on-the-fly. For the input positions column, bit-aligned
SIMD-BP-FL is always used by the best variant, since even the highest possible position,
1023, is still rather small. Nevertheless, the best format combination varies, since the
most suitable output format depends on the input application data column. The particu-
lar formats are the same as in the 90% selectivity case of setting A (cf. Figure 3.10(b)), with
one exception: With C6 as the input application data column, the best variant makes use
of FOR + SIMD-BP512 instead of DELTA + SIMD-BP512, since even sorted input data re-
sults in unsorted output data with unsorted input positions. The clusters in the diagram
are determined by the output format, depending on the input column.
When we increase the number of data elements in the input application data column to
2 Mi (Figure 3.11(b)), we can make nearly the same observations regarding the compar-
ison of on-the-fly de/re-compression to purely uncompressed processing, although the
operator runtimes are generally higher now. The best variants still prefer the same for-
mat for the output column. However, regarding the input application data column, a
change has happened. For C1, the best variant employs bit-aligned SIMD-BP-FL, which
can be explained as follows: C1 has a maximum bit width of 3 bits. Bit-aligned SIMD-
BP-FL uses exactly this bit width for each data element, resulting in a total physical size
of 2 Mi · 3 = 6 Mi bits = 0.75 MiB. The alternative, byte-aligned SIMD-BP-FL uses a full
byte for each value, yielding a physical size of 2 MiB. Since the L2 cache of our machine
has a capacity of 1 MB, bit-aligned SIMD-BP-FL allows the input application data col-
umn to reside entirely in the L2 cache, while with byte-aligned SIMD-BP-FL, only up to
half of it fits, making it vulnerable to cache trashing effects due to the unsorted input
positions. For C2, the best variant utilizes byte-aligned SIMD-BP-FL. The maximum bit
width in C2 is 6 bits. Thus, neither bit-aligned nor byte-aligned SIMD-BP-FL are capable
of accommodating the entire column in the L2 cache. In this context, the byte-aligned
Null Suppression is preferred, since it requires less effort for decompressing the gathered
vector on the fly than the bit-aligned Null Suppression.
Lessons Learned
We have conducted an empirical evaluation of the runtime of isolated query operators in-
tegrating compression through on-the-fly de/re-compression. Our results clearly show
that on-the-fly de/re-compression (and our implementation thereof) can reduce the oper-
ator runtime significantly compared to purely uncompressed processing. Thus, it makes
sense to employ this approach for processing compressed intermediates. Besides that,
we could show that lightweight integer compression should be used not only for those
input columns that can be base data, but also for output columns and input columns that
can only be intermediates in the context of a QEP, since this enables much better runtime
savings in many cases. However, we have also seen that there are cases when on-the-fly
de/re-compression yields no or only insignificant speed-ups or even slow-downs, which
underlines the importance of our goal to employ lightweight integer compression in a
balanced way. The combinations of input and output formats accessed adaptively by on-
the-fly de/re-compression result in many physical variants of one logical operator. Our
evaluation has shown that none of these combinations is suitable in all situations. In-
stead, the format combination employed by the fasted variant depends on the data char-
acteristics of the inputs and outputs and, thus, must be chosen carefully. This observation
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is in-line with the main conclusion from our experimental survey of isolated lightweight
integer compression algorithms in Section 2.2, namely that there is no single-best such
algorithm. We have seen that the individual formats of these format combinations can
usually be explained independently of each other by the characteristics of the respective in-
put or output column. This is a consequence of the decoupling of decompression and
recompression achieved through on-the-fly de/re-compression. In fact, there are even
cases when the format used for one of the inputs or outputs has no (significant) impact
on the overall operator runtime, which is usually the case when that column is very small
compared to the others.
3.2 DIRECT INTEGER MORPHING ALGORITHMS
In the previous section, we identified on-the-fly morphing as a sophisticated degree of inte-
grating lightweight integer compression into query operators. The idea of this approach
is to surround a specialized operator with a wrapper for adaptive data access to com-
pressed data, whereby the compressed formats the materialized inputs and outputs are
represented in can differ from those the operator expects internally. To bridge this format
mismatch, we envision the employment of so-called integer morphing algorithms, which
can change the representation of an integer sequence from one compressed format to
another one. However, in this section, we introduce and investigate this novel class of al-
gorithms in isolation, i.e., without the integration into query operators. Consequently, we
focus on a proof-of-concept for the feasibility of such morphing algorithms when applied
to an entire column.13 We start with some brief remarks on related work in Section 3.2.1.
Then, we introduce the concept of integer morphing in detail in Section 3.2.2, before we
present a couple of example algorithms in Section 3.2.3. Eventually, we provide an em-
pirical evaluation of these example algorithms in Section 3.2.4.
3.2.1 Related Work
The idea of changing the compressed format some data is represented in has already been
proposed in the field of text compression [85, 109]. However, these works focus on typi-
cal algorithms for text compression such as RLE on characters, LZ77 [127], and LZ78 [128].
Consequently, their results can hardly be re-used for our purpose of morphing integer
sequences represented using lightweight integer compression formats. In the database
community, Lee et al. [66] (cf. Section 3.1.1) investigated hash joins on two dictionary-
encoded columns which have different dictionaries, such that the keys are not directly
comparable. The authors propose to re-encode the keys on the build side by decom-
pressing them with the build side’s dictionary and recompressing them with the probe
side’s dictionary, such that the keys in the hash table are directly comparable to those
on the probe side. Beyond that, to the best of our knowledge, changing the compressed
format of integer sequences between lightweight integer compression algorithms has not
been investigated before. Hence, we need to develop such integer morphing algorithms
on our own to be able to realize on-the-fly morphing.
13 In Section 3.1.3, we identified three different levels of granularity at which the adaptive data access of
on-the-fly morphing can be performed. One of these was the granularity of the entire column.
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Figure 3.12: A comparison of the data flows of indirect and direct morphing.
3.2.2 Integer Morphing Algorithms
The aim of integer morphing algorithms is to change the compressed format some in-
teger sequence is represented in. Therefore, the morphing algorithm takes an integer
sequence represented in its source format as input and outputs the representation of the
same sequence in its destination format. Note that this is a lossless process, i.e., after the
morphing, the original uncompressed sequence can still be obtained by applying the
decompression algorithm of the destination format. When morphing algorithms are em-
ployed in the wrapper of a query operator adopting on-the-fly morphing, they must work
as efficiently as possible. In that sense, we differentiate between two different types of
morphing algorithms: indirect and direct, whereby direct morphing algorithms can fur-
ther be subdivided into two variants: precise and imprecise. We describe these concepts in
the following.
Indirect and Direct Morphing
For the implementation of a morphing algorithm, two different approaches exist: indi-
rect morphing and direct morphing. Indirect morphing constitutes a naïve approach: First,
the compressed input data is decompressed using the decompression algorithm belong-
ing to the source format. In this case, the entire uncompressed data is materialized in
main memory. Finally, the compression algorithm of the destination format is applied
to the uncompressed data in order to obtain the representation of the data in the des-
tination format. Since indirect morphing algorithms rely solely on existing lightweight
integer compression and decompression algorithms, they can easily be implemented for
arbitrary pairs of source and destination formats. However, they suffer from a major in-
efficiency: The materialization of the uncompressed data as an intermediate step. This
requires a lot of expensive memory accesses. Furthermore, it results in a suboptimal
cache utilization: when the uncompressed data is read by the recompression, it might
not reside in the caches anymore, depending on the size of the integer sequence.
In order to perform the morphing efficiently, we propose to employ direct morphing algo-
rithms. The decisive criterion for direct morphing is that no uncompressed data is stored
to main memory. Ideally, all intermediate data of a morphing algorithm can reside in
CPU (vector) registers or in the worst case in the L1 data-cache to enable fast access to
that data. Direct morphing can, for instance, be accomplished by a tightly interleaved
execution of parts of the decompression algorithm of the source format and parts of
the compression algorithm of the destination format within the body of a loop iterating
over the input sequence. That way, intermediate stores and loads to and from memory
can be omitted. We propose to investigate such direct integer morphing algorithms as
a new class of algorithms, which is closely related to lightweight integer compression
algorithms. Figure 3.12 contrasts the data flows of indirect and direct morphing.
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Precise and Imprecise Morphing
An integer morphing algorithm produces the representation of some integer sequence in
its compressed destination format. The lightweight integer compression algorithm of this
destination format does so, too. It is intuitive to expect the outputs of both algorithms to
equal each other bit by bit, provided that the same underlying integer sequence is used. If
this holds for a particular morphing algorithm, we call it precise. In fact, indirect morph-
ing algorithms are always precise, since they actually use the compression algorithm of
their destination format. However, direct morphing algorithms do not necessarily need
to be precise.
For certain combinations of source and destination formats this bitwise equality might
require a disproportionately high effort. At the same time, data represented in a certain
compressed format does not need to use the size reduction potential of the format to its
maximum extent. As an example, consider RLE, which replaces each run in the uncom-
pressed data by its value and its length. The uncompressed sequence [7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 4, 4]
would be represented as [(7, 5), (4, 2)] in a precise way. It could, however, also be repre-
sented as [(7, 2), (7, 3), (4, 2)] and still be decompressible. Making use of this observation,
we introduce a relaxed definition of integer morphing: We call a (direct) morphing algo-
rithm imprecise, if its output O satisfies:
1. O is a valid instance of the destination format.
2. There is some valid input data, such that O is not bitwise equal to the output of the
destination format’s compression algorithm.
3. An application of the destination format’s decompression algorithm to O yields un-
compressed data that is bitwise identical to the uncompressed data that can be ob-
tained from the output of the respective precise morphing.
The third criterion is especially crucial, since it guarantees that imprecise morphing algo-
rithms are lossless and do not require any changes to the decompression algorithm of the
destination format. Usually, the output of an imprecise morphing algorithm has a larger
physical size than that of a precise morphing algorithm for the same source and desti-
nation formats with the same input data. Thus, imprecise morphing algorithms define
a trade-off between compression rate and morphing performance. In the following, we
present some of our direct morphing algorithms including some imprecise variants.
3.2.3 Example Algorithms
We developed direct morphing algorithms between the formats of some of the light-
weight integer compression algorithms from the literature, which we presented in detail
in Section 2.1. Direct morphing algorithms can convert between different techniques
of lightweight integer compression. As an example, we addressed the morphing in
both directions between the logical-level algorithm RLE [2, 98] and the physical-level
algorithm 4-Wise NS [101] and call these morphing algorithms [RLE → 4-Wise NS] and
[4-Wise NS → RLE]. Besides that, direct morphing algorithms can also convert between
the formats of different algorithms belonging to the same technique. As an example,
we investigate the direct morphing from the byte-aligned 4-Wise NS to the bit-aligned
4-Gamma [101], which we call [4-Wise NS → 4-Gamma]. Our algorithms are vector-
ized, since they employ fragments of the vectorized (de)compression algorithms of the
involved formats. More precisely, we assume Intel’s SSE working on 128-bit vectors, i.e.,
the same vector extension that is used by the respective compression algorithms. We have
elaborated on the compressed formats of RLE, 4-Wise NS and 4-Gamma in Section 2.1. In
the following, we present each of these direct morphing algorithms in detail.
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[RLE → 4-Wise NS]
The foundation of the direct morphing from the format of RLE to that of 4-Wise NS is
the observation that runs of equal single values in the uncompressed data yield (shorter)
runs of byte-wise equal homogeneous14 compressed blocks in the compressed format of
4-Wise NS. The morphing algorithm iterates over its RLE-compressed input data and
performs the following steps for each pair of run value and run length:
1. The run value and run length are loaded from the compressed input data.
2. The number of compressed blocks of 4-Wise NS necessary to represent the run is
calculated by dividing the run length by four.
3. One block consisting of four copies of the run value is compressed the same way
4-Wise NS would do it, i.e., using the same SIMD instructions. Note that this is
done only once per run. After this step, the compressed block resides in a vector
register in the CPU, i.e., no data is stored to main memory.
4. The compressed block is appended to the output data as often as necessary. This is
done by storing the contents of the vector register of the previous step to memory
multiple times, which does not require any load instructions.
However, this is only a simplified version of the algorithm. In practice, this procedure is
a little more involved, since the run length cannot be assumed to be a multiple of four in
all cases. In the vicinity of the border between two adjacent runs as well as at the end of
the input buffer, it can be necessary to process heterogeneous blocks.
For small run values, this approach can be further accelerated. Storing the compressed
block to memory is done using an SSE store instruction, which stores the contents of a
16-byte vector register to memory at once. If the run value has exactly one effective byte,
then the compressed block including the compression mask spans only 4 ·1+1 = 5 bytes.
That is, it fits three times into a 16-byte vector register. Hence, it is possible to store three
compressed blocks at once. A similar improvement can be made for run values having
exactly two effective bytes. In that case, three copies fit into two vector registers. We
implemented these optimizations by modifying the permutation masks used by 4-Wise
NS to not only permute, but also copy the data within the vector register. It is worth
noting that this modification does not increase the number of SIMD instructions to be
executed for one input vector of four uncompressed 32-bit integers.
[4-Wise NS → RLE]
The direct morphing in the inverse direction, i.e., from the format of 4-Wise NS to the
format of RLE, makes use of the fact that runs of byte-wise equal homogeneous com-
pressed blocks in the compressed input data mean (longer) runs of equal single values in
the uncompressed format. The morphing algorithm iterates over all compressed blocks
of 4-Wise NS in its input, performing the following steps for each block:
1. The compressed block is checked for homogeneity. First, the compression mask is
examined. Only if it indicates that all four values have the same number of effec-
tive bytes15, the actual values are compared in the compressed form. If the block is
homogeneous, the algorithm continues with step 2, otherwise with step 4.
14 We call a block homogeneous, if it contains just one distinct value. Otherwise, we call it heterogeneous.
15 This is the case, if the 8-bit compression mask is either (112)
4, (102)
4, (012)
4, or (002)
4.
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2. The number of subsequent occurrences of the compressed block is determined in
the compressed input data, i.e., without decompression. This is done by a simple loop
starting at the first byte of the compressed block in the input data. In every iteration,
it compares one byte to the corresponding byte in the next block, whose position can
be calculated as the block size is known from the compression mask.
3. The one value is extracted from the compressed block and appended to the output
as a run value once. The run length is obtained by multiplying the number of sub-
sequent occurrences of the compressed block from the previous step by four and
appended to the output as well. The algorithm proceeds to the next compressed
block and returns to step 1.
4. Since the current compressed block contains more than one distinct value, it is not of
interest whether it is repeated. Instead, the single block is decompressed to a tem-
porary buffer residing in the L1 data-cache and immediately recompressed using
RLE. The algorithm continues with the next compressed block and returns to step 1.
Hitherto, this yields only an imprecise morphing algorithm, which is given the name
[4-Wise NS → RLE]im. The reason why the produced output might differ from the output
of a direct compression with RLE is the coarse-grained view on the data. Runs are only
determined at block-level, but 4-Wise NS might partition a single run in the underlying
uncompressed data into up to three parts: The run might start in a heterogeneous block,
run through arbitrarily many homogeneous blocks and finally end in another heteroge-
neous block. What [4-Wise NS → RLE]im lacks, is to stitch these parts together. Doing
so, however, causes additional overhead. Basically, before appending a new run to the
RLE-compressed output (be it due to a homogeneous or a heterogeneous input block),
the precise morphing algorithm [4-Wise NS → RLE]pr needs to check whether the run
value of the previous run is the same as that of the new run. If this is the case, only the run
length of the previous run is increased by the run length of the new run. Avoiding these
additional instructions is the justification for the imprecise morphing algorithm.
[4-Wise NS → 4-Gamma]
The essential idea of the morphing algorithm from the format of 4-Wise NS to that of
4-Gamma is a temporary decompression of one compressed block of 4-Wise NS imme-
diately followed by the recompression with 4-Gamma at the granularity of a single vector
register. The main loop of the algorithm processes each compressed block of 4-Wise NS
in the input data as follows:
1. The 8-bit compression mask is loaded and the respective permutation mask for de-
compression as well as the size of the compressed block are looked up in the tables
for the decompression of 4-Wise NS.
2. The decompressing permutation is executed. Note that after this step, the uncom-
pressed block of four 32-bit integers resides in a vector register and does not need
to be stored to main memory.
3. The common bit width of 4-Gamma is determined as in the compression algorithm,
i.e., by computing the maximum number of effective bits via the number of leading
zero-bits of the bitwise OR of the four values. The calculation requires four extrac-
tions of a 32-bit element from a vector register, three scalar bitwise OR operations,
and one invocation of a scalar count-leading-zeros operation.
4. The four values are shifted to the right and stored to the payload section of the
output data, while the unary representation of the common bit width is stored to
the separate descriptors section.
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Figure 3.13: A comparison of the outputs of the precise and the imprecise variant of the
direct morphing algorithm [4-Wise NS → 4-Gamma].
The description above yields the precise morphing algorithm [4-Wise NS → 4-Gamma]pr.
However, the precise calculation of the maximum number of effective bits of the four un-
compressed values in step 3 requires many instructions and, thus, costs a lot of time. In
order to reduce this cost, the imprecise morphing algorithm [4-Wise NS → 4-Gamma]im
relaxes the strict interpretation of the common bit width. It approximates the maximum
number of effective bits of the four values by the maximum number of effective bytes
multiplied by eight. The crucial point is that the latter number can directly be obtained
from the 8-bit compression mask of 4-Wise NS by looking it up in a table indexed with
the compression mask. This table has a total size of 256 bytes and is created offline. Effec-
tively, that way, the format of the bit-aligned 4-Gamma is used to represent a byte-aligned
compression. Note that the output data produced this way is perfectly decompressible
using the original decompression algorithm of 4-Gamma. Figure 3.13 contrasts the result
of the precise and the imprecise morphing algorithm for an example block.
3.2.4 Evaluation
We conducted an empirical evaluation of our novel direct morphing algorithms to find
out under which circumstances they should be preferred to the naïve indirect morphing.
The general characteristics of our evaluation can be summarized as follows:
Hardware platform. Our experiments were conducted on the hardware platform Haswell
already known from Section 2.2 (cf. Table 2.2 on page 32). This machine is equipped with
an Intel Core i7-4710MQ running at 2.5 GHz and 16 GiB of RAM. The L1 data, L2 and L3
caches have a capacity of 32 KiB, 256 KiB and 6 MiB, respectively.
Implementation. We implemented our precise and imprecise direct morphing algo-
rithms in C++ using SIMD intrinsics of Intel’s SSE. For the indirect morphing, we em-
ploy the same implementations of the (de)compression algorithms as in Section 2.2. We
compiled our code with g++ 4.8 using the optimization flag -O3.
Data. As we have shown in our experimental survey of lightweight integer compres-
sion algorithms in Section 2.2, the behavior of these algorithms strongly depends on the
data characteristics. Since integer morphing algorithms are closely related to lightweight
integer compression algorithms, it can be expected that the data characteristics play a
crucial role here as well. Thus, we generated synthetic data sets in order to be able to
freely specify and vary the data characteristics. Table 3.2 summarizes the characteristics
of the data used for this evaluation. Since the direct morphing algorithms we developed
so far involve RLE and Null Suppression, we are especially interested in the impact of
runs within the data and the data distribution, whereby we specify the latter as a dis-
tribution of the bit widths. For instance, in D10, each data element has an effective bit
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Table 3.2: The characteristics of the synthetic data used in this evaluation. All data sets
are unsorted and contain 100 M uncompressed 32-bit integers each.
Data set Bit width distribution Run length distribution Varied data property
D10 uniform in [1, 8] uniform in [rl − 2, rl + 2] avg. run length rl
D11 uniform in [17, 24] uniform in [rl − 2, rl + 2] avg. run length rl
D12 constant b (no runs) maximum bit width b
D13 uniform in [1, b] (no runs) maximum bit width b
width in [1, 8], meaning a value range from 0 to 255, whereby each effective bit width
occurs equally often. In other words, in D10, each data element has exactly one effective
byte, while in D11, each data element has exactly three effective bytes.
Methodology. All experiments were conducted using our benchmark framework for
lightweight integer compression algorithms [24], which also supports integer morphing
algorithms. Each experiment started with the generation of the uncompressed synthetic
data. Since morphing algorithms require a compressed input, the original data was first
compressed to all required formats. Then, all relevant indirect and direct morphing al-
gorithms were executed one by one, whereby the elapsed wall-clock time was measured.
We only investigated the single-thread performance of all algorithms.
Evaluation metric. We are primarily interested in the performances achieved by the mor-
phing algorithms. Thus, we report speeds in million integers per second (mis), whereby
integer refers to an underlying uncompressed data element. In detail, the time measure-
ments include:
• Indirect morphing: Loading data represented in the source format from memory,
applying the source format’s decompression algorithm, storing the uncompressed
data to memory, loading the uncompressed data from memory again, applying the
destination format’s compression algorithm, and storing the data represented in the
destination format to memory.
• Direct morphing: Loading data represented in the source format from memory, ap-
plying the direct morphing algorithm, and storing the data represented in the des-
tination format to memory.
In the following, we first compare direct morphing to indirect morphing, before we ana-
lyze the effect of imprecise morphing compared to precise morphing.
Indirect and Direct Morphing
We start the investigation of our novel (precise) direct and the naïve indirect morphing
algorithms. The results are presented in Figure 3.14. The top row of diagrams shows the
absolute speeds, while the bottom row provides the speed-ups.
The first two columns (Figure 3.14(a, b, d, e)) correspond to the morphing algorithms
involving RLE. Here, we use the data sets D10 and D11, where we vary the average
run length, while all values have 1 (D10) or 3 (D11) effective bytes. For the indirect
morphing, we show only one line, since there would be no visible difference between
the data sets in the diagrams. Both directions of the morphing exhibit the same gen-
eral trends: (1) the speed increases as the average run length increases, and (2) the
more effective bytes the values have, the lower the maximum speed. Except for very
small average run lengths, the direct morphing algorithms outperform the indirect ones,
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of the direct morphing algorithms to the indirect ones.
whereby [4-Wise NS → RLE]pr (Figure 3.14(b)) requires longer average run lengths than
[RLE → 4-Wise NS] (Figure 3.14(a)) in order to overtake the indirect morphing. The
speed-ups observed reach up to 8.6 and 3.2 for [RLE → 4-Wise NS] (Figure 3.14(d)) and
up to 3.2 and 1.4 for [4-Wise NS → RLE]pr (Figure 3.14(e)) on D10 and D11, respectively.
The third column (Figure 3.14(c, f)) provides the results of [4-Wise NS → 4-Gamma]pr on
data set D12. It can clearly be seen that the direct morphing is faster than the indirect one
for all numbers of effective bits. The speed-up achieved is between 1.25 and 1.5, which is
still considerable.
Precise and Imprecise Morphing
In addition to precise morphing, we suggested that some computational effort could be
saved by performing an imprecise morphing in certain cases. We experimentally com-
pared both variants. The results are given in Figure 3.15. The top and bottom row of
diagrams are concerned with the precise and imprecise variants of [4-Wise NS → RLE]
and [4-Wise NS → 4-Gamma], respectively. The columns report absolute speeds, speed-
ups, and destination format compression rates, from left to right.
The results show that the imprecise variant of [4-Wise NS → RLE] is faster than the pre-
cise one only for low average run lengths (Figure 3.15(a)). A look at the compression rates
of the output of the precise and imprecise morphing algorithms reveals the reason (Fig-
ure 3.15(c)). As expected, the imprecise variant yields a worse compression rate than the
precise one and, thus, has to store more data. For average run lengths between 20 and
100, this difference is most significant. For this reason, the precise morphing is clearly
faster here. However, this difference in compression rates becomes negligible for long
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of the precise morphing algorithms to the imprecise ones.
runs. As a consequence, the speed-up of the imprecise variant converges on 1.0 again
(Figure 3.15(b)). That is, the imprecise variant yields at least only a slight slow-down.
For [4-Wise NS → 4-Gamma] (Figure 3.15(d–f)), we compare the results on data sets D12
and D13. For this morphing algorithm, the observations are much clearer. The impre-
cise variant significantly outperforms its precise counterpart on both data sets and all
possible bit widths yielding speed-ups between 1.6 and 1.8, although it leads to a worse
compression rate of the output.
Lessons Learned
Our experimental results show that our novel direct morphing algorithms can be much
faster than indirect ones. Thus, employing them instead of the naïve approach should be
preferred. However, like lightweight integer compression algorithms (cf. Section 2.2.3),
the behavior of integer morphing algorithms also depends on the data characteristics.
In fact, there are also cases when the indirect morphing performs better. Moreover, our
experiments revealed that imprecise direct morphing algorithms can indeed be faster
than precise ones. However, this is not generally the case as not all combinations of
source and destination formats as well as data characteristics seem to be suited. Still,
imprecise morphing algorithms remain an interesting concept and could be promising
for other morphing algorithms.
3.3 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we investigated how the representation of intermediates using light-
weight integer compression algorithms can be integrated into the execution of complex
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analytical queries in in-memory column-stores. In Section 3.1, we proposed a processing
model for compressed intermediates (and base data), which is based on compression-
enabled query operators, supporting compression according to one of four degrees of
integration, one of which involves the direct conversion between compressed data of dif-
ferent formats. In Section 3.2, we introduced and evaluated the novel concept of direct
integer morphing as the means to perform this conversion. In the following, we summa-
rize these two Sections and highlight our most important contributions.
Before the proposal of our compression-enabled processing model, we presented a thor-
ough overview of existing works on database processing models in general, database
operators on data compressed at the logical and physical level, and existing approaches
for the integration of compression into query execution. Although the employment of
lightweight integer compression is state-of-the-art in in-memory DBMSs nowadays, an
approach for the systematic compression of all intermediates is still missing, to the best
of our knowledge.
The foundation of our compression-enabled processing model is very close to the column-
at-a-time model employed by MonetDB [13]. We decided to build upon this model due to
its full materialization of all intermediates in the form of sequences of values. Assuming
integers as the only data type, which we clearly motivated in Chapter 1, these sequences
are suitable for the representation using lightweight integer compression algorithms. In
particular, in our proposed processing model, all data, be it base data, intermediate re-
sults, or query results, is represented as sequences of integers. Our query operators are
also strongly inspired by those of MonetDB [12, 104]. Each of them consumes and pro-
duces only columns.
Nevertheless, we see our main contribution in the first section of this chapter in our con-
cepts for the integration of lightweight integer compression into this underlying process-
ing model. Addressing R3.1, we assume that each column is represented in its individual
lightweight integer compression algorithm, which could be any of the algorithms pre-
sented in Section 2.1 as well as cascades of such algorithms. For the query operators, we
identified the following four degrees of integration of compression:
1. Purely uncompressed processing is a trivial degree not involving compression at
all. It serves as the baseline and foundation for the other degrees.
2. On-the-fly de/re-compression combines the uncompressed internal processing of
the original operator with a wrapper adaptively accessing compressed data through
a temporary decompression of the compressed inputs and recompression of the
outputs. This degree is based only upon existing operators and (de)compression
algorithms, but already permits to represent all intermediates in a QEP using light-
weight integer compression algorithms. Thus, it can increase the effective band-
width between main memory and the CPU by only transferring compressed data.
While this degree fulfills R3.1–3.3, it leaves the potential of processing compressed
data internally unexploited.
3. Specialized operators are fresh operator implementations tailored to a specific com-
bination of input and output formats. They provide a home for existing operators
from the literature, such as SIMD-Scan [116], BitWeaving [74], and ByteSlice [40].
While specialized operators promise a better performance than on-the-fly de/re-
compression, they limit the choice of the formats for the accessed intermediates.
4. On-the-fly morphing surrounds a specialized operator with a wrapper enabling the
adaptive access to inputs and outputs represented in formats different from those
the wrapped operator expects by employing our novel direct morphing algorithms.
This approach brings back the full flexibility regarding the choice of formats, pro-
vided the required morphing algorithms exist.
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We also elaborated on possible combinations of these degrees of integration, both within
a single physical operator and within a single QEP.
Then, we concentrated on on-the-fly de/re-compression. We described the most impor-
tant aspects of our open-source implementation of this degree of integration. Further-
more, we conducted an empirical evaluation of two important query operators on input
data with various data characteristics. We were able to show that physical operators
adopting on-the-fly de/re-compression can outperform purely uncompressed operators
by factors, if a suitable combination of input and output formats is used. However, un-
suitable format combinations can result in a slow-down as well. This leads us to the
conclusion that the format combination must be chosen carefully. In fact, our evaluation
revealed that there is no single-best format combination, but the optimal formats of an
operator’s input and output columns depend on the data characteristics. It is worth high-
lighting that this finding is in-line with the main conclusion of our extensive experimental
survey of isolated lightweight integer compression algorithms in Section 2.2.
We dedicated the second part of this chapter to integer morphing algorithms, which are
capable of converting an integer sequence from one compressed representation to an-
other one. We started by introducing our distinction between naïve indirect morphing
algorithms, consisting of a full decompression followed by a full recompression, and our
novel direct morphing algorithms, performing the conversion without the materialization
of uncompressed data in main memory. Furthermore, we showed that direct morphing
algorithms can be either precise, by outputting exactly the same data as the recompression,
or imprecise by defining a trade-off between morphing performance and output compres-
sion rate while still being lossless and compatible with the original decompression algorithm. We
exemplified these concepts by three particular direct morphing algorithms, two of which
have a precise and an imprecise variant. Our experimental evaluation proved that direct
morphing is usually faster than indirect morphing, while the benefit of imprecise ap-
proaches depends strongly on the source and destination formats. In general, we could
observe that the behavior of direct morphing algorithms always depends on the data
characteristics.
Side note: Our interest in efficient direct data morphing algorithms is justified by their
importance for on-the-fly morphing, one of the degrees of integration available in our
processing model for compressed intermediates. Nevertheless, we believe that these al-
gorithms can also be of great value for base data, irrespective of the query execution.
Owing to insert, update, and delete operations, the base data usually changes over time.
Assuming that the optimal format of a base column has been selected somehow at a cer-
tain point in time, changes to the data might render this choice suboptimal at a later point
in time. Here, our direct morphing algorithms might be used to adapt the data represen-
tation efficiently, which might be especially crucial if the available main memory does
not suffice for an indirect morphing.
The concepts developed in this chapter enable us to process complex analytical queries
over columnar data by executing a QEP consisting of compression-enabled physical op-
erators consuming and producing intermediates represented using lightweight integer
compression algorithms.16 What still divides us from the realization of our overall vision
are compression-aware strategies for the query optimizer, which actually select the for-
mats to use for the intermediates. We continue by addressing this challenge in Chapter 4.
16 We cover all logical operators required to execute the Star Schema Benchmark (SSB). However, we
postpone the presentation of actual query results to Chapter 5.
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4
COMPRESSION-AWARE
QUERY OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES
In this chapter1, we tackle the challenge of making the optimization of complex analytical
queries compression-aware, such that the potential of our processing model for compressed
intermediates can be exploited effectively. In Chapter 2, we showed that there is no
single-best lightweight integer compression algorithm, because the algorithms’ behav-
iors depend greatly on the data and hardware characteristics. In particular, we showed
that these algorithms are able to reduce the physical size of a data set significantly. Nev-
ertheless, using an unsuitable algorithm can yield an increase of the size. In Chapter 3,
we presented ways to integrate lightweight integer compression into query operators,
focusing especially on our novel on-the-fly de/re-compression. We came to the conclusion
that the adoption of this degree of integration can result in a significant reduction of the
runtime of a single query operator. However, we found out that the combination of the
formats used for the operator’s input and output columns is crucial, whereby the best
combination depends on the data and hardware characteristics. At the same time, em-
ploying an unsuitable format combination can cause much worse runtimes than a purely
uncompressed processing.
These findings underline the necessity of a balanced use of lightweight integer compres-
sion for intermediate results. That means, the formats of all intermediates in a QEP must
be chosen carefully in order to achieve an improvement of the overall query behavior
with respect to a certain optimization objective. In particular, we identify two important
objectives: First, the memory footprint, i.e., the amount of physical memory required to exe-
cute a query is of interest, since the available main memory is naturally a critical resource
in in-memory DBMSs [36]. Second, the query execution time is an important factor, and,
thus, traditionally an objective of query optimization [35, 91, 102].
Our compression-enabled processing model, especially our on-the-fly de/re-compression
operators, employ both compression and decompression at query run-time. At the same
time, our experimental survey in Chapter 2 has shown that the best lightweight integer
compression algorithm regarding compression rate is not always the best algorithm re-
garding performance, while even the best algorithm regarding compression performance is
not necessarily the best regarding decompression performance. Hence, a fine-grained con-
sideration of different objectives for the involved compression algorithms is necessary.
Therefore, for realizing our vision of a balanced processing of complex analytical queries
based on lightweight integer compression of intermediates, we formulate the following
three requirements regarding a compression-aware query optimization:
1 Parts of the material in this chapter have been developed jointly with Annett Ungethüm, Juliana Hilde-
brandt, Dirk Habich, and Wolfgang Lehner. This chapter is based on [26] with copyright held by the Associ-
ation for Computing Machinery (ACM). The original publication is available at https://doi.org/10.1145/
3323991.
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R4.1 For each intermediate in a QEP, a suitable compressed format must be selected, such
that the overall query behavior with respect to a given objective improves compared
to a processing with uncompressed intermediates. Nevertheless, if the compression
of a particular intermediate is not beneficial, it should be left uncompressed.
R4.2 It should be possible to optimize for either a minimal memory footprint or a mini-
mal query execution time, since both are typical objectives that could conflict with
each other.
R4.3 The approach to compression-aware optimization should not be manually tailored
to a specific hardware platform, but be reusable on different systems.
This chapter is structured as follows: First, we present relevant related work on query op-
timization and the selection of a suitable compression algorithm in Section 4.1. Then, we
present our proposed strategies for making the query optimization compression-aware
in Section 4.2. After that, we evaluate our proposed strategies in Section 4.3. Finally, we
summarize this chapter in Section 4.4. The main contributions of this chapter are:
1. We propose a novel cost model for lightweight integer compression algorithms ca-
pable of estimating the compression rate (and, thus, the compressed size) as well as
the runtime of compression, decompression, and aggregating decompression for a
particular algorithm on a given data set when executed on a given hardware plat-
form using a given SIMD extension. Our cost model follows a gray-box approach
to separate effects caused by the functional properties of the algorithms from effects
related to their execution on a particular hardware. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first proposal of such a cost model in the literature.
2. Based on this cost model, we develop compression-aware strategies for a secondary
physical query optimization phase that can improve the memory footprint or exe-
cution time of a QEP obtained from a classical query optimizer by assigning suit-
able compressed formats to all intermediate results, provided that the operators
adopt our on-the-fly de/re-compression approach. Our compression-aware query
optimization strategies fulfill requirements R4.1 – R4.3 mentioned above, and, to
the best of our knowledge, are the first proposal of such strategies for in-memory
column-stores.
3. We prove the effectiveness of our optimization strategies at the levels of isolated
lightweight integer compression algorithms and isolated query operators through
an empirical evaluation.2
4.1 RELATED WORK
In this section, we consider three directions of related work: (1) classical query optimiza-
tion, (2) extensions to classical query optimization, and (3) the selection of a suitable
lightweight integer compression algorithm for a given data set. In the end, we briefly
summarize our lessons learned.
2 We postpone the evaluation at the level of an entire QEP to Chapter 5.
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Classical Query Optimization
Query optimization has been an active research field for decades [102]. Owing to that, the
fundamentals of query optimization have become standard textbook knowledge in the
meantime [35, 91]. In the following, we give a brief overview of classical query optimiza-
tion techniques based on these books. The established standard for posting queries to a
DBMS is the Structured Query Language (SQL) [35]. Upon receipt, a query is first parsed
and converted to an internal representation, usually in the form of a tree or graph of rela-
tional algebra operators. While this initial plan suffices to calculate the desired result, its
evaluation would usually be highly inefficient. Thus, a query optimization phase takes
place before the actual execution of the query. The goal of this optimization is to find
an efficient alternative plan calculating the same result as the initial plan. Unfortunately,
finding the optimal plan is usually unrealistic, since (i) the available time for the query op-
timization is limited, and (ii) the information based on which the query optimizer makes
its decisions is usually inaccurate and not up-to-date. Classically, the query optimization
involves two steps: the logical optimization and the physical optimization.
The logical optimization aims at the reduction of the sizes of all intermediate results,
since processing less data usually results in lower execution times. Here, the search
space of alternative plans results from relational algebra equivalences. There are dozens
of rules that can be applied to restructure a relational algebra expression without chang-
ing its result. Some examples include replacing cross-products by joins, changing the
order of joins, and placing a selection before a join. Since the search space of equivalent
plans is usually huge for non-trivial queries, considering all alternatives would incur a
prohibitive effort. Thus, two means are usually employed to guide the exploration of the
search space. First, the considered plan structure is limited to a certain shape. In that
respect, it is especially common to allow only left-deep plans for deciding the order in
which joins are executed. Usually a dynamic-programming approach is used to find the
optimal left-deep join order, based on the knowledge of the data. Second, heuristics are
applied for finding typical beneficial transformations. For instance, selections and projec-
tions are often pushed before joins to reduce the logical and physical size of the data early
in the plan. Furthermore, the order of joins is usually chosen such that the most selec-
tive ones are executed first. In general, heuristics can only recommend which algebraic
transformation to apply, but cannot compare two alternative plans directly. Therefore,
heuristics are usually complemented by estimations approximating the output sizes of
each operator. This allows the optimizer to compare two alternative plans and choose
the one with the lower estimated size of the intermediates. These estimations are based
on synopses of the base data, such as the size, the number of distinct values as well as
the value distribution of each attribute. This information is usually stored in the system
catalog and updated periodically. Output size estimations are most crucial for selection
and join, since these operators reduce the intermediates’ logical size depending on the data
and, thus, introduce an element of uncertainty. Regarding selection, there are several for-
mulas estimating the output cardinality, assuming that each attribute follows a uniform
distribution and is not correlated with other attributes, which is not realistic. Therefore,
more sophisticated approaches utilize equi-width or equi-depth histograms to model the
distribution of an attribute.
The goal of the physical optimization is the reduction of the runtime, given a particular
plan structure. Here, alternative plans result from different physical implementations of
the logical operators of the relational algebra. For instance, a selection could perform
a full table scan or an index scan and an equi-join could be implemented as a nested-
loop join, a hash join, or a sort-merge join. Similar to the logical optimization, there are
some typical heuristics for choosing an alternative, e.g., to prefer index scans over full
table scans and to perform a sort-merge join, if both inputs are sorted on the join at-
tributes. However, to permit the comparison of two alternative plans and choosing the
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supposedly faster one, it is common to employ cost models approximating the runtime of
each operator. An individual cost function is needed for each physical operator imple-
mentation. These cost functions are based on information about the input data, such as
the logical and physical sizes estimated in the logical optimization and the primary data
organization (e.g., whether the data is unsorted or sorted on a particular attribute). Typ-
ical factors involved in an operator’s cost include the accesses to the secondary storage,
computational costs, the memory usage, and, in case of distributed DBMSs, the com-
munication cost. Cost models employed in traditional disk-centric DBMSs usually focus
primarily on the disk access, while cost models in in-memory systems traditionally put
more emphasis on the computational cost.
Extensions to Classical Query Optimization
Database systems constantly adapt to current hardware and software trends. Thus, ex-
tensions to the classical query optimization have been proposed in several areas. One
example is the consideration of hierarchical memory systems consisting of multiple lev-
els of caches. With the advent of main memory-centric DBMSs, the costs for accessing
main memory started to play a major role during the query optimization. In that context,
Manegold et al. [76] observed that these costs do not only depend on the amount of data
accessed, but, as a consequence of modern hierarchical memory systems with several
levels of caches, also on the addresses where the data resides. To account for these effects
in the physical query optimization, the authors propose a cost model for memory access
costs in hierarchical memory systems. They observe that these costs are determined by
the costs of cache misses. Thus, their basic idea is to multiply the estimated number of
cache misses by the cost of a single cache miss on the target hardware, whereby cache
misses are considered separately for all levels of the cache hierarchy as well as for se-
quential and random access. The authors follow a gray-box approach by combining the
explicit estimation of the number of cache misses with calibration measurements to find
out the costs of a cache miss on the target hardware. The authors note that deriving a
function for estimating the number of cache misses of each individual physical operator
is cumbersome. Hence, they introduce two abstractions: First, generic data regions repre-
sent arbitrarily complex data structures. Second, they focus on six basic access patterns,
which can be combined by sequential or concurrent execution to form arbitrarily com-
plex compound access patterns. The authors show how to estimate the number of cache
misses for each basic access pattern, depending on the data sizes and the relevant hard-
ware parameters, such as the cache size. Furthermore, they present ways to combine the
estimates of basic access patterns for compound access patterns to estimate the memory
access costs of complex operators and even an entire QEP.
Another example are heterogeneous systems, where different computing units (CUs),
such as CPU, GPU, FPGA, and Xeon Phi are exploited to accelerate the query execu-
tion [56]. These systems have to decide which operator of a QEP shall be executed on
which CU, whereby the main challenge is the trade-off between the operator execution
times on each CU and the data transfer times between different CUs. In this context,
the common approach is to first perform a classical query optimization. Afterwards, the
resulting QEP is enhanced by a placement optimization assigning operators to CUs.
However, compression-awareness is the most relevant field for us. Westmann et al. [115]
note that, given a certain query, the best plan for a compressed database could be dif-
ferent from the best one for an uncompressed database. They argue that the impact of
compression on the physical size of base and intermediate relations implies that it also
has an impact on the optimal join order as well as on the choice of physical join imple-
mentations. Nevertheless, they also say that a good plan for an uncompressed database
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will always be good for a compressed one. According to the authors, the classical phys-
ical optimization must be adapted in two respects to become compression-aware: First,
the cost model must be made compression-aware. On the one hand, the computational
cost of decompression must be taken into account, which the authors view as simple, if
good cardinality estimates are available. On the other hand, the estimation of memory
usage and disk-IO must be adapted to compressed data. The authors see this latter point
as very difficult, owing to its dependence on the data characteristics. Thus, they simply
assume a reduction by 50%. Second, the optimizer has to decide whether an intermediate
result shall be compressed. However, neither is this point discussed in detail nor do the
authors explicitly propose to compress intermediates.
We have already discussed a part of the work of Chen et al. [18] focusing on the differ-
ent decompression strategies they identified (cf. Section 3.1.1), including their proposed
transient decompression. The authors illustrate that the use of transient decompression is
not always beneficial, since the temporary decompression introduces a computational
overhead. Thus, they argue that the point in the QEP when an attribute is decompressed
should be subject to query optimization. The authors present a dynamic-programming
approach for finding the best left-deep plan with respect to the placement of the decom-
pression. However, they analyze that this approach increases the search space signifi-
cantly compared to the uncompressed case. To alleviate this problem, they propose two
heuristics for limiting the search space: First, the idea of Two-Step is to postpone all de-
compression decisions to a secondary physical optimization phase which works on the
plan output by a classical query optimizer. Second, with Min-K, the bottom-up creation
of the plan tracks only the top-k compression-aware plans, instead of all plans.
Guzun and Canahuate [47] complement their approach for hybrid processing over un-
compressed and compressed bit vectors (cf. Section 3.1.1) with a concept for hybrid query
optimization. Given a plan structure, their aim is to minimize the size of each intermediate
bit vector by representing it in compressed form, whenever it is beneficial. They note that
the usefulness of compression depends on the density as the main characteristic of the bit
vector. Thus, they develop formulas for estimating the densities of the output bit vectors
of the AND, OR, XOR, and NOT-operators. These are inspired by set and probability theory
and assume that the bits are distributed uniformly and independently in the two input
bit vectors. The authors propose to compress an intermediate bit vector, if its estimated
density is below a certain, operator-dependent threshold.
Selecting a Suitable Lightweight Integer Compression Algorithm
As we have learned in Section 2.2, there is no single-best lightweight integer compression
algorithm suitable in all cases. The selection of a suitable algorithm has already been
addressed for the base data.
Abadi et al. [2] propose a simple heuristic in the form of a decision tree, which they de-
rive from the evaluation results obtained through their integration of compression into
the query execution in C-Store (cf. Section 3.1.1). The decision depends on data character-
istics such as the average run length and the number of distinct values, as well as access
patterns such as access to contiguous positions. In the end, one of five formats is selected,
including the uncompressed format and one heavyweight compression algorithm. How-
ever, we see three downsides of their decision tree approach: First, the threshold for de-
scending either to the left or the right child node are quite vague and can, therefore, serve
only as a rough guideline for database administrators. Second, it considers only the par-
ticular scalar compression algorithms employed by the authors back in 2006, while it is
unclear how to update the decision tree with modern vectorized compression algorithms
(cf. Section 2.1.3). Third, it does not consider different optimization objectives.
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Moreover, some works address the selection in a cost-based manner [11, 55, 64, 89, 95].
In the following, we summarize those that actually reveal how their cost estimation and
selection works.
Przymus and Kaczmarski [89] address the selection of a suitable compression algorithm
in the context of a heterogeneous CPU-GPU-DBMS for time-series, where compression
is used to reduce the transfer times between CPU and GPU. The authors consider sev-
eral logical-level techniques as well as a fixed-length Binary Packing without and with
patched coding at the physical level, whereby a special focus is on cascades of these. To
reduce the large number of possible cascades to choose from, the authors apply a simple
heuristic only permitting cascades which are sensible with respect to the algorithms’ def-
initions. This heuristic can be supported by manual hints. For each of the remaining up
to 76 allowed cascades, the compressed data size is estimated and the cascade with the
best result is chosen. To estimate the compressed sizes, the authors develop an individual
cost formula for each algorithm. These formulas depend on data characteristics such as
the number of data elements, the minimum value, and a histogram of the bit widths in
the data. The authors also note that, for cascades, the data characteristics after the appli-
cation of the logical-level algorithm are required and obtain them by actually executing
these logical-level algorithms on the data. Furthermore, they identify the compressed
size and the decompression speed as two potentially conflicting objectives and propose
a way to combine both in one measure. Unfortunately, the authors do not present an
estimation approach for the decompression speed.
The goal of Boissier and Jendruk [11] is to intelligently choose compressed formats for
the base columns in Hyrise, such that (i) a certain memory budget is met, and (ii) the
performance of a given query workload is optimized. They consider FOR and DICT at
the logical level as well as SIMD-BP128 and a fixed-length byte-aligned null suppression
at the physical level. The authors note that they require estimates for the compressed
data size and the performance of accesses to compressed data. Regarding the former, the
authors assume that all relevant data characteristics are known and state that the estima-
tion is straightforward without further details. Concerning the latter, they are especially
interested in sequential and random access to compressed data, but not in compression
performance, since compression is only applied once to immutable chunks in Hyrise. The
authors argue that cost formulas can hardly be developed manually due to the complex
execution behavior on modern processors. Thus, they propose to use regression models
for the estimation, whereby the particulars are, unfortunately, left unexplained. For the
selection of a compression algorithm based on their cost functions, they investigate the
employment of greedy algorithms from the field of index selection. Finally, to ensure that
their resulting format configuration is robust against workload changes, they propose to
enrich the given workload with more diverse artificial queries.
Finally, Jin et al. [55] model the problem of selecting a suitable algorithm as a classifi-
cation task and consider a handful of lightweight and heavyweight compression algo-
rithms. In the training phase, they exhaustively determine the most suitable algorithm
for each training data block. Then, they extract relevant features from each block. To find
a suitable algorithm for a new block, they first extract the same features of this block, and
then return the ideal format of the training block with the most similar features. Instead
of selecting the features manually, the authors employ a special kind of artificial neural
network for that purpose.
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Lessons Learned
Starting with an initial QEP, the goal of query optimization is to find a better QEP, ide-
ally, but unrealistically, the optimal one. Classically, this optimization consists of two
phases: While the logical optimization restructures the QEP to reduce the cardinalities of
the intermediates, the physical optimization maps algebra operators to physical operator
implementations to reduce the overall runtime [35, 91].
When extending classical query optimization, it is common not to redesign the entire
optimizer, but to keep changes local, e.g., by employing more sophisticated cost func-
tions [76] or by adding a secondary physical optimization phase [18, 56]. At the same
time, these approaches usually assume that the other components of the optimizer, such
as the cardinality estimation in the logical optimization, work accurately [18, 76].
Naturally, the field of compression-aware query optimization is particularly relevant to
us. While there are some works considering compressed intermediates, these (i) only
address disk-centric row-stores [18] or queries over bit vectors [47], and (ii) only dis-
tinguish between compressed and uncompressed data. To the best of our knowledge,
compression-aware query optimization in column-stores supporting multiple different
lightweight compressed formats for intermediates has not been addressed so far. Further-
more, approaches to select a suitable format are either handcrafted heuristics [2], or aim
solely at minimizing the compression rate [55, 64, 95], or do not reveal crucial details on
the estimation of the decompression performance [11, 89]. This is a significant deficiency,
since our experimental survey (cf. Section 2.2) clearly shows that the algorithm with the
best compression rate is often not the fastest. Finally, none of the works above considers
the compression performance, since compression is traditionally not applied during query
processing. However, with our continuous compression of intermediates, compression
happens at query time as well.
4.2 COMPRESSION-AWARE SECONDARY QUERY OPTIMIZATION
Other authors [18, 115] have already identified requirements for a compression-aware
query optimization in disk-centric row-stores. In the following, we state such require-
ments more specifically for our compression-enabled processing model for in-memory
column-stores. In detail, the following is necessary:
1. A redefinition of the search space for alternative plans. This point has already been
mentioned by Chen et al. [18] in the context of disk-centric row-stores. In our con-
text, additional alternative plans result from (i) the choice of the format to use for
each individual column in the QEP (cf. Section 2.1), and (ii) the choice of the de-
gree of integration to use for each individual physical operator (cf. Section 3.1.3).
Since these additional alternatives enlarge the search space, novel compression-
aware heuristics or pruning rules limiting this increase could be necessary.
2. An estimation of the physical sizes of compressed data, which has already been
mentioned by Westmann et al. [115]. If less physical data needs to be accessed, the
memory access costs of an operator change accordingly.
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3. An adapted cost model for compression-enabled operators as already mentioned
by Westmann et al. [115]. Cost factors relevant in in-memory DBMSs typically in-
clude CPU costs and memory access costs. Our degrees of integration of compres-
sion into operators are derived from two dimensions: the internal data processing
and the data access (cf. Section 3.1.3), which cause the CPU costs and memory ac-
cess costs, respectively. When uncompressed data is processed internally (purely un-
compressed processing and on-the-fly de/re-compression), then the existing cost
functions for the respective physical operators can be re-used. For operators pro-
cessing compressed data internally (specialized operators and on-the-fly morphing),
novel cost functions for the CPU costs need to be developed. Direct data access
(purely uncompressed processing and specialized operators) causes no additional
overhead. If the accessed data is uncompressed, then the memory access costs can
be estimated as usual, while the estimation of the compressed data sizes (point 2
above) might suffice to account for access to compressed data. Adaptive data access
(on-the-fly de/re-compression and on-the-fly morphing) incurs an extra computa-
tional effort. While this could be modeled as extra CPU costs, it is also nearby to
model adaptive data access as a special kind of memory access incurring a different
cost than direct accesses.
4. Finally, the behavior of lightweight integer compression algorithms as well as on-
the-fly de/re-compression operators based on them depends on the data character-
istics (cf. Sections 2.2.3 and 3.1.6). Thus, an estimation of the intermediates’ data
characteristics might be necessary. Classical query optimizers typically estimate
characteristics such as the number of data elements and the sort order [35, 91].
In the following, we focus on on-the-fly de/re-compression. Thus, the degree of inte-
gration is fixed and additional alternative QEPs in the search space result only from the
assignment of formats to columns.3 Assuming a QEP has already undergone logical and
physical optimization, there are |A||C| compression-enabled alternatives of this QEP with
on-the-fly de/re-compression, whereby A is the set of available compression algorithms
and C is the set of columns in the QEP. Since there are dozens of compressed formats
(cf. Section 2.1) and since the QEP of a complex analytical query can have dozens of in-
termediates4, this amounts to a very high number. In fact, the search space is even larger
in our case than sketched by other authors [18, 47, 115], since we distinguish multiple
compressed formats.
Inspired by related work on disk-centric row-stores [18, 115], there are two options for
making a classical query optimizer compression-aware. The first option is to tightly inter-
leave compression-awareness with classical logical and physical optimization (top row of
Figure 4.1). In the simplest (but impractical case), a query optimizer could enumerate all
possible compression-enabled QEPs and choose the one with the lowest cost accounting
for compression. In theory, the globally optimal plan could be found that way. How-
ever, the integration effort would be high, since an existing optimizer would need to be
adapted. Analogously to Chen et al. [18], we observe that, if the number of alternative
plans a classical optimizer considers is s, then there are s · |A||C| compression-enabled
plans, i.e., the typically very large search space is heavily enlarged.5
Another option is to postpone the entire compression-aware optimization to a secondary
physical optimization phase (bottom row of Figure 4.1). This approach can be seen as a
simple heuristic and has already been successfully applied in the field of heterogeneous
3 Here, columns can refer to intermediates only, or additionally to the base data.
4 This holds, e.g., for the well-known Star Schema Benchmark (SSB) [100], as we have shown in Chapter 1.
5 While |C| could be different for different QEPs, the crucial point is the exponential growth.
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Figure 4.1: Simplified illustration of the approaches to compression-aware query op-
timization. Tightly interleaved classical and compression-aware optimization (top) and
compression-aware secondary physical optimization (bottom). Best QEPs in red.
systems [56] and compression-aware optimization in row-stores [18]. This division-of-
concerns approach facilitates a simple integration with a classical optimizer. Never-
theless, this approach might fail to find the globally optimal compression-enabled QEP,
since it cannot account for the interplay of classical optimization decisions and compres-
sion, some of which, e.g., the impact on join ordering, have been mentioned by West-
mann et al. [115]. However, finding the globally optimal plan is usually unrealistic any-
way [35, 91], while any improvement is welcome. The compression-aware optimization
phase has to select a suitable compressed format for each column in the QEP. Thus, analo-
gous to the Min-K approach by Chen et al. [18], if s is the size of the classical search space,
the compression-aware search space has a size of s + |A||C|. In fact, we will show that,
with on-the-fly de/re-compression, this size reduces to s+ |A|·|C|, which is a tremendous
improvement. Therefore, we focus on a secondary compression-aware query optimiza-
tion in this section.
In the remainder of this section, we address the cost-based selection of a suitable al-
gorithm respectively compressed format at different levels. We begin with the level of
isolated compression algorithms and propose a cost model capable of estimating the com-
pression rate as well as the performance of compression, decompression, and aggregating
decompression in Section 4.2.1. Then, we focus on the level of an isolated query operator
and show how to use this cost model to estimate the cost of our novel on-the-fly de/re-
compression operators to select suitable input and output formats in Section 4.2.2. Fi-
nally, we address the level of an entire QEP consisting of multiple operators and columns
by presenting our compression-aware secondary optimization strategies in Section 4.2.3.
4.2.1 Compression-Level: Selecting a Suitable Algorithm
Our comprehensive experimental survey in Section 2.2 clearly indicates that there is no
single-best lightweight integer compression algorithm. The compression rates and perfor-
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mances of all algorithms differ significantly depending on the data characteristics (cf. Sec-
tion 2.2.3), the hardware characteristics (cf. Section 2.2.4), and the employed SIMD ex-
tension (cf. Section 2.2.5). Thus, the effective employment of lightweight compression
requires the selection of a suitable algorithm based on these factors. Moreover, one algo-
rithm can be differently suitable regarding different objectives, such as the compression
rate or the performance.
Therefore, in this section, we address the problem of selecting a suitable lightweight inte-
ger compression algorithm, which we formally define as follows: Given a set of available
algorithms A (perhaps including variants of one algorithm targeted at different SIMD ex-
tensions), an objective O ∈ {ratecompr, tcompr, tdecompr, tagg} (i.e., the compression rate or
a runtime) and a data set D, we want to find the most suitable algorithm Aopt defined as:
Aopt(A, O, D) = argminA∈A behavior(A, O, D) (4.1)
Here, behavior(A, O, D) is the true behavior of algorithm A on data set D with respect to
objective O as it could be measured by executing A on D.
We propose a novel cost model for lightweight integer compression algorithms, which is
able to provide cost estimates for the compression rate as well as the runtimes. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first proposal of such a cost model in the field of lightweight
integer compression. A cost model approach offers numerous advantages: It is trans-
parent in the sense that the ideas behind it are clear. It can, therefore, easily be adapted
and extended if necessary, e.g., to new algorithms. Furthermore, since it provides not
only decisions, but also cost estimates, it has a wider applicability, e.g., solving trade-
offs between different objectives. Thus, we address the problem of selecting a suitable
algorithm as follows:
Aopt(A, O, D) = argminA∈A cost(A, O, DCD) (4.2)
That is, we select the algorithm with the minimal cost according to our cost function cost,
whereby, DCD denotes a vector of those data characteristics of data set D which are rel-
evant to our estimation. Our cost model adopts a gray-box approach. On the one hand,
we view a compression algorithm as a white box by explicitly modeling all of its properties
directly known from the algorithm description. This includes the data characteristics its
behavior depends on, the way it views the data (e.g., in units of blocks), and its composi-
tion (in the case of cascades). A white-box view on these aspects enables us to exploit all
the knowledge we have about the algorithm. On the other hand, we view an algorithm
as a black box by measuring its behavior on a very low number of well-chosen data sets once in
advance in a calibration phase. Here, a black-box view allows us to abstract from the com-
plexity (1) of developing formulas for the compression rate of every single algorithm, as
other authors do [89], and (2) of explicitly modeling the quantitative impact of hardware
features such as the clock frequency of the CPU, the bandwidth and latency of all levels
of the memory hierarchy from registers over the caches to the main memory, and the cost
of cache misses and branch mispredictions.
We make two fundamental assumptions: First, we assume that the data set is static, i.e.,
it does not change over time.6 Second, we assume that the data characteristics are known
accurately. Our cost function cost bases its estimation on only a few relevant data char-
acteristics DCD of a data set D, which are summarized in Table 4.1. According to our
experimental survey in Section 2.2, this is the minimal set of statistics required to address
all considered compression algorithms. While more comprehensive statistics on the data
would generally facilitate more accurate cost estimates, they would also incur a higher
model complexity and a higher effort for finding out the data characteristics accurately.
6 This holds for intermediates in a QEP, which are query-local and generated only once.
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Table 4.1: The data characteristics DCD of data set D used by our cost model.
Short Description
DCD.#elems The total number of data elements
DCD.#distinct The number of distinct values
DCD.rl The average run length
DCD.min The minimum value
DCD.isSorted Whether the data set is sorted
DCD.valHist The value histogram
DCD.bwHist The bit width histogram
Moreover, a minimal set of statistics facilitates the employment of our cost model in con-
nection with an existing query optimizer, since all of these properties are well-established
and normally available in a DBMS’s system catalog due to their integral importance to
query optimization7. In the following, we simply write DC instead of DCD.
Our extensive experimental survey in Section 2.2 revealed the different behavior of light-
weight compression algorithms at the physical and logical level. Hence, their cost must
be calculated in individual ways:
cost(A, O, DC) =



costP (A, O, DC) if A is a physical-level algorithm
costL(A, O, DC) if A is a logical-level algorithm
costC(A, O, DC) if A is a cascade
(4.3)
Selecting a suitable algorithm requires good, but not necessarily 100% accurate cost es-
timates. Thus, at some points, we deliberately sacrifice top-accuracy for the sake of the
simplicity of our cost model. In the following, we describe each of the functions costP ,
costL, and costC one by one in detail. After that, we summarize our cost model.
As a final remark, in the following, we assume unsigned 32-bit integers as the uncom-
pressed data type. Thus, in all formulas, a bit width always refers to a value in [1, 32],
if not stated otherwise. Nevertheless, trivial changes suffice to apply our cost model to
other integer types, such as 64-bit integers, which we used for the implementation of our
processing model for compressed intermediates in Section 3.1.5.
Physical-Level Techniques: Null Suppression
In the following, we explain how we estimate the cost of physical-level (null suppression)
algorithms. In our extensive experimental survey in Section 2.2, we identified the data
distribution as the decisive data property for the behavior of these algorithms. The data
distribution covers properties such as the value range and the amount of outliers. For a
given data set, we cannot observe the underlying distribution directly. Instead, we utilize
the value histogram DC.valHist. The value histogram is a real-valued vector of size 232
and DC.valHist[v] is the relative frequency of value v in the data set. The sum over all
elements of the value histogram equals 1.
In fact, for NS algorithms, the exact values are irrelevant. Instead, only the bit width, i.e.,
the number of bits remaining after the elimination of all leading zero bits, is important.
7 Exceptions to this might be the bit width histogram and the average run length, which can be derived
from the other data characteristics straightforwardly as described below.
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Thus, we can coarsen the value histogram DC.valHist to a bit width histogram DC.bwHist.
The bit width histogram is a real-valued vector of size 32. Its bwth element reports the
relative frequency of values having a bit width of bw in the data set and is calculated as:
DC.bwHist[bw] =
vmax(bw)∑
v=vmin(bw)
DC.valHist[v] (4.4)
This is the cumulative relative frequency of all values having bit width bw, whereby
vmin(bw) and vmax(bw) are the least and greatest values of bit width bw, respectively,
and are calculated as:
vmin(bw) =
{
0 if bw = 1
2bw−1 otherwise
(4.5)
vmax(bw) = 2
bw − 1 (4.6)
Again, the sum over all elements of the bit width histogram equals 1. Consisting of only
32 values, the bit width histogram is very compact, which is an advantage compared to
the corresponding value histogram.
Due to the large number of possible bit width histograms, it is not an option to experi-
mentally record the behavior of an NS algorithm on data sets resulting in every bit width
histogram. Instead, our idea is to experimentally obtain the behavior of the algorithm
only for a few data sets with well-chosen bit width histograms during the calibration phase
and to combine these measurements for arbitrary bit width histograms during the cost es-
timation. More precisely, we choose the 32 one-hot bit width histograms, i.e., histograms
reporting a relative frequency of 1 for exactly one bit width and 0 for all others. In the
calibration phase, we generate 32 data sets exhibiting these bit width histograms, execute
the NS algorithm on these data sets and measure its behavior with respect to all objectives
of interest. This yields a vector of size 32 for each combination of an NS algorithm A and
an objective O. We call this vector the bit width profile of A with respect to O, bwProfA,O,
where bwProfA,O[bw] is the measured behavior of A on a data set containing only values
of bit width bw. The bit width profile reflects the behavior of the algorithm subject to the
bit width. Since a bit width profile consists of only 32 values, its storage requirement is
negligible.
Further, we observe that each bit width histogram can be expressed as a linear combina-
tion of one-hot bit width histograms. The core idea of the cost estimation for NS algorithms
is that, analogously, the behavior of an algorithm on any data set can be expressed as a
linear combination of its behaviors on data sets with a one-hot bit width histogram. As
an example, assume one half of a data set are 4-bit values, while the other half are 17-bit
values. Intuitively, the compression runtime of algorithm A on the data set should be
1
2 · bwProfA,tcompr [4] + 12 · bwProfA,tcompr [17]. In general, the estimated cost of algorithm
A on a data set with bit width histogram DC.bwHist with respect to objective O is calcu-
lated as the dot product • of A’s bit width profile bwProfA,O and the data set’s bit width
histogram DC.bwHist.
However, this is only a simplification. To achieve good estimates, two additional effects
must be taken into account. First, not all NS algorithms can represent each compressed
data element using its individual bit width, and, thus, the bit width histogram does not
reflect those algorithms’ view on the data. For instance, SIMD-BP128 uses the bit width
of the greatest data element in a block of 128 data elements to encode all data elements
in that block. We address this issue by adapting the bit width histogram to one of a few
cases of NS algorithms using the function adaptA. Second, owing to hardware effects
such as branch mispredictions, the mixture of data elements with different bit widths can
affect the runtime negatively. Since bit width histograms employing more than one bit
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width are not considered in the bit width profiles, they cannot account for such effects.
We address this issue by adding a performance penalty provided by the function penaltyA,O
to the estimated runtimes. In the following, we present our solutions to these two issues
in detail. However, note that both effects need to be taken into account for unsorted data
sets only, since sorted data sets mostly consist of long sequences of values with the same
bit width. The final formula for estimating the cost of NS algorithms is:
costP (A, O, DC) = FO(DC) ·



(bwProfA,O • DC.bwHist) if DC.isSorted
(bwProfA,O • adaptA(DC.bwHist) otherwise
+ penaltyA,O(DC.bwHist))
(4.7)
FO(DC) is a factor accounting for the possibly different sizes of the data set of the cal-
ibration phase and the given data set, i.e., DCcalib.#elems and DC.#elems. Runtime
estimates must be scaled by the quotient of these sizes, as they are based on measure-
ments of absolute times, whereas compression rate estimates are relative to the data set
size and, thus, require no scaling. FO(DC) is defined as:
FO(DC) =
{
1 if O ∈ {ratecompr}
DC.#elems
DCcalib.#elems
if O ∈ {tcompr, tdecompr, tagg}
(4.8)
Adaptation of the bit width histogram. In Section 2.1.3, we identified the adaptation to
the data distribution as an important functional property of NS algorithms. For the cost
estimation of NS algorithms, it is crucial to know which share of the data elements is
represented with which bit width. The bit width histogram only reflects this if the NS
algorithm chooses an individual bit width for each single data element. As this does not
hold for each NS algorithm A, we apply a function adaptA to the data set’s bit width
histogram to obtain a bit width histogram reflecting algorithm A’s view on the data.
Individual bit width for each single data element. Examples for this category include 4-Wise
NS and Masked-VByte. Thus, adapt4-Wise NS = adaptMasked-VByte = id.
Common bit width per fixed-size block. This case is intended for NS algorithms dividing the
data set into fixed-size blocks while using the greatest bit width in the block to represent
all data elements in the block. Representatives of this case are SIMD-BP128 and its vari-
ants for other SIMD extensions (cf. Section 2.2.5). The bit width histogram is adapted by
the function adaptF ixedbs, which is parameterized by the algorithm’s block size (in terms
of data elements) bs. For each bit width bw, it estimates the relative frequency of a block
whose greatest data element is of bit width bw, forcing the block to be represented using
bw bits per data element:
adaptF ixedbs(bwHist)[bw] = bwHist[≤ bw]bs − bwHist[< bw]bs (4.9)
Where bwHist[≤ bw] and bwHist[< bw] are the sums over the original bit width his-
togram for all bit widths ≤ bw respectively < bw. The minuend approximates the relative
frequency of a block containing only data elements of a bit width ≤ bw, while the subtra-
hend approximates the relative frequency of a block containing only data elements of a
bit width < bw. Thus, the difference is an approximation for the relative frequency of a
block containing at least one value of bit width bw, but no value of a bit width > bw. In
fact, adaptSIMD-BPvw = adaptF ixedvw for vw ∈ {128, 256, 512}.
Common bit width per fixed-size block with patched coding. This case is designated to NS algo-
rithms dividing the data set into fixed-size blocks while choosing an optimal bit width,
perhaps less than the block’s maximum bit width, and classifying all data elements in
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the block as either regular values or exceptions depending on whether they can be rep-
resented using the selected bit width. Representatives of this case are the PFOR-family
algorithms, such as SIMD-FastPFOR. Interestingly, these algorithms decide the bit width
of a block in a cost-based manner depending on the bit width histogram of the block using
an internal cost function ic(bw, bwHist). ic estimates the compressed data size resulting
from choosing bit width bw for a block with bit width histogram bwHist. We re-use this
internal cost function in our function adaptF ixedPFORbs,ic, which estimates, for each bit
width bw, the relative frequency of a block represented using bw bits per data element:
adaptF ixedPFORbs,ic(bwHist)[bw] =
{
1 if bw = round
(
minbw′ ic(bw
′,bwHist)
bs
)
0 otherwise
(4.10)
While SIMD-FastPFOR uses the argmin of its internal cost function to obtain the bit width
of regular values, we are interested in the actual compressed size, i.e., the min, since this
also accounts for the outliers. We divide this compressed size in bits by the block size
in data elements and round it to obtain the average bit width including outliers. For
simplicity, we assume that all data elements are represented using this average bit width.
Note that, while the compression of SIMD-FastPFOR applies its internal cost function for
every block, we apply it only once, assuming that the bit width histogram in each block is
basically the same as that of the entire data set. This assumption is reasonable, since the
data set is unsorted.8 Finally, adaptSIMD-FastPFOR = adaptF ixedPFOR128,icSIMD-FastPFOR .
Common bit width per variable-size block. The last case addresses NS algorithms choosing
even the block size depending on the bit widths of the data elements. Representatives
of this case include the Simple-family algorithms, such as SIMD-Group-Simple128 and
its variants for other SIMD extensions (cf. Section 2.2.5). Each of these algorithms has
a partitioning routine splitting the data set into blocks, based on the bit widths of the
data elements. Due to the constant size of a (compressed) output block, the larger an
(uncompressed) input block, the smaller its bit width, whereby only a few combinations
of block size and bit width are possible. For instance, SIMD-Group-Simple128 supports
blocks of 128 1-bit values, 64 2-bit values, and so on. We adapt the bit width histogram
using the function adaptV arpr, which re-uses the partitioning routine pr of the respective
algorithm. Due to the variable block sizes, it is hard to calculate the adapted bit width
histogram directly from the original one. Thus, we generate a very short unsorted random
sequence s of bit widths following the original bit width histogram. Then, we apply pr to
s and count how often each bit width was chosen for a block. We multiply this number
by the corresponding block size to obtain the number of input data elements represented
with that bit width. Finally, we normalize these absolute frequencies with the length
of s to obtain relative frequencies. The so-obtained bit width histogram is returned by
adaptV arpr. Note that this procedure does not execute the actual compression algorithm.
Finally, adaptSIMD-Group-Simplevw = adaptV arprSIMD-Group-Simplevw for vw ∈ {128, 256, 512}.
Performance penalty. Most lightweight integer compression algorithms execute the
same instructions (perhaps with different arguments) for all data elements or at least
for a large amount of data elements, e.g., a block. This execution scheme is often fa-
vored by vectorized compression algorithms. Nevertheless, there are algorithms treating
data elements of different bit widths differently by processing them in different code
branches. For instance, SIMD-FastPFOR classifies each data element as either a regu-
lar one or an exception, depending on the bit width, whereby exceptions demand some
additional processing. In general, some algorithms employ conditional branching, e.g.,
in the form of if-then-else constructs, depending on the data element’s bit width in the
performance-critical parts of their code. Therefore, the mixture of data elements with
8 Remember that we do not adapt the bit width histogram for sorted data sets, as stated above.
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different bit widths can affect the performance negatively, e.g., due to branch mispredic-
tions. For our considered algorithms, these effects only occur if the data set contains data
elements of different bit widths. Since such data sets are excluded from our bit width pro-
file generation on purpose, they must be taken into account separately using the function
penaltyA,O defined as:
penaltyA,O(bwHist) = mixtureA(bwHist) · penaltyFactorA,O (4.11)
We again employ a gray-box approach by modeling the number of occurrences of such
effects depending on the bit width histogram in a function mixtureA, but measuring
how expensive they are with respect to runtime expressed in a penaltyFactorA,O. That
said, the compression rates are generally not affected, since they belong to the func-
tional properties of an algorithm. Thus, penaltyFactorA,ratecompr = 0 for all NS algo-
rithms A. Furthermore, among the five NS algorithms we consider, only SIMD-FastPFOR
and Masked-VByte are vulnerable to such mixtures. Therefore, mixtureSIMD-BPvw =
mixture4-Wise NS = mixtureSIMD-Group-Simplevw = 0 for all vector widths vw ∈ {128, 256,
512}. In the following, we present the mixture functions for SIMD-FastPFOR and Masked-
VByte, before we come to the determination of the penalty factors.
Penalty for SIMD-FastPFOR. The performance of SIMD-FastPFOR suffers from exceptions
since they incur (1) branch mispredictions during the classification of regular values and
exceptions and (2) extra processing and storage effort. These effects are the more signifi-
cant the higher the exception rate, i.e., the relative frequency of exceptions in the data:
mixtureSIMD-FastPFOR(bwHist) = exceptionRate(bwHist) (4.12)
Here, exceptionRate(bwHist) is the exception rate resulting from the bit width selection
using the internal cost function of SIMD-FastPFOR.
Penalty for Masked-VByte. Masked-VByte employs branching for the size of the com-
pressed data element in bytes. Thus, branch mispredictions especially occur for balanced
mixes of data elements of different compressed sizes. We calculate the mixture as follows:
mixtureMasked-VByte(bwHist) = min(q, 1 − q) (4.13)
Where q is the relative frequency of the most frequent compressed size of a data element
and can be calculated as:
q = max
i∈{1,2,...,5}
min(32,7i−1)
∑
bw=7(i−1)
bwHist[bw] (4.14)
This is motivated by the fact that Masked-VByte subdivides an uncompressed data ele-
ment into units of seven bits each, whereby each such unit results in one output byte.
Determination of the penalty factors. Each penaltyFactorA,O is determined in the calibration
phase, once in advance. Ideally, the runtime estimate should equal the actual runtime. We
generate an unsorted data set Dmix with a significant mixture of different bit widths, e.g.,
D4 from Table 2.3 on page 33, which contains 50% large outliers, and measure the actual
runtime behavior(A, O, Dmix) of A with respect to O ∈ {tcompr, tdecompr, tagg} on Dmix.
We equate costP (A, O, DCDmix) with behavior(A, O, Dmix) and solve the unsorted-data
case of Equation 4.7 to penaltyFactorA,O, so that it can be computed as:
penaltyFactorA,O =
behavior(A,O,Dmix)
FO(DCDmix)
− bwProfA,O • adaptA (DCDmix .bwHist)
mixtureA (DCDmix .bwHist)
(4.15)
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Logical-Level Techniques
Regarding a logical-level algorithm A, we must estimate both (1) the cost of A, i.e.,
costL(A, O, DC), and (2) the data characteristics of the output of A, which are crucial
for estimating the cost of cascades. In the following, we address these two challenges.
Estimating the Cost. The definition of costL distinguishes two cases explained in detail
below. The factor FO(DC) is included for the same reason as in Equation 4.7.
costL(A, O, DC) = FO(DC) ·
{
costLdi(A, O, DC) if A ∈ {DELTA, FOR}
costLdd(A, O, DC) if A ∈ {RLE, DICT}
(4.16)
Logical-level algorithms with data-independent behavior. In Section 2.2.3, we learned that al-
gorithms such as DELTA and FOR have a constant behavior not depending on the data
characteristics. Thus, during the calibration phase we need to run the algorithm on any
data set and measure its behavior. Consequently, the data-independent profile diProfA,O
of algorithm A with respect to objective O consists of just a single number. Therefore,
costLdi(A, O, DC) = diProfA,O.
Logical-level algorithms with data-dependent behavior. In Section 2.2.3, we also learned that
the behaviors of RLE and DICT depend on the average run length and the number of
distinct values, respectively. In the following, we describe the calibration and estimation
for RLE. For DICT, it is similar, but hinges on DC.#distinct rather than DC.rl.
In the calibration phase, we generate several data sets varying the average run length, ex-
ecute RLE on these data sets and measure its behavior. The resulting data-dependent profile
ddProfRLE,O is a sequence of pairs of the average run length and the measured behav-
ior with respect to O. Motivated by the smooth behavior of RLE (cf. Figure 2.10(c–d) on
page 41), we estimate costLdd(RLE, O, DC) as the linear interpolation of DC.rl using the
measurements of the two run lengths closest to DC.rl in ddProfRLE,O. As an exception,
if DC.rl is greater than all the run lengths in ddProfRLE,O, then we estimate the cost as
the measurement of the largest run length in ddProfRLE,O. This is due to the observation
that the behavior of RLE arrives at a plateau from a certain average run length on.
Estimating the Output Data Characteristics. In Section 2.2.3, we have investigated the
impact of the logical-level algorithms on the data properties. We observed that the char-
acteristics can be improved in favor of NS, which motivates cascades of logical-level and
physical-level algorithms. In the following, we present the ideas behind the function
changeA, which estimates the data characteristics after the application of the logical-level
algorithm A. This will be a crucial step in the estimation of the cascades below. We de-
note the data characteristics of the input and output of A as DCi and DCo, respectively.
Note that we need to estimate only DCo.#elems, DCo.bwHist, and DCo.isSorted, since
these are the only data properties relevant to costP (Equation 4.7). Predicting DCo from
DCi accurately is highly complex and might not always be possible without executing
A. Since we want to avoid the latter, we make some simplifying assumptions, which
might not hold for all DCi. Nevertheless, we found them to be a good trade-off between
usefulness and comprehensibility.
RLE. The output of RLE is usually unsorted, since it interleaves run values and run
lengths. Moreover, it consists of two data elements per run in the input and there are
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approximately DCi.#elems/DCi.rl runs. Note that we could estimate the relative run
length if it was not directly available: If Di is sorted, then DCi.rl can be approximated as
DCi.#elems/DCi.#distinct. If Di is unsorted, then DCi.rl is approximately 1, if we make
the simplifying assumption that the data follows a uniform distribution, because then,
two subsequent equal data elements are unlikely to occur. Since half of the output’s data
elements are run values and half are run lengths, we roughly estimate that in DCo.bwHist,
the relative frequency of each bit width is half of that in DCi.bwHist, while additionally,
the relative frequency of the bit width of DCi.rl is increased by 0.5, assuming that the
run lengths are rather balanced, such that the average run length represents them well.
DELTA. The total number of data elements remains unchanged. The output is unsorted.
We assume that the input data set has a uniform distribution. The output’s bit width his-
togram depends on whether the input data is sorted. For a sorted input, we first show the
case of a scalar implementation of DELTA: An output data element, a so-called delta, is
not 0 if two subsequent input data elements differ. This case occurs once less than there
are distinct values in the input, while it does not matter where exactly these positions
are. We approximate the deltas at these points as the average delta ∆ = DCi.max−DCi.min
DCi.#distinct−1
.
The output’s bit width histogram reports a relative frequency of DCi.#distinct−1
DCi.#elems
for the
bit width of ∆ (accounting for the non-zero deltas) and the complementary for the bit
width 1 (accounting for the zero deltas). Our vectorized implementation of DELTA sub-
tracts from each data element its vs-th predecessor, where vs is the vector size in data
elements. Thus, the input data set is effectively split into vs independently processed,
but interleaved sub-data sets, whereby we assume that each of these has roughly the same
data characteristics DC ′i, namely a size of
DCi.#elems
vs
and roughly the same min and max
values. Furthermore, the number of distinct values in the sub-data set is taken as the
minimum of DCi.#distinct and the sub-data set’s size, since it cannot exceed either of
them. Note that, while the min and max values stay constant, the number of distinct
values may decrease in the sub-data set, if there are too many distinct values in the input.
Thus, the average delta can increase. The output’s bit width histogram is that of any of
the sub-data sets according to the scalar case. Conversely, if the input is unsorted, we as-
sume that 50% of the input data elements are followed by a greater value, while 50% are
followed by a smaller value. In the former case, the delta is positive and we estimate the
average delta as ∆ = DCi.max−DCi.min3 . In the latter case, the delta is negative and, thus,
represented in the two’s complement which has a bit width of 32, since its most signif-
icant bit is always set. The output’s bit width histogram reports a relative frequency of
0.5 for both the bit width of ∆ (accounting for the positive deltas) and 32 (accounting for
the negative deltas). This consideration does not depend on the vector size, since in an
unsorted data set, there is no particular relation between two data elements at a certain
distance from each other.
FOR and DICT. The total number of data elements remains unchanged. The output is
sorted if the input is sorted. The output bit width histogram can roughly be estimated as:
DCo.bwHist[bwo] =
32∑
bwi=1
DCi.bwHist[bwi] ·
|[vmin(bwo), vmax(bwo)] ∩ Ishift|
|Ishift|
(4.17)
The intuition of this formula is the following: DCi.bwHist[bwi] is the relative frequency
of values in the interval [vmin(bwi), vmax(bwi)] in the input data. Applying FOR or DICT
shifts the values in this interval to a new interval Ishift, whose lower and upper bounds
are lower than before. While Ishift still has a relative frequency of DCi.bwHist[bwi] in the
output, it usually spans across the intervals of several bit widths ≤ bwi, since the length of
these intervals is the smaller, the lower the bit width. Thus, we re-assign a certain share
of the relative frequency of Ishift to the relative frequency of each bit width interval it
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touches in the output. This share is calculated as the ratio of the size of the overlap of the
interval [vmin(bwo), vmax(bwo)] in the output and Ishift divided by the size of Ishift. For
each bit width bwo in DCo.bwHist, we accumulate these shares from all bit widths bwi in
DCi.bwHist. For FOR, Ishift = [vmin(bwi) − DCi.min, vmax(bwi) − DCi.min], since the
minimum value is subtracted from each data element. This assumes that, in the input
data, the values with bit width bwi are distributed uniformly within the interval of bwi.
Note that the shifted interval has the same size as the original interval. For DICT, Ishift =[
∑bwi−1
bw=1 DCi.bwHist[bw] ·DCi.#distinct,
∑bwi
bw=1 DCi.bwHist[bw] · DCi.#distinct
)
. I.e.,
the size of the shifted interval is the number of distinct values in the original interval. For
simplicity, we assume that the interval of each bit width bwi contains DCi.bwHist[bwi] ·
DCi.#distinct distinct values, i.e., that the bit width histogram also reflects how many of
the distinct values have which bit width.
Cascades of Techniques
In the following, we explain how we estimate the cost of our generic cascades of logical-
level and physical-level algorithms. The main challenge with estimating cascades is the
high number of possible combinations. If AL and AP are the sets of logical-level and
physical-level algorithms, respectively, then |AL|·|AP | cascades are possible. Due to this
high number, individually modeling each combination incurs too much effort regarding
both theory and calibration. Thus, we estimate the cost of the cascade [AL, AP ] based
on the cost of the involved logical-level algorithm AL on the original data properties DC
and the cost of the physical-level algorithm AP on changeAL(DC), the data properties
after the application of AL as described above. Moreover, (absolute) runtime estimates are
combined by summation and (relative) compression rate estimates by multiplication:9
costC([AL, AP ], O, DC) =



costL(AL, O, DC) · costP (AP , O, changeAL(DC))
— if O ∈ {ratecompr}
costL(AL, O, DC) + costP (AP , O
′, changeAL(DC))
— if O ∈ {tcompr, tdecompr, tagg}
(4.18)
Where O′ = tdecompr if O = tagg and otherwise O
′ = O, because for the aggregation, the
physical side performs a normal decompression and only the logical side does the final
aggregation.
It must be noted that for the estimation of a cascade’s cost with respect to any of the
runtime objectives, we should not use the same profiles as for the estimation of the re-
spective stand-alone algorithms’ costs. Otherwise, we would over-estimate the cascade’s
runtime. A stand-alone algorithm loads its input data from RAM and stores its output
data to RAM (assuming the data set does not fit into the cache). However, the crucial
point for the efficiency of our generic cascades is that they use a small L1 cache-resident
internal buffer to exchange data between the involved logical-level and physical-level al-
gorithms. Hence, in a cascade, the involved algorithms load from RAM and store to the
L1 cache or vice versa, depending on if it is a logical-level or a physical-level algorithm
and if it is a compression or a decompression/aggregation. Thus, when calculating the
cost of a cascade, we use profiles which were obtained by making the algorithms read
from RAM and store to the L1 cache, or vice versa, as they would do it in a cascade.
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Figure 4.2: The pool of profiles.
Cost Model Summary
Our cost model adopts a gray-box approach by modeling knowledge about the algo-
rithms in specific cost functions and basing its estimates on measured profiles. Figure 4.2
summarizes which and how many profiles are created for which algorithms. For each al-
gorithm, we need one profile per objective for the use in a cascade. NS algorithms require
bit width profiles and, in some cases, penalty factors. Regarding the logical-level, DELTA
and FOR require data-independent profiles, while RLE and DICT require data-dependent pro-
files. Furthermore, separate bit width profiles are needed for stand-alone NS algorithms,
whereas we consider logical-level algorithms only as a preparation for NS in cascades.
Cost estimations for stand-alone NS utilize the stand-alone profiles and penalty factors,
while estimations for cascades are based on those of the involved NS and logical-level
algorithms, both using their profiles for cascade situations.
4.2.2 Operator-Level: Selecting Suitable Input/Output Formats
In Section 3.1.6, we have seen that the runtime of a query operator adopting on-the-fly
de/re-compression depends on the combination of input and output formats, whereby
the optimal combination varies depending on the data characteristics of the inputs and
outputs. Thus, in the following, we address the question of how to select a suitable
format combination for a particular query operator with particular input and output
columns, which we formally define as follows: Given a set of available lightweight in-
teger compression algorithms A, a vector of input columns ~I = (I1, . . . , I|I|), a vector
of output columns ~O = (O1, . . . , O|O|), and a query operator op with |I| inputs and |O|
outputs, all of which are accessed sequentially10, we want to find the most suitable com-
bination of algorithms to use for the representation of the |I| inputs and |O| outputs
~Aopt = (A
I
1;opt, . . . , A
I
|I|;opt, A
O
1;opt, . . . , A
O
|O|;opt) ∈ A|I|+|O| defined as:
~Aopt(A, ~I, ~O, op) = argmin ~A∈A|I|+|O| timeop( ~A, ~I, ~O) (4.19)
Here, timeop( ~A, ~I, ~O) is the true runtime of operator op on the input columns ~I and out-
put columns ~O using on-the-fly de/re-compression with the format combination ~A, as it
could be measured by actually executing the operator. Note that we only consider the
runtime here, since the objective of the memory footprint is not related to the operator
9 The multiplication can be applied in this way, if the compression rate is represented without the unit
bits/int, i.e., as the mere quotient of the compressed and uncompressed data size, where values in [0, 1)
indicate a size reduction.
10 Note that we do not consider random access, since that pattern is not based on (de)compression algo-
rithms. However, this affects only the input application data column of the project-operator and the output
column of the sum_grouped-operator, whereby we decided never to compress the latter (cf. Section 3.1.3).
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execution. Analogously to our approach for selecting a suitable lightweight integer com-
pression algorithm in Section 4.2.1, we abstract from the actual input columns ~I to their
data characteristics ~DCI = (DCI1 , . . . , DCI|I|), and analogously for the output columns.
Hence, we reformulate the problem as:
~Aopt(A, ~I, ~O, op) = argmin ~A∈A|I|+|O| costop( ~A, ~DCI , ~DCO) (4.20)
As in Section 4.2.1, we assume accurate knowledge of the data characteristics of the in-
puts and outputs (cf. Table 4.1 on page 123).
An on-the-fly de/re-compression operator combines the internal processing of uncom-
pressed data (causing CPU costs) with the adaptive access to compressed data (causing
memory access costs11). Therefore, we define:
costop( ~A, ~DCI , ~DCO) = costinternalop(
~DCI , ~DCO) + costaccess( ~A, ~DCI , ~DCO) (4.21)
We further observe that costinternalop does not depend on the compression algorithms
used for the inputs and outputs (uncompressed internal processing). So, we assume that:
~Aopt(A, ~I, ~O, op) = argmin ~A∈A|I|+|O| costaccess( ~A, ~DCI , ~DCO) (4.22)
In other words, our idea is to only estimate the runtime of the adaptive data access. Since
the adaptive data access involves a decompression of all inputs and recompression of all
outputs, we define costaccess as:
costaccess( ~A, ~DCI , ~DCO) =
∑|I|
k=1 cost(A
I
k, tdecompr, DCIk)
+
∑|O|
k=1 cost(A
O
k , tcompr, DCOk)
(4.23)
Here, cost is our cost function for lightweight integer compression algorithms defined
in Equation 4.3 on page 123. That means, we estimate the runtime of the adaptive data
access as the sum of the runtime estimates of the decompression of all input columns and
the recompression of all output columns. Hence, a suitable format combination can be
chosen by calculating costaccess for all |A||I|+|O| combinations of input and output formats
and deciding for the one with the lowest runtime estimate. Note that we show how to
reduce this exponential number of alternatives below, in the context of an entire QEP.
It is crucial how the lightweight integer compression algorithms’ profiles for the black-
box part of our cost model are measured. In Section 4.2.1, we already noted that differ-
ent profiles are required for estimating the stand-alone execution of an algorithm and
its use in a cascade, since in the former case, data is transferred from RAM to RAM,
while in the latter case, it is transferred between RAM and cache only. Depending on the
level of granularity the wrapper for the adaptive data access works at (cf. Section 3.1.3),
similar effects must be taken into account when estimating the runtime of an on-the-fly
de/re-compression operator: At the granularity of the entire column, the profiles for the
stand-alone execution of the compression algorithms should be used, since, indeed, a full
(de)compression of the column takes place. At the granularity of the Lx-cache-sized block,
the profiles for the cascaded execution of the compression algorithms should be used,
since here, the recompression loads from a cache-resident buffer in the wrapper, just like
cascaded algorithms load from the cache-resident intermediate buffer of the cascade.12
The analogous holds for the decompression of the inputs. Finally, at the granularity of
the vector register, compressed inputs are loaded from RAM, but instead of being stored,
decompressed data elements are directly passed to the operator core via vector registers.
11 We model the CPU costs incurred by (de)compression as a special kind of memory access.
12 We described our generic cache-conscious cascades in Section 2.2.3 on page 37.
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Interestingly, this suggests the employment of the profiles for the aggregation runtime, in-
stead of the decompression, since the aggregation we considered in Sections 2.2 and 4.2.1
is essentially a decompression without storing the decompressed data.13 As our current
implementation of on-the-fly de/re-compression uses this granularity only on the input
side (cf. Section 3.1.5), we do not comment on which profiles to use for the output side.
As a final remark, our envisioned balanced query processing based on compressed in-
termediates should leave a column uncompressed, if no compressed format is beneficial
(R4.1). In terms of our cost model for lightweight integer compression algorithms, the un-
compressed format can be modeled as if it was the format of a data-independent logical-
level algorithm: Its compression rate is always 64 (or 32) bits/int. Compression and de-
compression can be replaced by copying, aggregating decompression can be replaced by
an aggregation of uncompressed data. That way, calibration and cost estimation are the
same as for any other algorithm, thereby allowing to choose to leave data uncompressed.
4.2.3 QEP-Level: Selecting Suitable Formats for All Involved Columns
In the following, we focus on the problem of selecting suitable formats for all columns in-
volved in a QEP, which we formally define as follows: Given a set of available lightweight
integer compression algorithms A, an objective O ∈ {size↓, time↓} (i.e., minimizing the
memory footprint or the runtime of the query, R4.2), and, as the output of a classical
query optimizer, a QEP Q, which, in turn, is defined by a vector ~C = (C1, . . . , C|C|) of
(base, intermediate, and result) columns, a set P of operators, and the functions in and
out which provide the input and output columns of a given operator, respectively, we
want to find the most suitable combination of algorithms to use for the representation of
the columns, ~Aopt = (A1;opt, . . . , A|C|;opt) ∈ A|C|, defined as:
~Aopt(A, O, Q) = argmin ~A∈A|C|behavior( ~A, O, Q) (4.24)
Here, behavior( ~A, O, Q) is the true behavior of Q, with the formats of the columns as-
signed according to ~A, i.e., algorithm Ak is used to represent column Ck for k = 1, . . . , |C|,
with respect to objective O, as it could be measured by an actual query execution. In the
following, we propose an individual compression-aware cost-based strategy to estimate
this true behavior and to find the optimal format combination for each of the objectives
size↓ and time↓. Our strategies assume that the data characteristics DCk (cf. Table 4.1 on
page 123) of each column Ck are known.
Optimization Objective: Minimizing the Memory Footprint of a Query
Here, we address the case of O = size↓, i.e., we want to minimize the memory footprint
of the columns involved in the query execution. We define the memory footprint of a
QEP as the sum of the physical sizes sizeCk(Ak) of all columns Ck represented in their
respective formats Ak. In particular, we do not take the internal buffers of on-the-fly
de/re-compression, e.g., the one used in the output-side buffer layer of each operator,
into account, because their size is in the order of magnitude of the Lx cache and there
exists at most one of them at any point in time during the query execution. Thus, the
problem can be formalized as follows:
~Aopt(A, size↓, ( ~C, P, in, out)) = argmin ~A∈A|C|
|C|
∑
k=1
sizeCk(Ak) (4.25)
13 We neglect the small amount of computation caused by the addition instructions.
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If the exact physical size of each column in its assigned format is known, this formula
yields the optimal format combination. A naïve evaluation of the argmin would have
to consider a prohibitive number of |A||C| alternatives. However, since a sum can be
minimized by minimizing each of its addends and since each addend depends only on a
single column, we can choose the optimal format for each column individually, such that
there are only |A|·|C| alternatives:
Aopt,k(A, size↓, ( ~C, P, in, out)) = argminAk∈AsizeCk(Ak) (4.26)
Employing our cost model for lightweight integer compression algorithms presented in
Section 4.2.1 (cf. Equation 4.3 on page 123), we estimate the physical size sizeCk(Ak) as
the compression rate multiplied by the number of data elements:14
sizeCk(Ak) = cost(Ak, ratecompr, DCk) · DCk.#elems (4.27)
Consequently, for each column in the given QEP, our compression-aware secondary op-
timization strategy estimates the compressed size for each available compression algo-
rithm according to Equation 4.27 and returns the algorithm with the lowest size estimate.
Thus, in total, |A|·|C| sizes need to be estimated and compared for the given QEP.
Optimization Objective: Minimizing the Overall Runtime of a Query
Here, we address the case of O = time↓, i.e., we want to minimize the overall runtime of
the query execution. We define the overall runtime of a QEP as the sum of the individual
true runtimes timeop of all query operators. In particular, we assume that the base data
already resides in main memory, and, thus, does not need to be loaded from disk during
the query execution. Furthermore, while we consider the materialization of the result
columns, we do neither consider the reconstruction of result tuples (if required) nor their
output. Thus, the problem can be formalized as follows:
~Aopt(A, time↓, ( ~C, P, in, out)) = argmin ~A∈A|C|
∑
op∈P
timeop( ~A, in, out) (4.28)
Since the cost of the internal processing of the operators does not depend on the for-
mat configuration, we only consider the runtime estimates for the adaptive data access
(cf. Equation 4.23 on page 132).15 Thus, we estimate timeop as:
timeop( ~A, in, out) =
∑
Ck∈in(op)
cost(Ak, tdecompr, DCk)
+
∑
Ck∈out(op)
cost(Ak, tcompr, DCk)
(4.29)
That is, we utilize or cost function for isolated lightweight integer compression algo-
rithms presented in Section 4.2.1 (cf. Equation 4.3 on page 123). It is tempting to minimize
the runtime of each operator individually. However, two operators could prefer different
formats for a particular column they both access. This results from the fact that different
algorithms could be the fastest regarding compression and decompression. Solving such
a conflict by choosing the format preferred by one of the operators could have a negative
impact on the runtime of the other operator. To circumvent these problems, our aim is
to minimize the runtime incurred by each column individually. We observe that, provided
the assumption in Equation 4.29, the summation of the operator runtimes in Equation 4.28
14 The multiplication with the number of data elements has no impact on the argmin, so it can be omitted.
15 Please note that employing our results from Section 4.2.2 here implies that we cannot take random
access into account. However, in Section 5.3, we employ a simple heuristic to decide the format of each
column accessed randomly independently of the formats of other columns.
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can be expanded to a sum of (de)compression runtime estimates. Each column is de-
compressed on-the-fly by each operator for which it serves as an input.16 Moreover, each
intermediate is compressed on-the-fly by the operator for which is serves as an output,
while base columns are never compressed during query execution. Consequently, we can
define the runtime incurred by column Ck as:
timeCk(Ak, P, in, out) = |{op ∈ P|Ck ∈ in(op)}| · cost(Ak, tdecompr, DCk)
+ |{op ∈ P|Ck ∈ out(op)}| · cost(Ak, tcompr, DCk)
(4.30)
Thus, Equation 4.28 can be rewritten as a summation of runtimes incurred by columns:
~Aopt(A, time↓, ( ~C, P, in, out)) = argmin ~A∈A|C|
|C|
∑
k=1
timeCk(Ak, P, in, out) (4.31)
Again, a naïve evaluation yields |A||C| alternatives. However, the sum can be minimized
by minimizing each addend individually and each addend depends only on a single
column. This, again, allows us to choose a suitable format for each column individually,
such that only |A|·|C| alternatives need to be considered:
Aopt,k(A, time↓, (Ck, P, in, out)) = argminAk∈AtimeCk(Ak, P, in, out) (4.32)
Consequently, for each column in the given QEP, our compression-aware secondary opti-
mization strategy estimates the operator runtime incurred by that column for each avail-
able compression algorithm according to Equation 4.30 and returns the algorithm with
the lowest incurred runtime estimate. Thus, in total, |A|·|C| incurred runtimes need to be
estimated and compared for the given QEP.
4.3 EVALUATION
After the presentation of our concepts for compression-aware secondary query optimiza-
tion, we now evaluate their fitness to solve the problems of selecting a suitable light-
weight integer compression algorithm for a particular data set, which could be a column
in a QEP (Section 4.3.1), and for selecting a suitable combination of input and output
formats for a particular query operator (Section 4.3.2). We postpone the evaluation for
entire QEPs to Chapter 5. In the end, we summarize the lessons we learned from our
evaluation (Section 4.3.3).
4.3.1 Compression-Level: Selecting a Suitable Algorithm
As it is the basis of our compression-aware secondary query optimization strategies, we
start by evaluating our novel cost-based selection strategy for isolated lightweight integer
compression algorithms (cf. Section 4.2.1). The key characteristics of our evaluation are:
Data, algorithms, and objectives. This part of our evaluation refers to our experimental
survey presented in Section 2.2, i.e., we re-use the measurements obtained there, now focusing
on whether our cost-based strategy is able to select a suitable algorithm for the data sets
16 Focusing on our proposed query operators, we assume that each operator scans each of its inputs exactly
once. However, our formulas can easily be adapted to account for repeated traversals as encountered, e.g.,
in nested-loop joins.
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used in our survey. These data sets are summarized in Table 2.3 on page 33. Here, an
uncompressed data element has 32 bits. Furthermore, we consider the logical-level and
physical-level algorithms listed in Section 2.2.2. We take all objectives supported by our
cost model into account, i.e., the compression rate as well as the runtime of compression,
decompression, and decompression with aggregation.
Preparation. We implemented our cost-based selection strategy in Python.17 In our
experimental survey, we employed three different hardware platforms, which we call
Haswell, Skylake, and Xeon Phi and whose characteristics are summarized in Table 2.2 on
page 32. We executed the calibration measurements required for our cost model on each
of these three systems in order to obtain the algorithms’ profiles as well as penalty factors
as described in Section 4.2.1. We repeated all calibration measurements 12 times and used
the mean. On each of the three systems, the calibration phase took only a few minutes.
Since it has to be done only once in advance, this is a negligible overhead. Hence, we do
not investigate it further.
Methodology. We did the following for each configuration of the data characteristics in
our measurements from Section 2.2: On the one hand, we selected the actual best and
worst algorithm with respect to the respective objective based on our measurements. On
the other hand, we selected the most suitable algorithm according to our cost model and
retrieve the measurements with respect to the considered objective from the results of our
survey. We obtained the data characteristics required by our cost model by analyzing the
generated data (cf. Section 2.2.2).
Evaluation metric. To measure the quality of our selection, we compare (1) our cost-based
selection to the best measurement-based selection (our error) and (2) the worst measurement-
based selection to the best measurement-based selection (worst-case error). The former
comparison indicates how far behind our cost-based selection is with respect to the con-
sidered objective, while the latter comparison clarifies how much could be lost in the
worst case. We report the differences between the algorithms in terms of the relative error
of the actual measurements. For instance, a relative error of 12% means that the selected
algorithm requires 12% more bits/int for the compression rate, or has a 12% lower speed.
Following the structure of our experimental survey in Section 2.2, we investigate the
quality of our cost-based selection subject to (1) the data characteristics (cf. Section 2.2.3),
(2) the hardware characteristics (cf. Section 2.2.4), and (3) the employed SIMD extension
(cf. Section 2.2.5).
Estimating the Impact of the Data Characteristics
In this part, we choose Haswell as the hardware platform and consider only the 128-bit
SIMD variants of all algorithms. In the beginning, we further restrict the available algo-
rithms to the five stand-alone NS algorithms and investigate the quality of our cost-based
selection on two data sets: D1 exhibiting a good data locality due to its uniform distribu-
tion, and D3 containing 10% large outliers. The results are provided in Figure 4.3. In fact,
on D1 (Figure 4.3(a–d)), our cost-based selection strategy always chooses the actual best
algorithm for all four objectives. Note that, depending on the maximum value, different
algorithms are the actual best ones for the performances, and we detect the break-even
points between these correctly. At the same time, the worst possible selection would have
incurred relative errors between 22% and 841% (compression rate), 65% and 89% (com-
pression speed), 24% and 73% (decompression speed), and 25% and 90% (aggregation
speed). These excellent results are a consequence of the good data locality of D1.
17 Our source code is available at https://github.com/MorphStore/LC-BaSe.
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max + 1
actual best algo.
our selected algo.
our error [%]
worst-case error [%]
Dataset D1
21 23 25 27 29 211 213 215 217 219 221 223 225 227 229 231
841227 98 42 54 54 36 33 93 73 57 43 32 22 24 26
(a)  compression rate [bits/int]
21 23 25 27 29 211 213 215 217 219 221 223 225 227 229 231
89 76 67 65 79 75 74 86 86 85 85 85 84 83 85 83
(b) compression speed [mis]
max + 1
actual best algo.
our selected algo.
our error [%]
worst-case error [%]
_
21 23 25 27 29 211 213 215 217 219 221 223 225 227 229 231
31 29 26 24 46 40 38 58 54 50 48 73 73 71 70 69
(c) decompression speed [mis]
21 23 25 27 29 211 213 215 217 219 221 223 225 227 229 231
25 37 35 36 79 78 77 84 83 82 81 90 90 89 89 89
(d) aggregation speed [mis]
mean of the outliers
actual best algo.
our selected algo.
our error [%]
worst-case error [%]
Dataset D3
23 25 27 29 211 213 215 217 219 221 223 225 227 229 231
145 93 85 93 136135159208204225244262280296311
(e)  compression rate [bits/int]
23 25 27 29 211 213 215 217 219 221 223 225 227 229 231
66 82 79 78 79 78 77 83 83 83 83 83 83 82 83
(f) compression speed [mis]
mean of the outliers
actual best algo.
our selected algo.
our error [%]
worst-case error [%]
_
23 25 27 29 211 213 215 217 219 221 223 225 227 229 231
1 0 3 0
26 22 37 36 34 34 60 60 59 71 69 69 69 69 69
(g) decompression speed [mis]
23 25 27 29 211 213 215 217 219 221 223 225 227 229 231
33 11
39 35 77 76 77 75 86 83 83 87 87 86 85 84 83
(h) aggregation speed [mis]
SIMD-BP128 SIMD-FastPFOR 4-Wise NS Masked-VByte SIMD-GroupSimple
Figure 4.3: Quality of our cost-based selection: NS algorithms on data sets D1 (a–d) and
D3 (e–h) on Haswell with respect to all four objectives.
In contrast to that, D3 (Figure 4.3(e–h)) contains 10% large outliers and, thus, a more var-
ied mixture of different bit widths. In spite of that, our strategy chooses the actual best
NS algorithm with respect to the compression rate and compression speed for all con-
sidered means of the outlier distribution. Regarding the decompression speed, our cost
model could not detect that SIMD-BP128 is the actual best algorithm for outlier means
of 25 to 211. However, the relative error incurred by our selection is between 0% and 3%,
i.e., negligible, while errors of 22% to 37% would have been incurred by the worst selec-
tion. With respect to the aggregation speed, we choose SIMD-Group-Simple for an outlier
mean of 25, which yields an error of 33% close to the worst-case error of 35%. When fur-
ther increasing the outlier mean, our strategy correctly detects that SIMD-BP128 is not
the best choice for an outlier mean of 231 any more. While we choose SIMD-FastPFOR
instead of 4-Wise NS, the incurred error of 11% is, again, not very significant compared
to the worst-case error of 83%. To sum up, our cost-based strategy yields superb results
for stand-alone Null Suppression.
Now, we extend the algorithms to choose from by all cascades of logical-level and physical-
level algorithms, i.e., to 25 algorithms in total. From our experimental survey we know
that cascades are especially good at improving the compression rate compared to stand-
alone NS algorithms, but often result in slow-downs. This motivates the introduction
of a trade-off: In the following, the goal is to select the most suitable algorithm yielding
a compression rate of 16 bits/int or better. Hence, the set of algorithms to choose from
depends on the data properties as well, and our cost model must identify the permit-
ted algorithms on its own based on its estimates for the compression rate. Note that the
ability of formulating such a trade-off is yet another advantage of a cost-based approach.
Furthermore, employing the wrong logical-level algorithm can yield very bad compres-
sion rates and performances. Therefore, we also report the relative error of the worst
cascade using the correct logical-level algorithm compared to the best algorithm (worst-
NS error), in those cases, where we select the right logical-level, but wrong NS algorithm.
The results are displayed in Figure 4.4. We start the discussion with D2 (Figure 4.4(a–d)).
Regarding the compression rate, we choose the actual best algorithm for a mean of 26. For
all other means, FOR + SIMD-FastPFOR is the actual best algorithm. While our strategy
detects that a cascade should be chosen here, it erroneously prefers DICT + SIMD-BP128
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mean
actual best algo.
our selected algo.
our error [%]
worst-NS error [%]
worst-case error [%]
Dataset D2
26 28 210 212 214 216 218 220 222 224 226 228 230
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
121 94 53 81 109 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
(a)  compression rate [bits/int]
26 28 210 212 214 216 218 220 222 224 226 228 230
6 5 6 5 6 5 7
58 57 57 57 55 58 57 59
95 94 94 93 93 91 91 91 91 90 91 91 91
(b) compression speed [mis]
mean
actual best algo.
our selected algo.
our error [%]
worst-NS error [%]
worst-case error [%]
_
26 28 210 212 214 216 218 220 222 224 226 228 230
0 1
23 23 20 23 23 22 23 22
78 56 54 55 53 50 50 48 50 50 53 50 50
(c) decompression speed [mis]
26 28 210 212 214 216 218 220 222 224 226 228 230
2 8
39 42 42 42 43 42 42 42
83 81 80 80 81 68 69 69 69 69 69 69 69
(d) aggregation speed [mis]
max + 1
actual best algo.
our selected algo.
our error [%]
worst-NS error [%]
worst-case error [%]
Dataset D6
217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229
44 26 8 41 45 70 40 23 17 14 12
70 65 75 109 109 718 716 528 332 207 137 92 62
14k 8k 4k 3k 1k 722 963 842 563 378 276 205 123
(e)  compression rate [bits/int]
217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229
18 19 32
7 7 12 18 32 34 67 79 70 63 62 64 65
87 87 88 87 84 71 70 79 86 69 70 69 69
(f) compression speed [mis]
max + 1
actual best algo.
our selected algo.
our error [%]
worst-NS error [%]
worst-case error [%]
_
217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229
0 1 2 3 1 20 0 5 3
1 2 3 5 13 27 26 24 25 24 24 24
37 37 35 33 28 30 54 72 84 42 41 41 24
(g) decompression speed [mis]
217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229
56 58 68 61 24 23 21 10 1
76 73 75 68 76 70 68 72 42 42
99 99 98 97 95 90 85 75 77 60 60 59 42
(h) aggregation speed [mis]
(none) DELTA FOR RLE DICT SIMD-BP128 SIMD-FastPFOR 4-Wise NS Masked-VByte SIMD-GroupSimple
Figure 4.4: Quality of our cost-based selection: NS and cascades on data sets D2 (a–d)
and D6 (e–h) on Haswell with respect to all four objectives.
for all means. This results in an error of 12%, while choosing the worst algorithm would
incur an error between 38% and 109%. That is, our selection is still acceptable. Regard-
ing the speeds, the selection quality is generally better. For all speeds, a stand-alone NS
algorithm is the best up to a mean of 214, from where a cascade involving FOR is the
fastest. Our cost model correctly detects this break-even point for all performance ob-
jectives. With respect to the decompression and aggregation speeds, we almost always
select the actual best algorithm. At the same time, by choosing the worst one, errors be-
tween 48% and 78% (decompression) and 68% and 83% (aggregation) would have been
possible. Regarding the compression speed, for those means where a cascade with FOR
is the fastest, our strategy often selects another NS algorithm (SIMD-BP128) rather than
the best one (Masked-VByte). This is most likely a consequence of the limited accuracy
of the estimated data characteristics after FOR. Nevertheless, selecting SIMD-BP128 here
implies an error of only 5% to 7%, while the worst combination of FOR and an NS algo-
rithm would incur errors between 55% and 59%. That is, our selection of the cascade’s
physical side is still very good.
Data set D6 (Figure 4.4(e–h)) is sorted. Thus, at the logical-level, RLE and DELTA are
intuitively promising. We vary the maximum of the uniform distribution and it holds that
the greater the maximum, the greater the number of distinct values and the smaller the
average run length. Regarding each objective, a cascade involving RLE is the best up to
a certain point, from where on DELTA should be preferred. This break-even point differs
between the objectives. For the compression rate and speed, our cost model identifies it
correctly. For the aggregation speed, it switches from RLE to DELTA slightly too early,
incurring an error of 21%, while for the decompression speed, it switches a little too late.
While we often do not select the best algorithm, the errors of our choice are significantly
lower than those of the worst choice, in most cases. Again, our selection of the physical-
level algorithm would benefit from a more accurate estimation of the data properties after
the logical-level algorithm. To sum up, our cost-based selection strategy is able to take
the impact of the data characteristics into account well for all four considered objectives.
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max + 1
actual best algo.
our selected algo.
our error [%]
worst-case error [%]
Dataset D1
21 24 27 210 213 216 219 222 225 228 231
89 70 65 71 74 81 85 86 84 83 83
(a) Haswell
21 24 27 210 213 216 219 222 225 228 231
86 85 85 85 86 87 92 92 92 92 92
(b) XeonPhi
21 24 27 210 213 216 219 222 225 228 231
90 67 58 72 71 81 84 86 82 81 81
(c) Skylake
SIMD-BP128 SIMD-FastPFOR 4-Wise NS Masked-VByte SIMD-GroupSimple
Figure 4.5: Quality of our cost-based selection: NS algorithms on data set D1 on all three
hardware platforms with respect to the compression runtime.
outlier ratio
actual best algo.
our selected algo.
our error [%]
worst-case error [%]
Data set D7
2 19 2 17 2 15 2 13 2 11 2 9 2 7 2 5 2 3 2 1
1 0 2 12 42 96 83 13 0 0
(a)  compression rate [bits/int]
2 19 2 17 2 15 2 13 2 11 2 9 2 7 2 5 2 3 2 1
17 17 17 17 15 12 10 11 12 12
(b) compression speed [mis]
SIMD-BP128 SIMD-BP256 SIMD-BP512
Figure 4.6: Quality of our cost-based selection: variants of SIMD-BP on data set D7 on
Xeon Phi with respect to the (de)compression runtime.
Estimating the Impact of the Hardware Characteristics
Next, we show that the calibration phase of our cost model enables it to automatically
adapt to different hardware platforms. Figure 4.5 contrasts the selection quality, with
respect to the compression speed, on data set D1 for all three hardware platforms. The
algorithms to choose from are all five stand-alone NS algorithms. First, we see that the
fastest algorithm for a given data set differs between the hardware platforms. On Haswell
and Skylake, each NS algorithm except for SIMD-FastPFOR can be the fastest compres-
sor, although the two systems differ at a maximum of 24, while on Xeon Phi, SIMD-BP128
is the fastest in all cases of D7. These differences stem from the different hardware char-
acteristics. Obviously, our cost-based selection strategy can successfully adapt to each
hardware platform.
Estimating the Impact of the SIMD Extension
Finally, from Section 2.2.5 we know that algorithms using wider vector registers are more
vulnerable to outliers in the data. Figure 4.6 displays the selection quality on data set
D7, where we vary the outlier ratio, for the hardware platform Xeon Phi. At a very low
outlier ratio of 2−19, none of the three variants is significantly affected by the outliers,
such that SIMD-BP512 achieves the best compression rate as it has the least amount of
metadata. As the outlier ratio increases, first SIMD-BP256 and then SIMD-BP128 yield
the best compression rate, since they are less vulnerable to outliers. Finally, from an
outlier ratio of 2−3, all three variants suffer strongly, such that, again, SIMD-BP512 is the
best. Our cost model reflects this development correctly. Regarding the compression
speed, SIMD-BP512 is the fastest algorithm for most outlier ratios, while SIMD-BP256 is
faster for 2−9 to 2−7. To sum up, our cost model is capable of correctly deciding which
SIMD algorithm variant should be applied.
4.3.2 Operator-Level: Selecting Suitable Input/Output Formats
Now, we move on to the evaluation of our strategy for selecting suitable input and output
formats for on-the-fly de/re-compression operators (cf. Section 4.2.2). The key character-
istics of our evaluation are as follows:
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input app. data column
output pos. optimal
output pos. cost-based
input app. data optimal
input app. data cost-based
increase of cost-based [%]
increase of worst [%]
increase of uncompr. [%]
C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
3 87 35
489 361 131 189 106 68
241 175 37 182 104 0
(a) selectivity = 1%
C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
532 499 322 438 299 263
429 398 251 438 299 204
(b) selectivity = 90%
Uncompr. SIMD-BP-FL SIMD-BP512 DELTA + SIMD-BP512 FOR + SIMD-BP512
Figure 4.7: Quality of our cost-based selection for the select-operator.
Data, algorithms, and operators. This part of our evaluation refers to our micro bench-
marks presented in Section 3.1.6, i.e., we re-use the measurements obtained there. The data
characteristics of the employed input columns are summarized in Table 3.1 on page 95.
Here, an uncompressed data element has 64 bits. Furthermore, we consider the logical-
level and physical-level compression algorithms listed in Section 3.1.6. We investigate
the select and project-operators and focus only on the operator runtimes.
Preparation. We implemented our cost-based selection strategy in Python.18 We repeated
all calibration measurements required for our cost model ten times and used the mean.
Methodology. We did the following for each input column considered in the micro
benchmarks in Section 3.1.6: On the one hand, we selected the input/output format
combination yielding the actual best and worst operator runtime based on our measure-
ments (in/out optimal). On the other hand, we selected the most suitable input and output
formats according to our cost model (cf. Section 4.2.2) (in/out cost-based) and retrieved the
runtime measurements of that combination from the results of our micro benchmarks. We
obtained the data characteristics required by our cost model by analyzing the generated
input data and resulting output data of the operators.
Evaluation metric. To evaluate the quality of our selected format combination, we com-
pare (1) our selected combination to the actual best combination (increase of cost-based)
showing what runtime increase results from incorrect decisions, (2) the actual worst com-
bination to the actual best combination (increase of worst) clarifying what runtime increase
the worst decision would have implied, and (3) the purely uncompressed processing to
the actual best combination (increase of uncompr.). Again, we report the relative error be-
tween the actual runtime measurements. For instance, a relative error of 12% means that
our selected combination resulted in a 12% higher operator runtime than the actual best
combination.
Selecting Formats for the select-Operator
Figure 4.7 shows the quality of our selected format combinations for the select-operator
on input application data columns C2–7. For a selectivity of 1% (Figure 4.7(a)), our cost-
based approach chooses the actual best input format for all input columns but for C5.
Here, stand-alone SIMD-BP512 would have been the best choice. However, our approach
chooses DELTA + SIMD-BP512, which is comprehensible, since C5 is a sorted column.
This incorrect decision results in a runtime increase by 87%, indeed by far the highest
increase we observe in all cases for both operators, while the worst decision would have
18 Our source code is available at https://github.com/MorphStore/Benchmarks.
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input app. data column
output app. data optimal
output app. data cost-based
input pos. optimal
input pos. cost-based
increase of cost-based [%]
increase of worst seq. [%]
increase of worst [%]
increase of uncompr. [%]
C1 C2 C3 C6 C7
8 11 3 5 10
44 27 12 13 18
287 89 93 82 98
203 74 6 7 7
(a) selectivity = 1%
C1 C2 C3 C6 C7
12 15 7 21 11
442 368 199 217 23
500 415 211 220 27
424 352 166 219 6
(b) selectivity = 90%
Uncompr. SIMD-BP-FL SIMD-BP512 DELTA + SIMD-BP512 FOR + SIMD-BP512
Figure 4.8: Quality of our cost-based selection for the project-operator in setting A.
resulted in an increase by 189%. Concerning the format of the output positions column,
our approach always selects DELTA + SIMD-BP512, since this column is always sorted.
However, when C4 or C6 is the input column, stand-alone SIMD-BP-FL is the actual best
choice. Our decision incurs a runtime increase by negligible 3% (C4) and 35% (C6), while
an increase by 131% (C4) and 106% (C6) would have been possible in the worst case.
When the selectivity is increased to 90% (Figure 4.7(b)), our cost-based approach returns
the actual best format combination for all input columns, although runtime increases by
between 263% (C7) and 532% (C2) would have been possible in the worst case.
Selecting Formats for the project-Operator
The project-operator involves random access to its input application data column. As
our cost model only supports sequential access, we use it only to select formats for the
input positions column and the output data column, both of which are accessed sequen-
tially. We complete the selected format combinations using the format of the input ap-
plication data column involved by the actual best combination. Therefore, to position
the quality of our selected format combination fairly, we also report the runtime increase
incurred by the worst combination employing the correct format for the input application
data column (worst seq. increase). In Section 3.1.6, we identified two frequently occurring
settings for the project-operator, which we also consider individually, here.
Figure 4.8 shows the results for setting A, where the input positions column is sorted,
unique, and addresses a certain share of the data elements in the input application data
column. We start the discussion with a selectivity of 90% (Figure 4.8(b)). Here, our ap-
proach chooses the correct output format unless the input application data column is
the hard-to-compress C7. In this case, the output should rather be left uncompressed,
while our approach decides to use SIMD-BP-FL. Furthermore, our approach always rec-
ommends employing DELTA + SIMD-BP512 for the input positions column. This is un-
derstandable, since this column is always sorted. Although stand-alone SIMD-BP-FL or
SIMD-BP512 are better choices, the incurred operator runtime increases range from 7%
(C3) to 21% (C6), while the worst assignment for formats for sequential access would
result in increases between 199% (C3) and 442% (C1). In other words, the incorrect deci-
sions result in comparably low runtime increases. With a selectivity of 1% (Figure 4.8(a)),
our cost-based approach makes exactly the same decisions as for 90% selectivity. This is
plausible, since (i) the input positions column is still sorted in all cases and (ii) the output
application data column is basically a 1% random sample of the input application data
column, so it can be assumed to have approximately the same data distribution, while
retaining the sort order of the input application data column. However, SIMD-BP-FL
and FOR + SIMD-BP512 are the best formats for the input positions columns. Regarding
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input app. data column
output app. data optimal
output app. data cost-based
input pos. optimal
input pos. cost-based
increase of cost-based [%]
increase of worst seq. [%]
increase of worst [%]
increase of uncompr. [%]
C1 C2 C3 C6 C7
3
866 626 121 210 38
967 699 144 244 53
672 481 82 148 10
(a) |input app. data column| = 1024
C1 C2 C3 C6 C7
34 2
321 188 85 60 16
485 254 161 107 62
430 206 67 45 5
(b) |input app. data column| = 2 Mi
Uncompr. SIMD-BP-FL SIMD-BP512 DELTA + SIMD-BP512 FOR + SIMD-BP512
Figure 4.9: Quality of our cost-based selection for the project-operator in setting B.
the output application data column, our approach correctly chooses SIMD-BP-FL with
C1–2. For C3–7, however, the actual best combinations leave the output column uncom-
pressed. Even though our approach never succeeds in making the correct decision here,
the incurred runtime increases lie between 3% (C3) and 11% (C2), while the increases in-
curred by the worst formats for the sequentially accessed columns are between a factor
of 1.8 (C7) and 5.5 (C1) higher.
Figure 4.9 shows the results for setting B, where the input positions column is large, un-
sorted, and non-unique, while the input application data column is comparably small.
With an input application data column of 1,024 data elements (Figure 4.9(a)), our cost-
based approach chooses the correct format combination for C1–6, where the worst choices
for the sequential access would incur a runtime increase between 121% (C3) and 866%
(C1). With C7, we select SIMD-BP-FL, while the uncompressed format would be opti-
mal. However, this incurs only a negligible runtime increase by 3%, while 38% would be
possible with the worst formats used for the sequentially accessed columns. When the
input application data column has 2 Mi data elements (Figure 4.9(b)), our approach also
makes this small mistake. Additionally, when C2 is the input application data column,
the input positions column should be represented using FOR + SIMD-BP512, according
to the measurements. The increase of the runtime incurred by this incorrect decision is
34%, which is at least not very high compared to the 188% incurred by the worst format
decisions for the sequentially accessed columns.
4.3.3 Lessons Learned
We started with the selection of a suitable lightweight integer compression algorithm for
a given data set. Our results show that our cost-based approach is able to take all im-
portant factors identified in our experimental survey (cf. Section 2.2) into account, i.e.,
the data characteristics, the underlying hardware platform, and the employed SIMD ex-
tension. At the same time, it can successfully distinguish between different objectives,
i.e., the compression rate and the speed of compression, decompression, and aggregating
decompression. While the decisions made by our cost model are not always correct, the
compression rates or speeds of our selected algorithms are only little worse than those of
the optimal decisions, in virtually all cases.
We continued with the cost-based selection of a suitable combination of the input and
output formats of on-the-fly de/re-compression operators, in particular the select and
project-operators. Although choosing the correct combination of two formats is generally
harder than choosing a single format correctly, our approach yields the correct combina-
tion in half of the investigated cases. Where our approach cannot find the best combi-
nation, it often identifies at least one of the two formats correctly. The runtime increases
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incurred by incorrect decisions are low compared to (i) those incurred by the worst pos-
sible format combination, and (ii) those incurred by a purely uncompressed processing,
in most cases. The latter point is especially crucial, since it proves that our cost-based se-
lection strategies can, indeed, employ lightweight integer compression in a balanced way
by recommending formats that can actually improve the runtime compared to the purely
uncompressed processing.
4.4 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we investigated how to make effective use of lightweight integer com-
pression algorithms and our compression-enabled operators based on them through a
compression-aware query optimization. Based on related work in Section 4.1 as well as on the
insights gained in the previous chapters, we sketched two approaches for a compression-
aware optimization in Section 4.2: The first approach is to tightly interleave classical logical
and physical optimization with compression-awareness. While this approach might find
the globally best QEP, it incurs a heavy increase of the search space, unless smart heuris-
tics are used. Thus, the second approach is to factor out compression-awareness to a
secondary physical optimization phase, as a simple heuristic frequently employed by other
authors to extend classical query optimization [56]. Thus, we concentrated on the sec-
ondary optimization approach, with a focus on our novel on-the-fly de/re-compression.
A cost model for lightweight integer compression algorithms (Section 4.2.1) is the core
of our contribution. It is capable of estimating the compression rate as well as the runtime
of compression, decompression, and an aggregating decompression. Our cost model
adopts a gray-box approach by combining calibration measurements on the target hard-
ware (black box, R4.3) with explicit modeling of the algorithms’ functional properties
(white box). Based on the insights gained in our experimental survey in Section 2.2, the
costs are estimated depending on a few relevant data characteristics, whereby we distin-
guish between the different levels of lightweight integer compression.
1. Physical-level algorithms (NS) primarily depend on which share of the data elements
has which bit width. Thus, the estimation is based on the dot-product of the algo-
rithm’s bit width profile measured in the calibration phase and the data set’s bit width
histogram. Additionally, the bit width histogram is adapted to the algorithm’s view
on the data, e.g., to the block size, and a penalty is added to take hardware effects
such as branch mispredictions into account.
2. Regarding logical-level algorithms, we distinguish two cases: Data-independent algo-
rithms (DELTA and FOR) have a constant behavior, which is measured in the cal-
ibration phase. For data-dependent algorithms (RLE and DICT), the estimation is
based on a linear interpolation of calibration measurements for different values of the
relevant data property, e.g., the average run length or the number of distinct values.
3. The estimation of a cascade is an objective-specific combination of the estimates of
the involved logical-level algorithm on the given data set and the physical-level al-
gorithm on the data set after the application of the logical-level algorithm. Through
this separation, we avoid a specific cost function for each cascade. The data charac-
teristics after the logical-level algorithm are estimated as well.
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Finally, different SIMD extensions are taken into account by viewing the SIMD variants
of one algorithm as different implementations with individual profiles (black box) and
parameters, e.g., for the adaptation of bit width histograms (white box). To the best
of our knowledge, such an extensive cost model is unprecedented in the field of light-
weight integer compression. In particular, we are not aware of any previous approach
that (i) considers modern vectorized algorithms, (ii) can estimate the runtime, (iii), can
estimate the data characteristics after the logical-level algorithms, and (iv) can easily be
tailored to different hardware platforms.
Side note: Although we focus on intermediates in in-memory column-stores, our cost model
can also be employed for the base data. Furthermore, it could be useful in other fields
where integer lists and their compression are important, e.g., for postings lists in infor-
mation retrieval [71, 105] and matrices in machine learning [33].
As the next step, we showed how to select suitable input and output formats for a
single on-the-fly de/re-compression operator with the goal of optimizing its runtime
(Section 4.2.2). On-the-fly de/re-compression operators access compressed data in an
adaptive way and internally process uncompressed data, both of which contribute to the
operator’s cost. However, since the latter does not depend on the compressed formats of
the input and output columns, it is irrelevant for the format selection, while only the data
access costs must be estimated. For this purpose, we employ our cost model for light-
weight integer compression algorithms by adding the decompression runtime estimates
for all input columns and the compression runtime estimates of all output columns.
Finally, we developed compression-aware strategies for the secondary optimization of
a query (Section 4.2.3). Given a QEP output by a classical query optimizer, the task of
a compression-aware secondary query optimization for on-the-fly de/re-compression is
to select suitable formats for each base column and/or intermediate in a QEP (R4.1). We
assume that the data characteristics of all columns are known. With |A| compression
algorithms and |C| columns in the QEP, there are |A||C| possible format combinations.
Our strategy depends on the objective (R4.2):
1. To minimize the memory footprint of a query, i.e., the sum of the physical sizes of all
columns, we employ our cost model for lightweight integer compression algorithms
to estimate these sizes. In fact, the size of each column can be minimized individu-
ally by choosing a suitable format independently of other columns.
2. To minimize the query runtime, i.e., the sum of the runtimes of all operators, we
first showed that this overall runtime can be rewritten as the sum of the adaptive
data access runtimes incurred by each column. This incurred runtime is a sum of
(de)compression runtimes, which we estimate using our cost model for lightweight
integer compression algorithms. Again, this allows choosing a suitable format for
each column individually.
Since both objectives allow the individual treatment of all columns, only |A|·|C| alterna-
tives need to be considered in the secondary optimization phase, which is a significant
reduction compared to the overall number of configurations.
Side note: We focused on a secondary query optimization phase, where only QEPs of the
same structure must be compared regarding their costs. Nevertheless, the concepts and
cost models we developed can also the used if compression-awareness is deeply inte-
grated with classical logical and physical optimization. In that case, the costs of QEPs of
potentially different structures need to be compared. When aiming at a minimal memory
footprint, our estimation of the physical sizes can be re-used as-is. When aiming at a
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minimal query runtime, we only developed cost functions for the runtime of the adap-
tive data access of on-the-fly de/re-compression, assuming that the internal processing is
the same for all format configurations. However, existing estimation approaches for the
CPU cost of operators on uncompressed data could complement our data access costs.
We presented the promising results of some micro benchmarks in Section 4.3 that showed
the effectiveness of our cost-based format selection strategies. Indeed, with the end of
this chapter, we have prepared all ingredients of our vision of a balanced query processing
based on lightweight compression of intermediates. In the following chapter, we present an
end-to-end evaluation of this vision at the level of entire queries.
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5
END-TO-END EVALUATION
So far, we have investigated lightweight integer compression regarding its foundations,
its integration into query execution, and its consideration during query optimization in
Chapters 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Each of these previous chapters included extensive
micro benchmarks of existing algorithms or our proposed concepts. However, in this
chapter1, we are ready to evaluate the fitness of our vision of a balanced query processing
based on lightweight compression of intermediates at the level of entire OLAP queries, whereby
we focus on our novel on-the-fly de/re-compression (cf. Section 3.1.3). In particular, we
want to find out in how far our proposed processing model is able to improve query pro-
cessing with respect to the two important metrics memory footprint and query runtime.
We are especially interested in (i) what can be achieved in the best case, to show the poten-
tial of our processing model, and (ii) what can be achieved using our compression-aware
secondary query optimization strategies, to show how well we can exploit that potential.
We unified our novel compression-enabled processing model allowing a continuous com-
pression of base columns and intermediates (cf. Section 3.1) and our novel compression-
aware secondary query optimization strategies (cf. Chapter 4) into MorphStore, our proto-
type of an open-source2 in-memory analytical query engine for columnar data, in which
compression and vectorization [112] are first-class citizens. MorphStore is implemented
in C++ and, at the current state of the implementation, supports two logical-level (DELTA
and FOR) and two physical-level (SIMD-BP-FL and SIMD-BP) lightweight integer com-
pression algorithms, which can be combined in cascades. Furthermore, it is possible
to leave a column uncompressed. Sequential accesses can use all available formats,
while random accesses are currently limited to SIMD-BP-FL and uncompressed data.
So far, MorphStore supports the purely uncompressed processing for all operators and
our novel on-the-fly de/re-compression for almost all operators (cf. Section 3.1.5). All
our query operators and all compression algorithms are explicitly vectorized using the
Template Vector Library (TVL) [112] (cf. Section 3.1.5). Thus, they can automatically be
specialized for a particular SIMD extension or a classical scalar processing.
This chapter is structured as follows: First, we provide the general details of our exper-
imental setup in Section 5.1. Then, we present and interpret our experimental results
1 Parts of the material in this chapter have been developed jointly with Annett Ungethüm, Johannes
Pietrzyk, Alexander Krause, Dirk Habich, and Wolfgang Lehner. This chapter is based on [27, 28]. [27] was
submitted to the Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment during the writing of this thesis; a preprint version of
the submission is available at https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.09350v1. [28] is a revised version of [27] and
was created after the submission of this thesis. The copyright of [28] is held by the authors; the original
publication is available at https://doi.org/10.14778/3407790.3407833.
2 https://morphstore.github.io.
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for a simple OLAP query in Section 5.2. After that, we provide an extensive evaluation
of our vision for complex queries, namely for the well-known Star Schema Benchmark
(SSB) [100] in Section 5.3. In the end, we summarize our lessons learned in Section 5.4.
The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
1. We empirically prove that our vision of a balanced processing of analytical queries based
on lightweight integer compression for intermediates, in particular our novel on-the-fly
de/re-compression can significantly improve both the memory footprint and the run-
time of a complex analytical query. For this purpose, we evaluate our approach with
a simple analytical query and the well-known Star Schema Benchmark [100].
2. We show that the choice of the format for each (base and intermediate) column in-
volved in a query has a significant impact on the memory footprint and the runtime.
Moreover, the optimal format combination depends strongly on the optimization
objective, i.e., minimizing the memory footprint or minimizing the runtime.
3. We show that the format combinations provided by our cost-based strategies for
compression-aware secondary query optimization yield quasi-optimal memory foot-
prints and query runtimes very close to the optimal ones.
4. We compare the query runtimes of our novel processing model to those of the state-
of-the-art column-store MonetDB. Our results show that our approach achieves
comparable runtimes for the single-threaded purely uncompressed processing with
scalar instructions, while we outpace MonetDB by 2× with vectorized on-the-fly
de/re-compression.
5.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY
We conducted experiments with a simple analytical query as well as complex analytical
queries. For both cases, our general experimental setup and methodology can be sum-
marized as follows:
Hardware platform. We conducted our experimental evaluation on the same server ma-
chine we used in Section 3.1.6. It is equipped with an Intel Xeon Gold 6130 clocked at
2.1 GHz. The capacities of the L1, L2, and L3 caches are 32 KB, 1 MB, and 22 MB, respec-
tively. The system has 4 sockets with 32 cores each and exhibits a non-uniform memory
access (NUMA). However, we only investigate the single-thread performance and ensured
that all memory is allocated on the local socket to exclude NUMA effects [58, 68]. The
size of the ECC DDR4 main memory is 384 GB and all experiments happened entirely
in-memory. The operating system is a 64-bit Ubuntu 18.10 with Linux kernel version
4.18.0-13-generic.
Implementation parameters. Unless stated otherwise, we use AVX-512 as the latest
SIMD extension by Intel. As in Section 3.1.6, we choose a size of 16 KiB, or 2,048 uncom-
pressed data elements, for the internal buffer used at the output side of our on-the-fly
de/re-compression operators, which is half of the size of the L1 cache of our machine.
So far, MorphStore is a purely single-threaded analytical query engine. Thus, concurrency
control is not an issue. We compiled our source code using g++ version 8.3.0 with the
optimization flag -O3.
Evaluation metrics. Throughout our evaluation, we focus on the following two metrics,
which correspond to the two optimization objectives we identified in Chapter 4:
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• Memory footprint of a query in bytes (B): The total physical size of all columns (base
columns, intermediates, and result columns) involved in the query. We do not take
the internal buffers of on-the-fly de/re-compression into account, because their size
is in the order of magnitude of the Lx cache and there exists at most one of them at
any point in time during the query execution.
• Runtime of a query in seconds (s): The time it takes to actually execute the query. We
explicitly exclude the time spent on the parsing of the SQL query, the logical, phys-
ical, and compression-aware secondary optimization, loading the base data from
disk, and the output and dictionary decompression of the result. We repeated all
time measurements 10 times and report only the means.
We describe the data and queries in each of the following two sections separately.
5.2 A SIMPLE OLAP QUERY
We start our evaluation with a simple analytical query and make the following additions
to our experimental setup:
Data. We assume a relation R with attributes X and Y. For these two base columns, we
re-use the synthetic columns known from Section 3.1.6 (cf. Table 3.2). In particular, each
base column contains 128 Mi data elements, and we re-use columns C2 (unsorted values
in [0, 63]), C3 (like C2, but 0.01% 63-bit outliers), C4 (unsorted 63-bit values in a narrow
range), and C6 (sorted 48-bit values). We consider three cases: (1) X and Y are C2, (2) X is
C2 and Y is C6, and (3) X is C3 and Y is C4.
Query. We consider the query SELECT SUM(Y) FROM R WHERE X = c, which we imple-
mented manually using MorphStore’s on-the-fly de/re-compression operators. The first
step of the query execution is a select-operator with a selectivity of 90% with input col-
umn X and output column X’. After that, a project-operator extracts the data elements at
the positions in X’ from base column Y producing intermediate Y’. Finally, a sum-operator
aggregates all data elements in Y’. Thus, our simple query consists of three operators ac-
cessing two base columns (X and Y), two intermediates (X’ and Y’), and one result column
with a single value, which we ignore in the following.
Results
Each base and intermediate column can be assigned an individual compressed format
and there are 5 · 2 · 5 · 5 = 250 possible combinations.3 However, here we concentrate
on just a few interesting combinations, while not searching for the best one. The for-
mat combinations we consider use the same format for both base columns and the same
format for both intermediates. Figure 5.1(a) shows the results for the query’s memory
footprint, broken down to the individual columns. First, the footprint of the purely un-
compressed processing is the same irrespective of the characteristics of the base columns.
Applying SIMD-BP-FL for the base columns results in a size reduction to 52% in case 1,
since X and Y contain only very small values, here. The other extreme is case 3, where
almost no size reduction can be achieved, since both base columns contain data elements
of up to 63 bits. If SIMD-BP-FL is applied to the intermediates as well, further reductions
3Random access is currently only supported for uncompressed data and SIMD-BP-FL.
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Figure 5.1: Evaluation results for a simple analytical query.
to between 17% (case 1) and 85% (case 3) are the consequence. Representing both in-
termediates using DELTA + SIMD-BP512 reduces the size of X’ significantly in all cases,
since this column is always sorted. At the same time, DELTA + SIMD-BP512 is benefi-
cial for Y’ only in case 2, where a reduction to 24% is achieved, while in case 1, it even
yields a worse memory footprint than SIMD-BP-FL resulting in a reduction to only 30%
compared to the uncompressed processing. In fact, in cases 1 and 3, Y’ should rather be
represented using FOR + SIMD-BP512. Using that format for both intermediates results
in reductions to 11% and 58%, respectively.
The runtimes of the whole query and the individual operators are displayed in Fig-
ure 5.1(b). Purely uncompressed processing is equally fast in all cases. Applying SIMD-
BP-FL only for the base columns can decrease the runtime by only up to 7% (case 1), since
writing uncompressed intermediates is very expensive, especially due to the selectivity
of 90%. In case 3, the query runtime is even increased by 4%. If the intermediates are
compressed using SIMD-BP-FL, too, the runtimes shrink to between 30% (case 1) and
85% (case 3). Using a suitable cascade for the intermediates could reduce the memory
footprint in all cases, compared to only SIMD-BP-FL. However, the runtimes can only be
reduced in cases 2–3 by using SIMD-BP512 cascaded with DELTA or FOR, respectively.
We conclude that the continuous compression of both base columns and intermediates
can reduce the memory footprint as well as the runtime of a query, if the formats are
chosen carefully. Furthermore, given two format combinations, the one that is better
with respect to the memory footprint is not always better concerning runtime.
5.3 COMPLEX OLAP QUERIES: THE STAR SCHEMA BENCHMARK
In this section, we investigate the fitness of our envisioned balanced query processing based
on lightweight integer compression of intermediates for complex analytical queries. We choose
the well-known Star Schema Benchmark (SSB) [100] for this purpose. Thus, we make the
following additions to our experimental setup:
Data. We generate the synthetic base data of the SSB at scale factor 10 using the data
generator provided by Lemire4. We applied an order-preserving dictionary encoding to
all non-integer columns in the schema to obtain integer columns. The attributes in the
SSB schema are mostly uniformly distributed [100].
4https://github.com/lemire/StarSchemaBenchmark
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Queries. All thirteen SSB queries can be executed on dictionary keys without looking up
the original values. Thus, we substituted all string literals used in selection predicates by
their respective dictionary keys. Since MorphStore does not support sorting yet, we omit-
ted the ORDER BY-clause from all queries. Furthermore, as MorphStore currently does not
have its own query parser and (classical) optimizer, we obtained QEPs from MonetDB us-
ing the EXPLAIN statement in SQL. We cross-compiled the MAL plans [12] output by Mon-
etDB to MorphStore C++ code. Since MorphStore’s operators differ slightly from those
of MonetDB (cf. Section 3.1.3), this step includes some changes to MonetDB’s QEPs, such
as introducing projections where MonetDB uses candidate lists. These adapted plans are
the basis for our compression-aware secondary query optimization strategies or a manual
assignment of the columns’ formats.
Formats. We consider all formats currently supported in MorphStore, i.e., the stand-alone
physical-level formats SIMD-BP-FL and SIMD-BP512, the cascades DELTA + SIMD-BP512
and FOR + SIMD-BP512, and the uncompressed format. SIMD-BP-FL represents all data
elements in a column with the same bit width. This bit width must be at least the maxi-
mum bit width in the column to ensure a lossless compression. However, instead of this
narrowest permissible bit width, we also allow to use the next higher (i) multiple of two,
(ii) multiple of eight (byte-aligned NS), or (iii) power of two, as the bit width. This is
motivated by the fact that these bit widths might incur a lower computational effort for
decompression or random access.
Best and worst format combinations. The QEPs of the SSB queries involve between 6
and 16 base columns and between 13 and 56 intermediates. Each of the columns can be
represented in its individual compressed format, which results in a very high number of
possible format combinations. Throughout this section, we frequently consider the actual
best and worst format combinations with respect to memory footprint and query runtime
to provide an orientation for the potential of our processing model. We determined these
depending on the objective as follows (note that these best(worst) combinations are al-
lowed to employ the uncompressed format):
• Memory footprint: The physical size of one column does not affect that of another one.
Thus, for each query, we exhaustively measured the physical size of each column
in each supported format. To find the best(worst) format combination, we select
the format resulting in the lowest(highest) measured physical size for each column
individually.
• Query runtime: Due to the high number of possible format combinations, exhaus-
tively trying all of them to find the actual best one is not an option. Therefore, we
applied a greedy algorithm to find a good combination, which we call the actual
best one with respect to runtime in the following. First, it initializes the format com-
bination to purely uncompressed processing. Then, it orders all columns by their
first occurrence in the QEP, whereby base columns are ranked first. This order is
used to proceed column by column. For each column, all available formats are tried
by adapting the current format combination accordingly, executing the entire query
with that format combination, and measuring the runtime. The format resulting
in the lowest overall runtime is chosen for the current column and the algorithm
proceeds with the next column. The analogous procedure is used to find the actual
worst combination by preferring higher runtimes.
In the following, we proceed by shedding light on several interesting aspects of the be-
havior of our novel on-the-fly de/re-compression.
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Figure 5.2: Impact of different format combinations.
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Figure 5.3: Impact of compressing only base data vs. compressing also intermediates.
Impact of Continuous Compression of all Columns
An appropriate choice of the format of each column involved in a query is at the core of
our vision. Thus, we would like to know the impact of different format combinations and
the improvement through the optimal format combination compared to the purely un-
compressed processing. We allow compression for base columns and intermediates here.
We consider the following format combinations for each query: (i) purely uncompressed,
(ii) SIMD-BP-FL for all columns, and (iii/iv) the actual best/worst format combination.
Figure 5.2(a) shows the results for the memory footprint. The purely uncompressed pro-
cessing achieves by far the worst memory footprints for all queries. Using SIMD-BP-FL
for all columns reduces the memory footprint to between 30% (Q3.2) and 37% (Q1.1) (32%
on average). For Q1.x, 3.3, and 3.4 this is already the best choice. However, for the re-
maining queries, the optimal combinations yield a reduction to between 25% (Q3.2) and
36% (Q1.1) (30% on average). Figure 5.2(b) depicts the query runtimes. Here, the worst
combination results in a runtime increase by 11% on average, compared to the purely un-
compressed case. Employing SIMD-BP-FL reduces the runtime for all queries except for
Q3.3 and 3.4, while the ideal combination reduces the runtimes even for those queries.
In detail, the best runtimes range between 49% (Q3.2) and 93% (Q3.3) (66% on aver-
age), compared to purely uncompressed processing. To sum up, the continuous use of
compression can significantly reduce memory footprint and runtime if the formats are
well-chosen, whereby the potential for reduction is query-dependent.
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Impact of Compressing only Base Columns vs. Compressing also Intermediates
Our next question is in how far our continuous compression of intermediates contributes
to these reductions, compared to the already established compression of the base data.
Thus, we start by not allowing compression at all, then we allow compression for the
base columns only, and, finally, also for the intermediates. The results for the memory
footprint can be found in Figure 5.3(a). Allowing compression only for the base data
already reduces the footprints significantly to between 33% (Q3.4) and 74% (Q3.1) (51%
on average). The impact of offering compression for intermediates too is highly query-
dependent. For Q3.3 and 3.4, almost no further reduction is possible, while a further
reduction to 25% can be achieved for Q3.2. On average, compressing also intermediates
reduces the footprints to 30%, i.e., 21% further than with base columns only. Figure 5.3(b)
depicts the runtime results. These can either be reduced to up to 79% (Q1.3) or not re-
duced (Q3.1) by compressing only the base columns (93% on average), while the addi-
tional compression of intermediates achieves a reduction to between 49% (Q3.2) and 92%
(Q3.4) (66% on average). We can conclude that our continuous compression of interme-
diates contributes significantly to the overall memory and runtime reductions achievable
through compression. In fact, regarding the runtime, the intermediates’ impact is even
higher than that of the base columns, on average.
Impact of the Objective
We now ask, in how far the actual best format combination depends on the objective.
Each SSB query involves a high number of columns of various logical sizes. Thus, we do
not investigate the format of each column individually, but rather investigate the total
number of logical data elements represented in each format. These numbers are visu-
alized in Figure 5.4. Since the choice of formats for random access is limited to SIMD-
BP-FL and uncompressed at the current state of the implementation of MorphStore, we
distinguish between columns without (top row) and with (bottom row) random access.
Note that not all data elements in a column with random access are necessarily accessed.
Furthermore, we present the numbers individually for base data (right column) and in-
termediates (middle column) as well as for both together (left column). As mentioned in
Section 3.1.5, at the current state of the implementation, some operators do not support
on-the-fly de/re-compression yet. Thus, some columns are involuntarily uncompressed.
As Figure 5.4 shows, this affects only intermediates, while the share of involuntary un-
compressed columns is low except for Q1.x. In contrast to that, a column is voluntarily
uncompressed if a compressed format is supported, but not beneficial.
We first discuss the actual best format combinations regarding memory footprint (left
bars). Generally, SIMD-BP-FL always utilizes the narrowest possible bit width. Columns
accessed in a random way (Figure 5.4(d)) are always represented using SIMD-BP-FL. For
columns with only sequential access (Figure 5.4(a)), SIMD-BP-FL is used for between
29% (Q4.3) and 99% (Q3.3 and 3.4) of the data elements (60% on average). Besides that,
cascades with DELTA and FOR are used for up to 70% (Q4.3) of the data elements (31%
on average) and SIMD-BP512 is never employed.
Switching to the actual best format combination regarding query runtime (right bars),
we make three observations: First, on average, 28% of the data elements are voluntarily
left uncompressed for sequential access (Figure 5.4(a)), and 8% for random access (Fig-
ure 5.4(d)). Figures 5.4(a–b, e–f) reveal that especially base data are voluntarily uncom-
pressed, while intermediates are virtually never voluntarily uncompressed. This stresses
the importance of our vision of compressing intermediates. Second, when SIMD-BP-FL
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Figure 5.4: Total number of data elements represented in each format: actual best format
combination regarding memory footprint (left bars) and runtime (right bars).
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Figure 5.5: Impact of the actual best format combination regarding one objective on the
measurement of the other objective.
is employed, it is often favorable to use a higher bit width than the narrowest permissi-
ble one. For both sequential and random access (Figures 5.4(a, d)), about 63% of the uses
of SIMD-BP-FL employ such a higher bit width. Third, cascades are employed much
less frequently for sequential access. Their usage shrinks to 7% of all data elements, on
average (Figure 5.4(a)). Figure 5.4(c) reveals that cascades are not used for base data at
all any more. At the same time, SIMD-BP512 is used for up to 27% (Q4.3) of all data
elements (7% on average) (Figure 5.4(a)). These three observations constitute a general
trend: the preference of formats less capable of reducing the physical size, but incurring
less computational effort.
In general, Figure 5.4 shows that the actual best format combination differs significantly
depending on the objective. Now we want to know if the resulting memory footprints
and runtimes differ as well. Thus, we use the actual best format combination regarding
runtime as a baseline and evaluate how much better the memory footprint can become by
using the actual best combination with respect to the memory footprint, and vice versa.
On the one hand, Figure 5.5(a) shows that the actual best memory footprint is between
12% (Q1.1) and 50% (Q2.3) lower than that achieved by the actual best combination with
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Figure 5.6: Fitness of our cost-based secondary query optimization strategies for obtain-
ing suitable format combinations.
respect to runtime (33% on average). On the other hand, Figure 5.5(b) reveals that the
actual best runtime is up to 33% (Q3.3) lower than that achieved by the actual best com-
bination regarding the memory footprint (5% on average). We can conclude that the
format combination optimizing memory footprint is already very good for runtime, for
most queries. However, for some queries, it is possible to improve the runtime a little
further, but this increases the memory footprint significantly.
Cost-Based Compression-Aware Secondary Query Optimization
Next, we want to find out whether our compression-aware strategies for a secondary
physical query optimization are able to find suitable format combinations for the two ob-
jectives. Since our strategies can only select formats for columns accessed only sequen-
tially, we select the formats of all columns requiring other access patterns with a simple
heuristic: When optimizing the memory footprint, SIMD-BP-FL with the narrowest pos-
sible bit width is obviously always the best choice, since neither a higher bit width nor
uncompressed data can result in a lower data size. When optimizing the query runtime,
we decide based on two cases. For all columns requiring random access to sorted posi-
tions (skip-sequential access), we use SIMD-BP-FL with the narrowest possible bit width
to fit as many code words as possible in the cache. For all columns requiring random
access to unsorted positions, we use SIMD-BP-FL with a higher bit width, in particular
with the next higher power of two, since these bit widths require fewer instructions per
random access. In the following, we compare our cost-based format selection to (i) the
actual best combination, which we would like to achieve, and (ii) the naïve approach of
using SIMD-BP-FL with the narrowest possible bit width for all columns.
Figure 5.6(a) shows the resulting memory footprints. Using SIMD-BP-FL for all columns
yields an increase of the memory footprint of up to 18% (Q3.2) compared to the optimal
footprint (7% on average), which is already very close. Nevertheless, the diagram clearly
shows that our cost-based selection strategy yields memory footprints virtually identical
to the actual optimal ones. The achieved query runtimes are given in Figure 5.6(b). Here,
our cost-based format selection results in an up to 33% (Q3.4) higher runtime compared
to the optimal one (4% on average). For Q4.2, it is even negligibly faster, which can most
likely be explained as noise in the measurements. In contrast to that, always using SIMD-
BP-FL increases the runtime by up to 30% (Q3.4) compared to the optimal runtime (8%
on average). We conclude that our compression-aware secondary optimization strategies
are able to exploit the capabilities of our compression-enabled processing model well.
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Figure 5.7: Query runtime comparison of MonetDB and MorphStore.
Comparison to MonetDB
After we have thoroughly investigated our balanced query processing based on com-
pressed intermediates within MorphStore, we finally compare our results to MonetDB5 [13,
53], a state-of-the-art column-store and, in fact, the most similar system to ours with re-
spect to the purely uncompressed processing.
To ensure a fair comparison, we configured MonetDB-11.31.13 with --enable-optimize,
which results, besides others, in the optimization flag -O3, compiled it with the same
compiler (and version), and run it on the same machine as MorphStore. We run Mon-
etDB also in single-threaded and read-only mode. Although MonetDB is not limited to
integer columns, we load it with the same dictionary-encoded base data as MorphStore.
However, we created two independent instances of the SSB database. In the first one, the
data type of all base columns is defined as BIGINT, which is a 64-bit integer in MonetDB
and, thus, resembles uncompressed base data. In the second one, we simulate a simple
byte-aligned null suppression of the base data by using the narrowest SQL integer type
possible for each base column, i.e., TINYINT, SMALLINT, INTEGER, or BIGINT. We have al-
ready mentioned this approach in Section 3.1.1. Regarding the queries, we also omitted
the ORDER BY-clause in MonetDB. Moreover, since MorphStore obtains the QEPs from
MonetDB with some slight changes as stated above, we ensured a close resemblance of
the QEPs in both systems, including the same join order.
We used MonetDB’s internal tools for measuring the mere query runtimes, excluding the
time spent on SQL parsing and query optimization. Since MonetDB loads the base data
from disk during the first execution of the query, we executed all queries 12 times in
MonetDB, but discarded the first two measurements and report the mean of the remain-
ing 10 measurements for each query.
Since we cannot measure the memory footprint of a query reliably in MonetDB, we only
report the query runtimes in Figure 5.7. To the best of our knowledge, MonetDB does
not use SIMD instructions, neither explicitly nor via auto-vectorization. Thus, we first
compare the scalar execution on purely uncompressed data, i.e., all columns use 64 bit per
data element. None of the systems is faster than the other for all queries and the dif-
ferences range from MonetDB being about 2.8× faster (Q1.2) to MorphStore being about
2.0× faster (Q3.4). On average, both systems are equally fast. The vectorized execution
5https://www.monetdb.org/
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using AVX-512 can reduce the runtimes in MorphStore by up to 54% (Q1.2) or increase
it by up to 16% (Q4.1) (on average, it decreases by 19%). Additionally employing our
novel on-the-fly de/re-compression operators with base columns and intermediates con-
figured by the actual best format combination reduces the runtimes further to between
35% (Q1.3) and 79% (Q4.1) of the scalar uncompressed processing in MorphStore (54% on
average). The execution of the SSB queries on the second instance of the schema, with
narrow integer types for the base data, improves the runtime of MonetDB to 84% of its
uncompressed runtime, on average, however, this is still much slower than MorphStore’s
compression-enabled approach. Thus, we conclude that the query execution in MorphStore
achieves runtimes comparable to a state-of-the-art system in the purely uncompressed case,
while using our novel continuous compression of intermediates in combination with vec-
torization yields a speed up of 2×, on average.
5.4 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we have conducted an end-to-end evaluation of our vision of a bal-
anced query processing based on lightweight integer compression of intermediates by employ-
ing our novel compression-enabled processing model, in particular our novel on-the-
fly de/re-compression allowing a continuous use of compressed data, as well as our
compression-aware strategies for secondary query optimization to entire analytical queries.
We started by introducing MorphStore, our prototype of an in-memory analytical query
engine for columnar data combining our compression-enabled processing model and our
compression-aware query optimization strategies and, thus, implementing our overall
research vision.
After the presentation of our experimental setup in Section 5.1, our evaluation consisted
of two parts: We first illustrated the impact of different combinations of the formats of
all base columns and intermediates involved in a query at the example of a simple OLAP
query in Section 5.2. After that, we presented the results of our in-depth experiments
with the well-known Star Schema Benchmark (SSB) [100]. Our experiments led us to the
following conclusions:
1. Our novel on-the-fly de/re-compression can improve both the memory footprint
and the runtime of a query significantly. When the actual best format combinations
are known, the memory footprint of the SSB queries can be reduced by up to 75%
and by 70% on average, and the runtimes can be reduced by up to 51% and by 34%
on average, compared to the purely uncompressed processing.
2. Our proposed continuous compression of intermediates contributes significantly
to these improvements, while only compressing the base data would waste a lot of
optimization potential.
3. The formats of all columns involved in a query must be chosen depending on the
objective, i.e., depending on whether the memory footprint or the runtime of the
query shall be minimized. The optimal format combinations for these two objec-
tives differ significantly. The optimal combination regarding the memory footprint
also yields good query runtimes for most SSB queries. This was expected since the
increase of the effective memory bandwidth implied by compressed data transfer is
the core idea of on-the-fly de/re-compression. However, we could also show that
the optimal format combination regarding query runtime can improve this metric
further by up to 33% and by 5% on average by preferring formats yielding worse
compression rates, but incurring less computational effort during the adaptive data
access. This clearly shows that there is a trade-off between memory footprint and
performance.
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4. Our compression-aware strategies for secondary query optimization can make ef-
fective use of our novel processing model. When optimizing for the memory foot-
print, they yield format combinations resulting in the optimal memory footprint,
while in the worst case, an increase of the memory footprint to 3.3× of the opti-
mal one is possible. When optimizing for the query runtime, the achieved runtimes
are only 4% higher than the optimal ones, on average, while in the worst case, an
increase of the runtime to 1.5× of the optimal one is possible.
5. For the purely uncompressed processing with scalar instructions, MorphStore
is as fast as MonetDB [13, 53], the state-of-the-art column-store whose processing
model is closest to ours for uncompressed processing. With on-the-fly de/re-compres-
sion and AVX-512, MorphStore outperforms MonetDB by 2×, on average.
To sum up, our end-to-end evaluation has proven our vision of a balanced query processing
based on lightweight integer compression of intermediates to be an effective approach to im-
prove the query processing with respect to the memory footprint and runtime of a query.
The next chapter concludes this thesis and outlines promising directions for future work.
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6
CONCLUSION
In this final chapter, we summarize the way from our motivation to the realization of our
vision in Section 6.1 and suggest promising directions for future work in Section 6.2.
6.1 SUMMARY OF THIS THESIS
In Chapter 2, we investigated existing lightweight integer compression algorithms in
detail. We thoroughly described the foundations of this research field, including our dis-
tinction of logical-level algorithms serving as preprocessing steps to obtain small integers
and physical-level algorithms eliminating the leading zero-bits in such small integers. We
provided an extensive presentation of the large corpus of lightweight integer compres-
sion algorithms in the literature. Then, we conducted a systematical experimental survey
of several logical-level and physical-level algorithms as well as cascades thereof. We
thoroughly investigated the impact of the data characteristics, the hardware character-
istics, and the employed SIMD extension on four objectives, the compression rate and
the performance of compression, decompression, and aggregating decompression, using
numerous synthetic data sets. We provided new insights regarding the impact of the
data distribution on NS algorithms, the impact of logical-level algorithms on the data
characteristics, the behavior of cascades, and the speed-ups through wider vector reg-
isters. However, our main conclusion is that there is no single-best lightweight integer
compression algorithms, but the choice is non-trivial and depends on all the factors men-
tioned above as well as on the objective. To sum up, this chapter provided a thorough
understanding of lightweight integer compression algorithms as the basis for their use in
in-memory column-stores.
In Chapter 3, we addressed the compression-enabled query processing in in-memory
column-stores employing lightweight integer compression algorithms. Based on the
well-known column-at-a-time model, we proposed a novel processing model, which sup-
ports the continuous compression of intermediates and is characterized by the full materi-
alization of all intermediates using lightweight integer compression formats combined
with the employment of compression-enabled operators. We identified two dimensions
for the integration of compression into query operators: the internal processing can take
place on either uncompressed or compressed data, while the data access to inputs and out-
puts can be either direct or adaptive. We called the resulting four degrees of integration:
purely uncompressed processing, on-the-fly de/re-compression, specialized operators, and on-the-
fly morphing and described each of them in detail. While existing operators from the
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literature can be integrated as specialized operators, we focused on our novel on-the-
fly de/re-compression, which surrounds the original operator on uncompressed data
with a wrapper for adaptive data access temporarily decompressing the inputs and re-
compressing the outputs. Furthermore, we provided in-depth remarks on the efficient
and flexible implementation based on C++ template metaprogramming and inlining. Our
micro benchmarks of isolated operators showed that on-the-fly de/re-compression can
be much faster than purely uncompressed processing, depending on the data character-
istics of the inputs and outputs. The second part of this chapter was dedicated to our
novel direct integer morphing algorithms, which are essential to on-the-fly morphing. These
algorithms can change the compressed format of an integer sequence without the inter-
mediate materialization of uncompressed data. We presented three example algorithms,
and our evaluation showed that they can achieve significant speed-ups compared to the
corresponding indirect morphing. To sum up, this chapter enabled us to execute complex
analytical queries with a continuous compression of intermediates.
In Chapter 4, we dealt with compression-aware query optimization strategies. The main
part of this chapter focused on our novel cost model for lightweight integer compression al-
gorithms capable of estimating the compression rate as well as the performance of com-
pression, decompression, and aggregating decompression, given the characteristics of
the data set. Our cost model adopts a gray-box approach by combining explicit model-
ing of the algorithms’ functional properties (white box) with calibration measurements
capturing effects related to the execution on a particular hardware platform (black box).
Moreover, we showed how to employ this cost model to select a suitable algorithm for
a particular data set. We further employed our cost model to estimate the costs of the
adaptive data access performed by our on-the-fly de/re-compression operators to select a
suitable format combination depending on the characteristics of the inputs and outputs.
Finally, we moved on to the compression-aware optimization of entire queries. Focus-
ing on our novel on-the-fly de/re-compression again, we justified why a deep integration
of compression-awareness into an existing query optimizer is beyond the scope of this
thesis. Subsequently, we developed strategies for a compression-aware secondary query
optimization. Given the QEP output by a classical optimizer as well as the data character-
istics of all (base columns and) intermediates in that QEP, our strategies choose suitable
formats for each of these columns. We presented an individual strategy for each of the
two important objectives of minimizing either the memory footprint or the runtime of a
query. Although there is an exponential number of possible format combinations, with
on-the-fly de/re-compression, the formats can be chosen for each column individually,
which significantly reduces the optimization effort. Our micro benchmarks proved the
effectiveness of our cost-based selection strategies at the levels of compression algorithms
and query operators. To sum up, this chapter provided the means to automatically decide
how to employ our continuous compression of intermediates effectively.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we conducted an end-to-end evaluation of our balanced query pro-
cessing based on compressed intermediates. We introduced MorphStore, our prototypical in-
memory analytical query engine for columnar data realizing this vision. We briefly eval-
uated a simple analytical query, before we moved on to our targeted complex analytical
queries using the Star Schema Benchmark (SSB). We showed that the combination of
the formats of all columns in a QEP has a significant impact on both considered objec-
tives, while the actual best combination improves both objectives significantly compared
to the purely uncompressed processing. Furthermore, a large part of these improve-
ments actually do not stem from the established compression of the base data, but from
our proposed continuous compression of intermediates. Moreover, the actual best for-
mat combination depends strongly on the optimization objective, and we could show
that our compression-aware strategies for a secondary query optimization yield format
combinations resulting in virtually perfect memory footprints and very good query runtimes.
A fair comparison of a single-threaded, scalar, and purely uncompressed processing in
MorphStore and MonetDB showed that both systems achieve the same performance on
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average of all SSB queries. However, with vectorized processing and our continuous
compression of intermediates, MorphStore is about twice as fast as MonetDB, on average.
To sum up, this chapter proved that our vision of a balanced query processing based on
compressed intermediates facilitates the effective utilization of modern processors by alle-
viating the memory wall and, thus, can assist in delivering the performance required by
the complex data analyses that are commonplace in today’s digitized world.
6.2 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
We are currently extending MorphStore in multiple respects, for instance, by providing
more compressed formats, supporting on-the-fly de/re-compression for the remaining
operators, and implementing specialized operators and on-the-fly morphing. Moreover,
while we only addressed the single-threaded execution in this thesis, we plan to extend
our processing model to a multi-threaded execution on modern NUMA systems [58, 68]
by adopting the data-oriented architecture (DORA) paradigm [59, 81]. However, these are
mostly technical works, several of which are the subject of current student projects.
Besides that, this thesis also opens up several interesting directions for future work. In
the following, we only elaborate on those we perceive as the most fascinating ones:
1. Continuous compression of intermediates for vector-at-a-time processing. The
compression-enabled processing model we proposed in this thesis is based on the
column-at-a-time model by MonetDB [13], because it actually materializes all in-
termediates. Nevertheless, this materialization is a downside of the column-at-a-
time model [15], which we addressed by using lightweight integer compression.
However, Boncz et al. have proposed the vector-at-a-time processing model [15],
which performs only a partial materialization of intermediates in the cache hier-
archy (cf. Section 3.1.1). It would be interesting to investigate the combination
of both approaches to improve the performance even further. In principle, our
compression-enabled operators can be applied in a vector-at-a-time setting by in-
voking them repeatedly using inputs/outputs in cache-resident buffers. Neverthe-
less, this raises a number of questions. First, the access to the caches is much faster
than to memory. Thus, the question is if the overhead of compression can still out-
weigh its cost, respectively when and for which algorithms. Second, the operators
of the vector-at-a-time model are intentionally simple in order to avoid instruction-
cache misses at operator switches in the pipelined execution. On the one hand,
introducing compression here would make these operators more complex. On the
other hand, with compression, more logical data elements could be stored in one
vector, such that operator changes could become less frequent. To sum up, the chal-
lenge is to speed up vector-at-a-time processing with continuous compression of
intermediates (or vice versa).
2. Estimating the data characteristics of intermediate results. Our strategies for a
compression-aware secondary query optimization need to know the data character-
istics of all intermediates in a query. In this thesis, we assumed that these character-
istics can be obtained from a classical query optimizer. While this division of con-
cerns is a typical approach in the literature [56, 76], classical query optimizers are
notoriously bad at estimating even cardinalities [69]. As the secondary optimiza-
tion strategies for on-the-fly de/re-compression we proposed in this thesis decide
the format of each column individually, being able to estimate the characteristics of
the outputs of an operator immediately before its execution could suffice to decide its
output formats during query execution. Another approach for such an adaptive query
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optimization has been proposed by Karnagel et al. in the context of heterogeneous
systems [56]. The authors suggest partitioning a QEP obtained from a classical op-
timizer into sub-plans inside which all cardinalities can be known exactly. Then,
instead of a global secondary query optimization, they propose a local optimization
for each sub-plan during query execution as new cardinality information becomes
available. While Karnagel et al. focused solely on cardinalities, our cost models
require some more data characteristics. To sum up, the challenge is to apply adap-
tive query optimization techniques to estimate the characteristics of intermediates
to make our optimization strategies more practical.
3. Representation of intermediates using other data structures. In this thesis, we fo-
cused on columns, i.e., integer sequences, as the data structure for all base data and
intermediates. However, there are more data structures that can be used to represent
intermediates. For instance, bitmaps can represent the results of selection scans [40,
47, 74, 116], hash tables can be employed by joins and grouping/aggregation [97], and
tree-based indexes for cooperative operators [61]. Interestingly, there are also special
compression algorithms for such data structures [7, 46, 114]. This raises the question
when to use which data structure in which structure-specific compressed format for
a particular intermediate. For instance, the optimal representation of the result of
our select-operator could be either a (compressed) column of positions (as we did
it in this thesis), or a (compressed) bitmap, depending on, e.g., the selectivity and
the interplay with the subsequent operators. In any case, with respect to query pro-
cessing, our novel on-the-fly de/re-compression already provides a good basis for
the support of different data structures. Instead of appending an output vector reg-
ister from the vector-register layer to a compressed column, the output-side buffer
layer could activate the denoted bits in a bitmap or insert the given values into a
hash table or a tree-based index structure. This would be possible without changing
the internal implementation of the operators, which underlines the flexibility of our
on-the-fly de/re-compression approach. To sum up, the challenge is to adapt the
query processing to different data structures and to enable the optimizer to select
the appropriate one for each intermediate.
While we have shown the effectiveness of our vision of a balanced processing of complex
analytical queries based on lightweight integer compression of intermediates, this thesis might
be the starting point for several further interesting research projects.
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